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ABSTRACT
Structured Courses as a Strategy for Rural Development:
A Case Study of the Kenya Farmer Training Centres
September 1982
Thomas Mulusa, B.A., London; M.A.
,
Nairobi;
M.Ed., Ed . D
. ,
Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. George E. Urch
The African continent has lagged far behind other
regions of the world in development, according to the Gross
National Product, the Physical Quality of Life Index, and
other measurements. To accelerate growth, African coun-
tries over the past three decades have used a variety of
formal and nonformal educational programs. One such pro-
gram, the Farmer Training Centre (FTC), serves as a
strategy for rural development.
This study focuses on the FTC Program in Kenya,
East Africa, with particular emphasis on the curriculum.
The study suggests that nonformal education enterprises,
the FTC included, have grown out of the same bedrock of
curriculum theory as formal education. Principles and
methods developed for the one are relevant to the other.
The following methods or research were used:
library search, structured interviews, mail question-
naires, and personal observations by the researcher.
IX
Four assistants collected data from trainees at four FTCs
and the mail questionnaires were sent out to all FTC
principals for distribution among their staff.
FTC literature reveals that the program has re-
mained experimental for the past three decades. The
Ministry of Agriculture has failed to implement crucial
reforms that have been recommended regarding composition
of FTC management committees, decentralization, staff
development and renumeration, and the use of the FTC
demonstration farm. Furthermore, FTC objectives are not
clearly specified at national, regional, or institutional
levels
.
Trainers surveyed in the field showed lack of
essential background information about their trainees and
complacency concerning the nature of the FTC curriculum.
They expressed little commitment to remaining in the pro-
gram .
The study recommends a major reorganization of
the farmer training effort. A field-based program of
structured courses modeled along the lines of The Equator
Project would reach larger numbers of small scale farmers
and provide more relevant education than do existing
small scale FTCs. In the proposed model, the FTCs would
become staff development and resource centers for the
agricultural extension system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
The level and rate of development in Africa has
lagged behind other regions of the world in spite of the
efforts made by African governments, in the past two
decades, to accelerate the development of their countries.
By 1976 the non-OPEC countries of black Africa^ had an
average Gross National Product (GNP) of $277 per capita as
compared to $315 for Asia, $3,678 for Europe, $4,910 for
Japan and $7,853 for North America.^ However, these
figures quoted above do not give a complete picture of the
gap between Africa and the rest of the world. While other
regions have enjoyed all the benefits from their GNP, the
little that has been produced in Africa has been shared
with the more wealthy regions of Europe and North America,
which have invested in Africa either directly through
multinational corporations or indirectly through loans
to African governments. Multinational corporation profits,
government loan repayments, and interest due to creditor
nations represent a substantial fraction of the benefit
derived from the GNP quoted above for African countries.
Other indices of development show a similar gap
between Africa and the rest of the world. The Physical
1
2Quality of Life Index (PQLI), which is a measurement of
life expectancy at age one, infant mortality and literacy
rates, indicated in 1976 that Africa was 32 out of a maxi-
mum of 100. The PQLI for other regions during the same
year was 57 for Asia, 90 for Europe, 96 for Japan and 95
for North America.^
Poverty and general backwardness in Africa has
largely been attributed to the lack of education and
training. Hence, when Kenya attained independence on
December 12, 1963, the new government appointed a commis-
sion within a week, on December 19, 1963, "to survey ex-
isting educational resources of Kenya and to advise the
Government of Kenya in the formulation and implementation
of national policies of education." The Kenya Education
Commission also known as the Ominde Commission suggested
that the relationship between education and agriculture
was of vital importance to the economy of the country and
therefore deserved a careful study by special commission
on agricultural education.'*
Meanwhile, the Government of Kenya was hard pressed
to find quick solutions to the immediate economic problems
of the country. There was increasing migration of rural
people into the urban centers in search of wage employment.
The incidence of unemployment and migration to urban areas
was highest among school drop-outs (school leavers). In
3196A the Prime Minister of Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta, made a
special speech to the country appealing to unemployed urban
people to go ’'back to the land" and learn to earn a living
in rural areas
.
^ The speech pointed out that because Kenya
was an agricultural country, agriculture had to be the
means of livelihood for most of the population.
In 1965, the government requested the University
College of Nairobi to organize a conference to examine the
relationships between education, employment, and rural
development.® The conference was held at Kericho in 1966,
and, like the Kenya Education Commission, the Kericho con-
ference examined agricultural education along side other
aspects of rural development, and recommended that a spe-
cial commission be appointed to review agricultural educa-
tion .
The search for strategies to intensify agricul-
tural production in Kenya had started prior to indepen-
dence. Throughout the colonial period, various experi-
ments had been tried out in soil conservation, disease
control and adoption of high yielding enterprises. The
Farmer Training Centre (FTC) Program, which is the focus
of this study, emerged in the 1930 's as an experimental
program conducted by the Community Development Department
of the colonial government.^ In the 1950's, the Department
of Agriculture developed a rival farmer training program.
4In 1961, the community development farmer training program
was discontinued and the Government of Kenya embarked on
expansion of the Farmer Training Centre Program under the
Department of Agriculture.
At the time of independence, the Ministry of Agri-
culture, formerly the Department of Agriculture, appeared
ambivalent towards the FTC Program. In 1963, a report of
the Ministry on the FTC Program expressed alarm at the
number of cancelled courses that year, pointing out that
many centers had been closed for as long as six months.®
The following year, a policy statement from the Ministry
explained the structure and role of the FTC program and
then said, in part, "With the possible build up of some
40 centres in Kenya some people are doubtful about the
wisdom of this policy."®
At the time of this writing there are approximately
thirty-six Farmer Training Centres in the country: thirty
run by the Ministry of Agriculture, five by a church organi-
zation known as the National Christian Council of Kenya
(NCCK) and one run by a local government authority, Kipsigis
County Council. They have evolved into residential centers
which can accommodate thirty to one-hundred trainees, and
have a teaching staff of five to seven instructors each in
agriculture and home economics.
5FTCs are intended to be an integral part of agri-
cultural extension. Government FTCs come directly under
District Agricultural Officers (DAO), who are heads of
agricultural extension in their respective districts.
Non-government FTCs have their own management organiza-
tions for the purpose of financing the program, but they
work within the government extension system, coordinating
their programs with the District Agricultural Officer.
The FTCs offer short courses, normally lasting one week or
less. The courses for small scale farmers were originally
intended to focus on one skill or one farming problem at
a time, but it was suggested in the 1974-78 national
development plan^° that each course should integrate as
many related rural development problems as possible.
Apart from agricultural courses, FTCs provide facilities
for other community development agencies to conduct their
own courses in leadership, extension work, cooperative
education, business management, family planning and other
aspects of community development.^^
The Problem
Evaluation documents and annual reports in the
early 60 ' s
,
on the growth of the Framing Training Centre
(FTC) Program in Kenya suggested that the development of
the Program had been inhibited by the following problems:
6FTCs were not fully integrated into the con-
ventional agricultural extension service;
FTC educators were not sufficiently trained
to perforin their role effectively;
There was frequent underenrollment and failure
of FTC courses;
The purpose of the FTC demonstration farm
was not clear to the FTC trainers, and thefarm frequently operated at a loss;
There was little evaluation of the FTC
Program . ^ ^
Despite doubts about the impact or usefulness
of FTCs based on under-utilization of the space at exist-
ing centers, the Government continued to construct new
FTCs. Evidentally, past studies did not discredit the
overall design of the program, nor suggest that the pro-
gram be terminated. All expert opinion tended to assure
the Government of Kenya that if the problems listed above
were rectified, the FTC Program would have a profound
effect on agricultural development . ^
^
The list of problem areas cited in the literature
can be classified into three main categories: 1) policy
issues like funding, staff structure and development,
and salaries; 2) internal administrative problems relating
to recruitment of trainees, accommodation for women with
babies, the diet and numerous social and entertainment
amenities; and 3) professional tasks like research, needs
assessment, program development, teaching approaches.
7practical lessons and the use of the FTC demonstration
farm, the use of teaching aids, evaluation and follow-up.
Admittedly the problems in the three categories
are interdependent and do affect the whole program jointly
and severely. However, the whole range of problems listed
above are difficult to treat in one study. It seems that
policy issues and most of the administrative problems cut
across the whole spectrum of the agricultural extension
system, and cannot be resolved within the FTC Program,
as implied in FTC annual reports between 1963 and 1976.
This study is therefore concerned with the professional
problems about which the FTC trainers can do something.
More specifically the study will focus on the conception
of the role and content of the FTC Program and the prob-
lems encountered in its development.
Purpose of the Study
This study examines the Farmer Training Centre
(FTC) Program as a strategy of group approach to agricul-
tural extension and explores ways in which the program
could be strengthened to reach a larger number of small
scale farmers. The study addresses the following ques-
tions ;
1. What are the theoretical perspectives relevant
to the FTC curriculum as a strategy for the
8promotion of the group approach to extension
for small scale farmers?
2. What is the role of education in the development
of small scale farmers?
3. What have been the main trends in the development
of the FTC Program in Kenya, and what alternative
approaches of group extension have emerged?
A. Who are the FTC trainers and trainees, and how do
the trainers perceive the program and the trainees
with whom they work?
5. What is the future of the FTC Program and what
are the prospects for strengthening the program?
Significance
The past two decades have seen an upsurge of
interest throughout the world in the search for relevant
education for development in the rural areas of the less
developed countries. Considerable effort has been made
to enrich the school curriculum in less developed coun-
tries with appropriate skills, knowledge and attitudes for
rural development. The most innovative design of education
for development proposed for formal schools during this
period was Nyerere ' s community-based "Education for Self
Reliance." Outside the formal school system, various
educational activities have been mounted to enable rural
9people to increase food production, incomes and gainful
employment. So far, there has been no final agreement on
the content and process of relevant education for rural
development. The FTC Program, like other farmer training
programs of its type, remains experimental and deserves
further investigation and development.
Past studies of agricultural education for small
scale farmers have tended to give FTCs superficial treat-
ment, with examination limited to quantitative analyses of
the number of centers involved in the program; residential
space available at each center; the number of participants
in courses; numbers and qualifications of the administra-
tive and teaching staff; and the funds spent and raised by
FTCs. These data are basic to the FTC Program, but do not
provide a complete picture of the relevance of the program
and its accessibility to the target community. By examin-
ing the FTC Program in isolation from extension, this study
hopes to investigate the structure and processes of the FTC
curriculum more closely.
The FTC model has gained importance with the in-
creasing interest in nonformal education (NFE) programs for
both adults and young people. Whether the group approach
is used at residential centers or in non- resident ial part-
time courses, it has been justified on the grounds of cost
effectiveness. One expert can work with a large number of
10
learners at the same time, making maximum use of time and
other limited resources. It is also easier to plan and
to implement follow-up and progressively supportive
educational activities. These assumptions open up an
interesting area of investigation in respect to the FTC
Program, but are beyond the scope of this study.
From the point of view of funding and implemen-
ting agencies, structured programs are relatively simple
to plan, implement and evaluate. However, by the same
token, there are greater risks in losing sight of in-
dividual needs and imposing a predetermined curriculum
on a learning group. The lessons and insights gained
from this study should therefore be of interest to a
wide range of NFE programs including adult literacy
classes, skill training for youth, residential agri-
cultural courses for both adults and youth, and
training workshops for community leaders and change
agents
.
For curriculum developers and researchers the
study should generate more interest in the following
questions: What are the differences between curricu-
lum development for school systems, on the one hand,
and for out-of- school programs on the other? What
makes a curriculum relevant to the needs of rural com-
munities and accessible to the target population? What
11
aspects of the curriculum models described in the study can
be replicated in other non- formal education situations?
Another category of professionals likely to find
this study relevant to their work are administrators and
trainers of extension agents. The essential purpose of
the FTC Program in Kenya was to strengthen agricultural
extension by attending to needs which were not effec-
tively fulfilled by conventional extension. Thus exten-
sion agents and their trainers should benefit from any
fresh light shed by this study on the problem of training
small scale farmers.
The study should be of interest to government mini-
stries and departments and non-government organizations
responsible for such areas as agriculture and rural devel-
opment, health education and population studies, community
development, culture, and youth development. It seems that
significant innovation and change in the development of
educational programs for farmers might have repercussions
far beyond the realm of nonformal education. Within the
school system, for example, the teaching of agricultural
education and occupational skills would benefit from new
ideas on how to instill change-making habits of thought
in a learning group which is engaged in a specific
development task.
12
Above all, the study is concerned with the prepara-
tion for change of two million rural households in Kenya.
Investigations over the past two decades have not provided
the Kenya Government with conclusive policy guidelines on
this subject. Among other things this study hopes to pro-
pose changes for improvements of the FTC Programs in par-
ticular and farmer training programs in general.
Outline of the Study
This study is presented in seven chapters. Chap-
ter 1 suggests that, like all the less developed countries
of Africa, Kenya is searching for ways of using educational
programs to accelerate its economic development. As Kenya
is primarily an agricultural country, this search tends to
focus on agricultural education. The chapter states the
specific questions addressed in the study, and explains the
importance of the study to agricultural extension in par-
ticular, and rural development in general.
Chapter II concerns the design of the study. More
specifically, it describes the scope of the study, the
researcher's experience in education and research in rural
development and the research methods and instruments
employed to collect data.
Chapter 111 provides a conceptual framework for
the study. Curriculum theory and practice developed for
13
formal education is related to nonformal education. The
chapter suggests that the processes of selection of cur-
riculum ingredients determines the ultimate quality of an
education program. The labels "formal" and "nonformal"
do not in themselves reflect the quality of the program.
The chapter highlights the importance of the concept of
needs in development and nonformal educational programs.
In Chapter IV an attempt is made to relate the
FTC Program to the global problem of education for rural
development. As a nonformal education program, the FTC
Program is in theory cheaper and more accessible than
formal education, and more systematic than conventional
rural extension. The chapter points out that these
assumptions are important and worth investigating in
respect to the FTC Program, but they are not the focus
of this study. The chapter introduces the concept of
group approach to extension and outlines the evolution of
the concept of farmer training centers in East Africa.
Chapter V outlines the main landmarks in the devel-
opment of the FTC program, from the first experimental
program conducted by the Department of Community Develop-
ment in the 1930
' s up to the present. The FTC Program has
been allowed to exist on an experimental basis while
investigation continued into its role and program content.
lA
The chapter suggests that up to the time of writing, the
FTC Program is still at the experimental stage.
The data collected during the field survey is pre-
sented and analysed in Chapter VI. The chapter focuses on
how far the FTC instructors understood the needs of the
potential trainees, the scope of the program in terms of
the numbers of farmers to be trained, and the objectives
of the program.
Chapter VII, in conclusion presents the highlights
of the study and summarizes its main findings. It offers
recommendations for further investigation and development.
15
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CHAPTER 1 1
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This chapter offers a brief summary of the scope
of the study
,
a description of the researchers experience
in rural development, and discussion of the methods used
to collect data.
Scope of the Study
The FTC Program has taken different forms in
various countries in Africa and the Third World. A num-
ber of African countries have tended to see ETCs as train-
ing centers for frontline agricultural extension workers
and local community leaders. Other countries, like Kenya,
have tried to strike a balance between training programs
for educators and community leaders on the one hand and
education for small scale farmers on the other. Even with
in individual countries, Kenya included, there are con-
siderable differences in the scope and emphasis of program
activities from one FTC to another.
A study which attempts to cover the FTC Program in
several countries would either run the risk of being super
ficial or encounter too many variables to handle. This
16
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study was consequently confined to Kenya, not only because
this is the country with which the researcher is most
familiar, but also because Kenya is among the countries
with the most developed program of residential courses
for small scale farmers in Africa. As already stated in
Chapter I, at the time of the study, the country had a
network of thirty-six small scale FTCs distributed fairly
equitably throughout the densely populated rural areas.
Because agriculture is the backbone of Kenya's
economy, the government spends considerable resources on
research and documentation of agricultural development in
general, and agricultural education and training in partic-
ular. As part of the search for effective strategies for
rural development a number of studies of agricultural educa-
tion and extension services done in Kenya in the past twenty
years provided a firm foundation for further investigation.
Additional information on FTCs was obtainable from national
development plans and the annual reports of the Ministry of
Agriculture and individual FTCs.
Within the Kenyan context, the concept of FTC was
wide and needed further narrowing down to a researchable
subject. The study was confined to the thirty-six small
scale FTCs. A number of programs providing structured
farmer training courses were excluded from the study.
18
The two FTCs catering to owners and managers of
large scale, highly mechanized and capital intensive farms
were excluded from the study for three reasons: (1) The
level of investment required for a large scale farm, and
the level of technology employed, are out of the reach of
an average farmer in a poor country, let alone a small
scale farmer. (2) The large scale FTC seems to be a
Kenyan phenomenon which has little relevance to countries
which do not have the kind of feudal land tenure system
which Kenya inherited from the colonial context. The
large scale farms were owned by expatriate farmers up to
the period of "Africanization" of the economy following
Kenya's independence. A few of the foreign owned farms
were acquired by the government and subdivided into smaller
units which were then given to landless Kenyan farmers.
Some were retained by the original owners, and a third
category was handed over to Kenyans without subdivision.
The large scale FTCs were established to service the "in-
experienced" Kenyan farmers who were taking up large scale
farms for the first time. (3) There are only two large
scale FTCs in the country. There was very little written
about large scale FTCs, and they did not appear to have
much impact on the development of agricultural education
in Kenya during this study.
19
All the educational programs taking place at
small scale FTCs do not fall within the scope of this
study. The courses offered fall under three main
categories: (1) in-service training and leadership train-
ing for frontline extension agents and community leaders,
(2) non-farmer courses in such areas as nutrition, coopera
tive development, business management, youth development
and family planning; and (3) courses for small scale
farmers. Programs in the first category were excluded
from the study because they were primarily concerned with
training educators and community leaders for conventional
extension services and did not handle farmers directly.
In any case the frontline extension workers or Junior
Agricultural Assistants ( JAA)
,
who were formally trained
at the FTC seemed to be a disappearing class of para-
professionals that deserved little attention from re-
searchers and planners. The government policies were to
upgrade serving JAAs through in-service training programs,
while at the same time providing for a higher output of
more professionally qualified Technical Assistants (TA)
to man positions at the frontline of the agricultural
extension service. ^ Clearly, the training of JAAs,
whether done at the FTC or not, was not within the scope
of a study of residential courses for small scale farmers.
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In Kenya, it has been argued eloquently that agri-
cultural education should be integrated with educational
programs in health, cooperative development, home econom-
ics, family planning and other courses which might have a
bearing on rural life.^ Advocates of the integrated model
have suggested that Kenyan FTCs should be converted to
niul ti-purpose training centers to be known as District
Development Centers (DDC)
. For the purpose of defining a
sample for this study, however, the DDC was not seen as a
conventional FTC, and for that reason DDC students and in-
structors, as well as FTC trainees in category two above,
were not interviewed. Similarly, participants in the
Equator Community Education Project (ECEP) or any other
farmer training programs conducted outside the conventional
FTC Program were not included in the sample.
The Researcher's Experience in Rural Development
The researcher has been involved in farmer training
programs for about ten years as a consultant on adult educa-
tion and as a researcher in learning needs and methods for
out of school rural communities. As consultant, the re-
searcher participated in: the FTC Principals Seminar,
organized jointly by the Board of Adult Education, the
Friedrich Ebert Foundation of West Germany and the Mini-
stry of Agriculture and held at the Oceanic Hotel at
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Mombasa in 1973 the curriculum development workshop for
Bukura Institute of Agriculture organized jointly by the
FAO Program for Better Family Living (PBFL) and the Mini-
stry of Agriculture and held at the Insitute of Adult
Studies in 1974 and two seminars for Egerton Agricultural
College on adult education and extension sponsored by the
PBFL in 1975.^ As a researcher, the writer was involved in
the UNESCO International Institute for Education Planning
(IIEP) study on "Learning Needs for Rural Areas" in 1976-
1977 and the Science Education Program for Africa (SEPA)
study on skill training for "Out of School Youth" (OOSY)
from 1977 to 1981.® The OOSY study in Kenya focused on
rural youth. From 1975 to 1979, the researcher made an
exploratory study of seven small scale FTCs in Kenya. The
study involved a discussion with FTC principals on the
objectives of the FTC Program, reading FTC documents on
program planning and student recruitment and observation
of FTC courses in progress. In 1977, while studying the
FTC Program, the researcher designed an alternative model
for educating rural communities, known as Equator Community
Education Project (ECEP).^ The project was implemented as
of 1980, and was in progress during this study.
Methods of Data Collection
Previous studies on learning needs for rural people
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and curriculum development for farmers courses enabled the
researcher to classify the problems associated with the FTC
Program and to define the curriculum issues which are the
focus of this study. The researcher also gained some
insights into these issues which were used to develop re-
search instruments and strategies for the study. The
study was based on four methods of collecting data:
library search, face-to-face interviews, mail question-
naires and personal observation.
The library search was used to obtain an overview
of the entire program and how it developed. The FTC Pro-
gram has not been studied extensively. This study, there-
fore, relied on primary sources consisting of annual re-
ports, inspection reports, development proposals and plans,
official correspondence about the program and FTC records.
Secondary sources were few but very important as indicators
of the attempts made in the past to synthesize and to artic-
ulate the purposes, content and process of the program.
Most of the literature required was conveniently available
in Nairobi at the libraries of the Ministry of Agriculture,
the University of Nairobi and at the National Archives.
The purpose of an educational program is to fulfill
the education needs of the learner. However, available
evidence suggests that past studies of the FTC Program in
Kenya did not give much attention to the views, feelings
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and opinions of the small scale farmers who were the
potential clients of the FTC Program. A follow-up study
by Vuyiya in 1963 seems to be the only attempt made in
the past two decades to collect data from the clients of
the FTC Program.® Like Vuyiya ’s survey, this study pro-
vided an opportunity for small scale farmers themselves
to express their own feelings about the FTC Program through
structured interviews.
About 20% of the FTC trainees are illiterate and
cannot respond to a mail questionnaire in English. Any
attempts to translate the questionnaire into forty major
languages and an even larger number of local dialects
would have been futile and even counter-productive. Some
of the languages do not have well developed scripts, and
some of the technical terms in the questionnaire do not
have equivalent terms in all the local languages. The
only way to collect information from trainees was to use
an interview schedule administered by research assistants
who had a good knowledge of the trainees' language and
home environment and could accurately interpret the ques-
tions into the local language and, where necessary, explain
to the respondents what information was required.
The decision to use structured interviews in this
way indirectly put limits to the number of FTCs to be
studied. Each of the research assistants had to be
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briefed individually and supervised closely during the
translation and administration of the research instrument.
The researcher decided to use a sample of ten percent (10%)
of the FTCs in operation during the study, or one FTC from
each of the farming regions in the country. Accordingly
the country was divided into four main regions for the
purpose of collecting data from small scale farmers,
namely (1) the Coastal region, with Mtwapa FTC as the
interview center, (2) the Central Kenya highlands, with
Wambugu FTC as the interview center, (3) the Pastoral
areas, represented by Narok FTC, and (4) the Lake region
of Western Kenya, with Kisii FTC as the interview center.
The four regions and FTCs represent different physical
conditions, cultural characteristics and farming practices.
The coastal region has a hot and humid tropical climate and
a predominatly subsistence economy. The central Kenya high-
lands region represents a cool mountain type sub-tropical
climate with a wide range of farming practices varying
from primitive subsistence economy to fairly sophisticated
commercialized agricultural production. The pastoral areas
are too dry for crops which need plenty of rainfall; the
principal economy in these areas is livestock farming.
Finally, like the Wambugu FTC, the Kisii FTC caters to an
agriculturally high potential area with a wide spectrum of
farming practices.
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Fig. 2.1. Distribution of the FTCs Included inthe Study.
The distribution of the FTCs and Provincial Capitals
corresponds to the population density of the country.
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The study excluded areas of the country classified
as desert or semi-desert. The main obstacles to farming
in these dry lands seems to be water, and not education
and training.
At the time of research, the FTC Program had a
workforce of about 250 administrators and instructors.
Due to the attendant problems of understaffing and fre-
quent transfers out of the program, the actual workforce
within the system at any given time did not go above the
200 mark. The numbers to be handled in this study were
thus low, and it did not appear necessary to limit data
collection to a small sample. All trainers were fully
literate, with a minimum of twelve years of formal educa-
tion, and considerable proficiency in the English language.
It was therefore decided that a mail questionnaire would
be sent to all FTC trainers.
There were at least two advantages to administering
the mail questionnaire to all trainers. The main objective
of the study was to collect as much information as possible
on FTC educators' opinions about the FTC Program. Admini-
stration of the mail questionnaire to all FTC educators
maximized the number of responses received back. If the
questionnaire had been sent to a smaller sample, the num-
ber of the responses returned would have been fewer and
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less representative of the range of divergent opinions
among FTC educators.
The researcher's observation of the FTC Program
began about ten years earlier and prepared the ground
for this study. At the beginning of the study the
researcher visited the four FTCs selected for the interview
of farmers. The final decisions on how to determine the
sample and to contact respondents were made after consul-
tation with FTC staff. During the interview stage the re-
searcher made more visits to the interview centers, as a
result of which modifications were made to data collecting
procedures. The greatest value of the researcher's visits
to interview centers was the deeper insight he got into
the program, which was subsequently used in interpretation
of the data.
The researcher mailed questionnaires to FTC prin-
cipals with a cover note explaining the purpose of the
study
,
and promising that individual opinions expressed
in the questionnaire would be handled with strict confi-
dentiality. The cover note assured respondents that all
requirements for conducting a survey in the country had
been fulfilled, and that the study had received approval
from the Training Division of the Ministry of Agriculture,
the National Council for Science and Technology, which
scrutinizes all research proposals on behalf of the
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government, and the Office of the President. A photostat
copy of the research permit from the Office of the Presi-
dent was enclosed as proof that the survey had been
sanctioned by the Government.
A stamped envelope was sent out with the research
instrument for mailing completed questionnaires back. One
month after the dispatch of the research instrument, a
written reminder was mailed out to all FTCs which had not
responded. After the second month another reminder was
mailed out. Meanwhile, telephone follow-up was used to
enquire from FTCs whether the instruments had been re-
ceived and acted upon.
The researcher hired four research assistants to
conduct the oral interviews at the selected FTCs. The
research assistants had to be proficient in English and
to have a good knowledge of the districts in which they
would be working. Each research assistant discussed the
instrument with the researcher and thereafter translated
the instrument into the major language of the district
and tried it out on five respondents. After the trial
period, the researcher once more discussed the instrument
with the research assistant, and then the latter embarked
on the actual data collection.
Each research assistant was instructed to confine
the interview to trainees attending farmers courses at the
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selected FTC in October and November, 1981. During the
field work, the researcher visited each research center
three times to participate in the interview process and
to talk to respondents.
Summary
This chapter describes the focus of the study and
the methods used to collect data. The study focused on
the thirty-six small scale FTCs operating in the country
during the research. Thirty of the FTCs were managed by
the Government, five by a church organization, the National
Christian Council of Kenya, and one by a local government
authority, Kipsigis County Council.
Four methods of research were employed in the study,
namely the library search, a mail questionnaire, a struc-
tured interview and personal observation by the researcher.
The structured interview was conducted by four research
assistants stationed at four FTCs situated in the four
major farming regions of the country. Personal observa-
tion was based on the long association which the researcher
has had with the FTC Program.
Chapter 111 presents some of the information de-
rived from the library search. The chapter looks at the
theoretical perspectives of the FTC curriculum.
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CHAPTER III
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
The FTC Annual Reports for 1963 and 1972 to 1976
tended to attribute some of the weaknesses of the FTC
Program to the curriculum. ^ This chapter is devoted to a
description of the curriculum so as to provide a framework
for (1) making judgments on the qualities of the FTC cur-
riculum; (2) drawing meaningful boundaries between exclu-
sively curriculum issues, and problems that extend beyond
the confines of curriculum theory and practice. Three
perspectives of curriculum decision-making are addressed,
with particular reference to nonformal education in general
and farmer training in particular. The perspectives are:
1. the dichotomy between formal and nonformal
education
;
2. the definition and conception of a curriculum;
and
3. major educational philosophies and learning
theory which seem to influence curriculum
decision-making in nonformal education.
The chapter does not deal with the less problematic area
of curriculum implementation.
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The Dichotomy Between Formal
and Nonformal Education
FTC courses fall into the category of out-of-
school programs known as nonformal education. Coombs
and Ahmed defined nonformal education as "any organized
systematic, educational activities carried on outside the
framework of the formal system to provide selected types
of learning to particular subgroups in the population
.
Formal education is defined as "the highly institutional-
ized, chronologically graded and hierarchically structured
education system spanning lower primary school and the
upper reaches of the university
.
Adult and nonformal education enterprises are
usually defined in terms of how they differ from formal
school programs. Some adult educators are uncomfortable
with the use of the label "curriculum" to describe educa-
tional designs for adult educational settings. They sug-
gest that the term "program" more appropriately defines
the flexible and learner-centered enterprises associated
with the adult and nonformal education domain. The label
"curriculum," according to this school of thought, is con-
fined to the rigid and content-centered designs which tend
to be associated with the formal school sector. In exam-
ining the relation between formal and nonformal education
this section specifically tries to determine how far
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curriculum theory developed for the former can be used
to review the latter.
An important landmark in the development of the
dichotomy between formal and nonformal education was the
publication in 1968 of Knowles' book The Modern Practice
of Adult Education
,
which drew a sharp distinction between
two concepts: andragogy and pedagogy
. According to
Knowles, andragogy is "the art and science of helping
adults to learn." In contrast, the teaching and learning
that goes on within school settings is defined as pedagogy,
i.e., "the art and science of teaching children."'^ Knowles'
main effort was to establish this distinction between child
education and adult education. Although "andragogy" has
not been widely adopted by authors and nonformal educators,
the dichotomy implied by Knowles' terms has become the
starting point for much of the adult and nonformal educa-
tion literature in the past decade.
Knowles ' dichotomy was based on four assumptions
about both adult and young learners:
1. Adults are independent and self directing.
They resist attempts to humiliate them or
to treat them like children. In contrast,
children tend to be receptive to decisions
made by the adult world.
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2. Adults have accumulated substantial life
experience which affects the learning trans-
action. Younger learners have relatively
shorter experiences and are more likely to
accept suggestions which contradict their
experience
.
3. Like children, adults have their own develop-
mental stages which produce readiness to
learn. While readiness to learn among chil-
dren is roughly geared to the biological age,
the readiness to learn among adults is influ-
enced by a wider range of factors from past
experience, present roles and a complicated
milieu of social and physical environments
surrounding the learner.
4. While children see education as a long-term
accumulation of knowledge, leading to some
period of application in the distant future,
adults are problem-centered, and are motiva-
ted to learn what appears meaningful and
relevant to immediate life tasks.
^
Writing eight years later, Simkins provided a more
elaborate typology on the relationship between formal and
nonformal education which he contrasted in terms of educa-
tional purposes, timing, content, delivery systems and
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control. 6 Simkins' typology is illustrated in Fig. 3.1
on page 36 .
Attempts to delineate nonformal education and to
create a sense of professional identity for nonformal
educators have tended to overlook the wide areas of firm
common ground between the formal and nonformal domains.
Making a case for a more positive relationship between
formal and nonformal education, Fordham asserted that "to
retain their dynamism and to relate effectively to the
formal system, nonformal educators need to build upon their
virtues in five areas: target groups, purposes, organiza-
tion, methods and relationship with the formal system."^
Fordham' s exposition highlights recent efforts to emphasize
the value of nonformal approaches in the formal system, but
does not rigorously review the common bedrock of curriculum
theory and practice which underlies both the formal and the
nonformal domains. As a lead to analysis of this common
ground an attempt will be made first to define the concept
of "curriculum."
Conception of Curriculum
The process of curriculum decision-making and
development is as old as organized educational activities.
But curriculum theory, as an area of study, is relatively
new and characterized by conflicting views. The following
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Fig. 3.1. Ideal Type Models of Formal and Non-formal Education.
FORMAL EDUCATION NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Long-term and general
Credential -based
PURPOSES
Short-term and specific
Non- credential based
Long Cycle
Preparatory
Full-time
TIMING
Short Cycle
Recurrent
Part-time
Standardized
Output centered and
individualized
CONTENT
Input centered and
individualized
Academic Practical
Clientele determined
by Entry Requirements
Entry Requirements
Determined by Clientele
DELIVERY SYSTEM
Institution based
Isolated (from social
economic environment
and from social action)
Rigidly structured
Teacher centered
Resource intensive
Environment -based
Community- related
Flexibly structured
Learner centered
Resource saving
Externally controlled
Hierarchical
CONTROL
Self governing
Democratic
Tim Simkins, Nonformal Education and Development.
Some Critical Issues
,
(Manchester: Bourne Month
Ltd., Butts, 1977), pp . 12-15.
Sou rce
:
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sections provide an overview of current definitions of
"curriculum" so as to identify a definition which incor-
porates adult and nonformal education enterprises.
One way of evaluating curriculum definitions is to
place them on a continuum ranging from the specific and
narrowly conceived at one extreme, to general and broadly
conceived at the other. One example should suffice to
illustrate the former. Beauchamp defined a curriculum as
"the product of curriculum planning. It is a written
document intended to be used by teachers for developing
their teaching strategies for specific groups of students."^
At the opposite end of the continuum, Sinclair and Ghory
defined a curriculum as "the environmental ingredients that
have been deliberately shaped to create a context for learn-
ing,"® and in the same vein, Morley said a "curriculum is
the never-ending invention of learning environments."^®
Without placing value on the definitions quoted
above, the point to be made here is that the sharp dis-
tinction often drawn between the school curriculum and
adult and nonformal education programs is based on con-
ceptually ideal models which rarely exist in life. It is
true, for example, that children tend to be a captive audi-
ence, and up to a point, can be subjected to irrelevant
learning activities under unsuitable learning climates.
But to obtain optimum learning effect, child education,
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like nonformal education, must be based on the needs of
the learner, and conducted under environments which pro-
mote learning. Consequently this study agrees with Kidd
that "some of the principles of curriculum study and
development used in elementary and secondary schools as
well as the university level can be applied to adult and
nonformal education enterprises, particularly those dis-
cussed in a syllabus by Ralph W. Tyler, titled Basic
Principles of Curriculum and Instruction . ^ ^
In this study, a curriculum is conceptualized as
a package of educational content and environmental oppor-
tunities intended to provide a framework for an educational
enterprise geared to specific outcomes. A statement of
the curriculum may occur as a blueprint, specifying all
the ingredients of the planned educational enterprise, or
it may simply outline the main objectives and guidelines
of the program, leaving room for the educator to fill in
the details. Differences in the wording of the curriculum
statement will often occur, depending on what different
educators consider relevant and/or significant learning
content and opportunities.
Cautioning that the whole school environment does
not constitute a curriculum, Sinclair and Ghory identify
three curriculum dimensions which have significant implica-
tions for nonformal education in general and for farmer
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training in particular: the expressed, the implied and the
emergent perspectives . i 2 The expressed dimension is the
official statement of the program consisting among other
things of the curriculum objectives, content sequence,
learning opportunities and evaluation procedures. This
dimension normally has no "hidden" elements of the cur-
riculum, as do the implied and emergent perspectives. In
the nonformal education domain there is currently a raging
debate on how far the learner is, or should be, involved
in determining the ingredients of the expressed curriculum.
The implied dimension includes messages derived
from the rules, regulations, norms and all the physical
and social constraints within the learning environment.
Unlike the school programs, which are normally confined
to a campus with specific rules and regulations, nonformal
education programs take place in a learning environment
which does not have clear physical and social boundaries:
"the world is the classroom." Thus, both the educators
and the learners are subjected to a wider range of in-
fluences than the school system.
The emergent dimension consists of the ongoing
alterations of and adjustments to the expressed curricu-
lum. In a program that is offered repeatedly, new content
is from time to time added to the package while what is
considered outdated or undesirable is at the same time
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eliminated gradually through a process of program renewal.
The NFE Program tends to be more dynamic than the school
program. The latter often has a fixed core curriculum
lasting for a long period of time, while the former is
constantly changing in response to the needs of the target
learning groups.
Fig. 3.2. Curriculum Dimensions.
Curriculum definitions labeled above as "narrow and
specific" normally tend to refer to only one curriculum
dimension, i.e., the "expressed," while the definitions de-
scribed as "broad and general" state, or infer, both the
"implied" and "emergent" perspectives as well as the "ex-
pressed" dimension
.
The Influence of Educational
Philosophies on Curriculum Design
The purpose of a curriculum is to determine what
should and what should not be included in an educational
enterprise. Curriculum developers are therefore guided
by laws, rules, regulations, public opinions and societal
values which are in turn derived from some basic assump-
tions about human nature, knowledge, the learning process,
the purposes of education and societal goals. This section
briefly describes educational theories or philosophies
which seem to influence curriculum design and practice.
Brubacher identifies twelve different educational
philosophies linked to the dominant social theories:
1 . Pragmatism
2. Reconstructionism
3. Romantic Naturalism
4. Existentialism
5. Organism
6. Idealism
7 . Realism
8. Rational Humanism
9. Scholastic Realism
1 0 . Fasc i sm
11. Communism
12. Democracy
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Buford highlights four schools of thought, i.e.,
Perennial ism
,
Progressivism
, Reconstructionism, and Es-
sentialism . ^ ^ The classification of different schools of
thought tends to obscure the areas of overlap and agreement
between different philosophies; the names or number of dif-
ferent schools of thought are mere labels to mark different
points within the same field.
Wingo's^^ list of five philosophies of education
are reviewed below in a slightly modified form in order to
stress the importance of educational philosophy in cur-
riculum decision-making.
Essentialism
. The goal of essentialism is the preserva-
tion of tradition and the gradual evolution of the existing
social system guided by the wise and those talented to lead.
Change must not disrupt the cultural heritage and accumu-
lated wisdom of past generations. Education, to essentia-
lists, is seen as a vehicle for transmitting elements of
past and present tradition to future generations. A cur-
riculum in the essentialist context consists of a common
core of the traditional disciplines, intellectual skills
and societal values that must be transmitted to reinforce
continuity and gradual progress, as opposed to revolution-
ary change. Essentialist conservatism and aversion to
change are in conflict with the purposes and principles of
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nonformal education. However, some nonformal educators,
notably those in skill teaching, believe in a fixed core
curriculum for their educational programs.^®
Pragmatism
. Pragmatism is concerned with what works and
what promises to produce results. Theories must be tested
and proved through practical experience or experimentation
before they are adopted. Pragmatism is flexible enough to
accommodate both conservative and liberal ideas, provided
they work. Opponents of pragmatism charge, with some justi-
fication, that pragmatism is more of a methodology, a way
of doing things, than a philosophy. Nonformal educators
are split between the pragmatists, who are prepared to
experiment with new ideas and educational designs and to
function within existing social structures, and the non-
pragmatists, who are firmly rooted in specific ideological
orientations such as the Freirian education for critical
consciousness
.
Perennialism
. Perennial is ts believe that the basic truth
is fixed and universal. The purpose of education is to
provide opportunities for development of human potential
intellectual powers and thus to unveil the basic truth
in knowledge. According to this school of thought, a
good education is expected to discipline the mind.
Perenni al i s ts propose that an educational program should
A4
be constructed around a core curriculum of liberal arts
and mathematics which discipline the mind. By the same
token, perennialis ts believe that training for work is not
the primary goal of education. Skill training in their
view does not shape man, that is equip him with knowledge,
a sense of judgment and a code of moral virtues.
Evidently, perennialist aversion to work-oriented
education is in sharp conflict with the goals of nonformal
education. However, the concept of the core curriculum is
widely held by nonformal educators involved in skill train-
ing. As will be shown in the next two chapters, the farmer
training program in Kenya has from time to time been ques-
tioned by two schools of thought: those who believe that
FTCs should provide a broad education for rural development,
and those who advocate a strong "core curriculum" of agri-
cultural education.
Socialism . Socialist philosophies emerged as a protest
against conservatism and liberalism in western countries
during the 19th century. The most prominent school of
socialist thought was Marxist dialectic materialism.
Marxist theory was derived from Hegel's dialectic idealism.
Simply put, Hegel's theory proposed that historical devel-
opment was characterized by a conflict of ideas. Every
positive idea, thesis, was contradicted by an opposing
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antithesis
. Out of the conflict of the thesis and
antithesis, a new idea, synthesis
, emerges. The process
is repeated when the synthesis becomes a new thesis which
is negated by a new antithesis to give a new synthesis.
Karl Marx replaced ideas in Hegel's dialectic with social
classes. While Hegel’s dialectic idealism continued
indefinitely, Marxist didactic materialism was destined to
come to an end when the poor working class would eliminate
the privileged classes and establish a classless society.
Marxists rightly assume that the political economy
of a region determines the content and process of education.
In the Marxist classless society, educational opportunities
would be equally open to all the people.
Marxism has profoundly influenced education in two
ways :
1. Literacy campaigns and radical social re-
forms, using innovative and/or nonformal
education as a tool for change, have found
a fertile ground with socialist systems
such as China, Cuba and Tanzania.
2. The most powerful method of literacy teach-
ing and consciousness raising, devised by
Paulo Freire, is based on Marxist theory of
class conflict.
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Existentialism
. The philosophies outlined above have
focused on ideas. In protest, existentialism proposes
that the focus of philosophy should be the existence and
freedom of man and the purpose of education to prepare
man for freedom. A curriculum consisting of humanistic
studies, such as literature, music and art, is thought
to contain the right elements for this purpose, while
science is too cold and aloof to deal with human nature.
Existentialism is based on the assumption that there are
universal and absolute principles of ethics, and that
ideas are innate to man. Thus, learning is primarily a
process of recollection and can best be achieved by the
use of the Socratic method of guiding the learner through
questioning and refining of tentative answers. The stress
on the importance of personal and interactive relationships
between learners and educators by existentialists is widely
used in human relations training and nonformal education.
Learning Theory
Educational philosophies help the curriculum
developer to determine the purposes of educational pro-
grams by answering the question "why." Learning theory
considers the eqully important question "how." In non-
formal education, the behaviorist and humanistic theories
to how learning takes place seem to be is predominant.
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Among the founding fathers of behaviorist theory
are Pavlov, Watson, Guthrie, Thorndike and Skinner. All
five made contributions to behaviorist theory by systema-
tic observation of the responses of animals and human
beings to outside stimuli. Of these, Skinner seems best
to sum up the basic principles of behaviorism . ^
^
Skinner claimed that the study of human behaviors
had remained static for the past twenty-five hundred years.
While physicists and biologists had gone many strides be-
yond what was known to Aristotle, Plato and other early
philosophers, social scientists still looked back to these
ancient scholars for guidance. To build a powerful and
precise technology for influencing human behavior, there
was need to make a complete break with tradition. Social
science should abandon the traditional assumption that
man's behavior could only be explained in terms of a mind
which was beyond human comprehension.
Basing his explanation on Pavlov, Watson and Guth-
rie, Skinner identified two kinds of behavior: "respon-
dent" behavior, or reaction to the environment, and
"operant behavior" or action upon the environment.
Most people are most of the time involved in operant
behavior. Learning, he suggested, occurs by a process of
reinforcement, increasing the probability of response.
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The reinforcement can be positive or negative. For the
desired response to occur, the positive reinforcement must
be increased, and the negative reinforcement minimized.
Punishment, for example, is not a negative reinforcement
in all circumstances, as some punishing situations may
lead to positive reinforcement and effective learning.
The concept of reinforcement is Skinner's main con-
tribution to the psychology of learning and has been used
extensively in programmed learning and other forms of self
instruction. The behaviorist theory as a whole has had a
profound impact on nonformal education and human relations
training in industry. Both nonformal education and human
relations training programs invariably state their objec-
tives in behavioral terms
,
or the behavior learners should
at the end of a learning activity. The programs
are usually short-term and can easily be evaluated in terms
of the learning activity used and the response received
from learners which correspond to stimulus and reinforce-
ment on the one side and response on the other.
Learning Needs
According to curriculum design literature, the pur-
pose of education is to change the behavior of the learner
by imparting new ideas, or modifying existing behavior.
A9
Desired behavior is known as a "learning need." Tyler
defined a learning need as "the gap between some concep-
tion of a desirable norm--that is, some standard of philo-
sophic values--and the actual status. Knowles stated
that an educational need is "the discrepancy between what
an individual [or organization or society] wants himself to
be and what he is; the distance between an aspiration
and a reality. "20 The distance is illustrated in the
Fig. 3.3 shown below.
Fig. 3.3. Definition of Educational Need.
What ought to be
or desired behavior
r
Required level of
Competence
> Education need
What is to be or
Existing behavior
/
Present Level of
Competency
(Reproduced with modifications from Knowles, The Modern
Practice of Adult Education
,
(New York: Associated
Press ) , 1 9 7 0 , p . 86 . )
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Learning needs are part of a wider spectrum of
human needs. Dave and Evans devised a three-stage typo-
logy for determination of learning needs which can be used
in classifying the whole spectrum of human needs. 21 The
highest level, according to these authors, consists of
societal or universal needs expressed in terms of the
national or international goals and aspirations. Below
the universal level, there are needs that apply to specific
regions or communities (regional needs). The regions could
be groups of countries, political units within a country, or
geographical zones. The bottom level (local level needs)
represents learning needs that apply to local neighborhood
communities, villages and small groups such as schools,
cooperatives, and youth groups.
Wolf used a similar stratification to define edu-
cational ob j ec t ive s . 2 2 According to Wolf, the horizontal
stratification indicates levels of specificity. At the
universal level, objectives are expressed in broad societal
goals such as increased agricultural production. A middle
level statement of the same objectives would specify what
specific agricultural activities would be undertaken, while
the local level objectives would be expressed in terms of
specific organizational outcomes and the competencies which
the farmers would require to achieve the respective goal.
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Maslow's hierarchy of needs provides another
framework for analysis of learning needs. 23 According to
Maslow, human needs seem to occur in a hierarchy ranging
from the basic needs for survival at the lower levels to
the personal development needs of esteem and achievement
at higher levels. Theoretically, an individual aspires
to a higher order of needs after the lower order needs
have been gratified. Once an individual has gratified a
level of needs, he acquires the competence to deal with
that particular need, should it reappear. In real life,
one level of needs is not completely satisfied before the
individual moves to the next level of needs. After one
level has been partially satisfied, other levels may
become equally dominant. In other cases, higher order
needs may become dominant in the life of a person whose
basic needs have not been completely satisfied. Maslow's
hierarchy provides a useful theoretical profile from
which specific dominant needs can be inferred, but not a
rigid classification of needs.
As shown in Fig. 3. A, the basic needs for sur-
vival which human beings seem to share with other animals
are described by Maslow as lower needs. The needs which
seem to be associated with human beings only, for example,
the need for personal development, are referred to by
Maslow as higher needs. One implication that could be
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Fig. 3.4. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs.
Need for Self
Actualization
Social Needs (Love, affec-
tion and belonging needs)
Esteem Needs
Safety Needs (Security)
Physiological Needs
or
Higher
Needs
A
Lower
Basic
Needs
Source: Maslow, A. H., Motivation and Personality,(Harper and Row Publishers, New York 1970)
pp. 41-104.
drawn would be that a poor man would place a higher value
on lower needs while a wealthy man whose lower needs have
been met in full would place a higher value on the higher
needs
.
Learning needs are linked to other human needs.
A community may fail to produce sufficient food and other
basic needs due to a discrepancy between the level of its
present knowledge, skills, and attitudes, and that required
to harness the resources available in the immediate
environment. But all human needs cannot be satisfied by
educational programs alone. Defining the role of education
in rural development Coombs and Ahmed pointed out that
rural development is the result of many interacting
forces. Education is only one of the forces.
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Knowles made a significant distinction between
learning needs and "educational interests." Learning
needs have been defined above as a gap or discrepancy
between existing behavior and desired behavior. Educa-
tional interests, as defined by Knowles, are "the expres-
sed preference among possible activities perceived as
potentially satisfying educational needs." In this
study, learning needs are assumed to be what an individual
ought to learn in order to achieve the desired competency,
while educational interests are what a learner thinks
might satisfy his desires.
The FTC Program is based on the assumption that
potential FTC trainees have learning needs which may be
described as farming deficiencies or lack of farming
competencies. The learning needs addressed by the FTC
require systematic learning extended over several days,
and cannot therefore be fulfilled through the cursory
farm visits made by frontline extension workers. Pur-
suing this line of reasoning, Jon Moris said that the
primary school and the Farmer Training Centre were "most
effective when they achieved a cumulative 'professionali-
zation' of peasant farming in all its aspects." Other
studies, notably the Agricultural Educational Commission,
and the International Labour Office Mission of 1969
saw greater potential in the FTC Program as a tool for
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fulfilling the needs of the whole farming community, not
limited to the quasi professional agriculturalists refer-
red to in this study as the progressive farmers.
Self Directed Learning
An additional concept which is relevant to the
current discussion is self directed learning. Referring
to this concept, Rogers said:
In a world which is already upon us, the aim of
education must be to develop individuals who
are open to change. Only such persons can con-
structively meet the complexities of a world in
which problems spawn much faster than their
answers . ^ ^
Rogers perceived the learning processes as falling
on a "continuum of meaning. ^t one end of the continuum,
learning takes the form of mechanical memorization of data.
Such learning does not have to make sense to the learner,
and is not necessarily related to the environment and ex-
perience of the learner. At the opposite extreme, learn-
ing is made significant, meaningful and experiential.
Rogers pointed out that in practice, educational programs,
especially in the formal school system, tend to be locked
up into prescribed curricula which are characterized by
similar assignments, formal lectures, standardized tests
and grades determined by the instructor. He suggested
that there is need to shift to educational approaches
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which emphasize more practical ways, new goals and new
values. The objective of this alternative should be to
encourage self-reliant learning, self-chosen curricula,
and self-designed assignments. The use of lectures in the
proposed system would be limited, and the function of
testing and grading would be done by the learners.
The most effective method of facilitation in the
new approach would be through intensive group experience
organized in a variety of ways and known by different names
such as T groups, laboratory training, sensitivity training,
basic encounter groups and workshops. 2 7 The group format
is unstructured and provides a climate of maximum freedom
for personal experience, indepth exploration of the feel-
ings of participants and interpersonal communication.
According to Rogers, the group approach has been used
successfully with industrial executives, government admin-
istrators and professional groups. The method has not
been widely used in the formal school classroom. Thus,
self-directed learning, as defined above, has so far
remained primarily a nonformal education approach.
Implementation of sel f-direc ted learning does not
require formal school teachers, but rather individuals
(facilitators) who are prepared to help the students to
become self-reliant learners. Such f<icili tators must have
a positive view of the learners.
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On the question of attitude to learners, McGregor
presents two mutually contradictory views of people in his
Theory X and Theory Y.^s Theory X describes leaders who
assume that people lack initiative and motivation and pre-
fer to be directed and controlled. The leadership styles
adopted under Theory X encourages dependency, irresponsi-
bility and immature behavior. Theory Y describes leaders
who assume that human beings are intelligent, motivated,
willing to shoulder responsibility and ready to participate
in the affairs of their organizations. Theory Y styles of
leadership promote self-reliance. McGregor's theory was
developed for industrial settings but has, in the past
decade, become a powerful instrument for training in non-
formal education settings.
Protests against the school system by modern educa-
tionists, including Ivan Illich, Everett Reimer and Adam
Curie, assert that the school system is not equipped to
deal with problems of increasing poverty, unemployment,
hunger, environmental pollution, destruction of irreplace-
able resources, and growing inequalities between different
political regions, social classes and individuals. All
these critics agree that the school system must be made
less formal and more responsive to the needs of the poor
and disadvantaged sections of society. In the area of
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nonformal education, the most influential critic has
been Paulo Freire.
Freire's educational model is based on the as-
sumption that traditional societies in western countries
and third world countries tend to be divided into two
antagonistic classes: the illiterate, poor and weak on
the one hand, and the schooled, rich and powerful on the
other. The conflict between these two classes continues
to build up to a head as the latter becomes more oppres-
sive. Traditional education, supported with existing
laws, rules, regulations and values, is designed to rein-
force the existing oppressive conditions. The purpose of
Freire's model is to remove oppressive conditions and in
the process liberate both the oppressed and the oppressors.
Unlike animals which adjust to their environment,
men, according to Freire, live by a process of praxis
(reflection and action). By reflecting on their condi-
tions, and taking action to change these conditions, men
seek ultimately to transform the world. The role of
leaders in the process of praxis is to coordinate and
direct the cause of the revolution, not to determine the
actions of the oppressed people. "Scientific and human-
istic revolutionary leaders . . . cannot believe in the
ignorance of the people. They do not have the right to
doubt for a single moment that (ignorance of the people]
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is only a myth." As the people take control of the revo-
lution, the leaders "must die in order to be born through
and with the oppressed .
^
In other words, true liberation can only be car-
ried out by the people themselves. Leaders are important
in coordinating the struggle. But they must not impose
their own pre-de termined solutions. The people themselves
have experience, knowledge, skills and opinions which must
be utilized in the process of liberation.
Starting from a completely different perspective,
and conceived with different aims, Paulo Freire arrives at
the same conclusion as Carl Rogers, Knowles and all other
authors referred to above, that the learner must be in-
volved in designing and implementing his own learning
activities
.
Summary
This chapter has suggested that most adult and
nonformal educators tend to see formal education as rigid,
teacher-centered, resource intensive, socially alienating
and undemocratic. In contrast, adult and nonformal educa-
tion is presented as flexible, learner-centered, resource
saving, community related, democratic, and self-governing.
This dichotomy tends to obscure the common areas of cur-
riculum theory and practice between the two sectors. The
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chapter agrees with Kidd and other adult and nonformal
educators who suggest that the curriculm theory developed
for the formal sector can and should be adapted to the
nonformal sector.
The curriculum has been defined flexibly, empha-
sizing the importance of content, learning environment
and specific goals. The chapter highlights the concept
of three dimensions of the curriculum: viz the expres-
sed, the implied and the emergent. While the expressed
curriculum is known to all the people who may be asso-
ciated with or know about the program, the implied and
emergent may be partly hidden or vaguely implied in the
rules, regulations, customs and the entire physical and
social environment in which the program is conducted.
Educational philosophies and learning theories
are often not discussed or even alluded to in most educa-
biorial programs. But as stated above, they are derived
from social theory. They express the assumptions that
educators make about the purpose of education, the learn-
ing ability of different categories of people, and the
utility of different kinds of educational contents.
Educators use these assumptions as discriminating mecha-
nisms in the process of curriculum development.
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Educators who have not had formal training in
teaching may for long periods be unaware of the assump-
tions they make about their area of teaching. Some
accidentally re-invent the wheel or find themselves
experimenting with theories and methods which have already
been discredited. It is therefore important that educators
be aware of the basic principles of education.
Among the dominant theories in nonformal education
is the theory of needs. Learning needs are linked to
other human needs. If an individual is able to satisfy a
need, it means that that individual has developed the
competence or learned to deal with that need should it
occur again. Thus, educational objectives must be stated
in a manner that spells out the knowledge gap which needs
to be covered.
The chapter concludes with a review of the the-
ories of Rogers, Freire and others on the need for educa-
tors who are sensitive enough not only to fathom the
needs of the learners, but to assist their clients to
develop into self-reliant learners.
In the following two chapters the discussion
focuses on the growth of the FTC program, noting the ex-
tent to which the purposes of the program are clearly
stated and understood by the FTC trainers and trainees,
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and the relationship of that growth to the curriculum and
learning theory discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPMENT WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO FARMER TRAINING CENTRES
Introduction
Educational systems have undergone tremendous
growth in the less developed countries over the past
three decades. During the 1950 ’s and 1960’s, elementary
education doubled while secondary and higher education
virtually quadrupled. Public expenditure on education
increased eightfold, from $1.5 billion in 1950 to appro-
ximately $12 billion in 1969.^ The goals of education
were, however, not clear. Leaders of the less developed
countries, and their development advisers, tended to see
education as a mechanism to produce the high level man-
power required to manage the political and economic insti-
tutions of the country. Individual citizens saw education
as a means for climbing out of the poverty. Thus, most
people in the less developed countries saw a correlation
between education and development and accordingly pressured
their governments to expand educational opportunities in
the 1950's and 1960's. Initially, secondary education de-
veloped faster than primary education in response to the
demand for high level manpower.
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Most of the less developed countries increased
their expenditures on education, and soliciting loans and
grants from the World Bank and other bilateral aid agen-
cies to finance this. In some countries private invest-
ment in education was mobilized in the form of school fees,
contributions to the development of community self-help
schools and the establishment of privately-owned schools.
The GNP spent on education by African countries rose from
3 . 0% in 1960 to 4 . 3% in 1965.2
Massive investment in school education did not
appear to pay off in the short run. Unemployment and
migration to urban areas continued to rise, notably among
school leavers.^ Contrary to earlier expectations that
schooling would promote unity and equality, it was noticed
that the school in fact became a discriminating factor,
widening the gaps between urban and rural children, and
children from rich and poor.
Alarmed by the widening gap between urban and
rural areas, the leaders and planners in the LDCs started
to search for alternative ways of development which would
make the rural areas more attractive to live and work in.
This included alternative approaches to education. This
chapter attempts to examine the context of a specific
program of education for rural development, namely the
Farmer Training Centre Program. The chapter is divided
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into five sections: (1) conventional agricultural exten-
sion, (2) group approach to agricultural extension, (3)
advantages of nonformal education, (4) Farmer Training
Centres and (5) suggestions for post- independence reforms
in agricultural education in Kenya.
Conventional Agricultural Extension
The purpose of extension systems all over the
world is to provide an infrastructure for disseminating
development information. The extension system is presumed
to have the knowledge and skills which the target popula-
tion needs in order to develop. Conventional extension
relies on two delivery systems: (1) farm visits by front-
line extension workers to instruct farmers on a one-to-one
basis, and (2) the use of radio broadcasts, pamphlets and
other media materials.
There is evidence to show that once messages are
released through these channels, there is usually a time
lag before they are incorporated into farming practices
by the target population. Literature on the diffusion
of innovations identifies five stages of adoption of new
ideas :
1. Initial awareness of an idea, practice, or
product
;
2. developing int erest in the new idea (innovation)
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and continuing to investigate it;
3. evaluation-
-weighing and sifting relevant
information and evidence about the innova-
tion
;
A. irial of the innovation, while collecting
more information on "how to do it;" and
5. ^option and integration of the innovation
into ongoing operations.'^
An individual who passes through the five stages
of adoption rapidly and incorporates an innovation into
his farming practices is known as an "innovator," or, in
the case of farming, a "progressive farmer." Those who
take long to accept and implement development messages
are known as "laggards." Regarding diffusion of innova-
tion, five categories of adopters have been identified:
(1) innovators, who form about 2^% of their social system;
(2) early adopters, 13%%; (3) early majority, 347©; (4) the
late majority, 34%; and the laggards, about 16%. Advo-
cates of conventional extension strategies see the early
innovators as the key element in the process of innovation
diffusion. They demonstrate that the innovation is feas-
ible and worthwhile and influence the rest of the farmer
community to follow their example. Hence the tendency
among extension agents to concentrate effort and resources
on the so-called progressive farmers.
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Coombs and Ahmed indicate that many of the weak-
nesses of the conventional extension system spring from
Its structure.^ The system is hierarchical: a large
number of para-professionals and relatively less qualified
agents at the grassroots level are supervised by a succes-
sion of more highly qualified administrators and special-
ists at higher levels. Thus, the least qualified, most
poorly paid, least influential and least motivated member
of the extension system works directly with the farmer.
Experience shows that those frontline extension agents
who display competence in their work are often promoted
to higher levels in the hierarchy, which entails their
moving from field work to office work.
Furthermore, extension agents are often unable to
communicate effectively. While most may have the required
qualifications in the technical aspects of their profession,
few have formal training in extension theory and methods.
Poorly trained and untrained agents tend to see themselves
as transmitters of new ideas and technology exclusively.
They do not take the trouble to understand the background
and the needs of the farmer, let alone to involve the
farmer in deciding what should be learned and how learning
should be organized.
A new school of thought, which is currently gain-
ing ground, suggest that conventional extension systems
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are based on weak foundations. The purpose of conven-
tional extension is technological change, not human de-
elopment. The system pays lip service to involving
learners in decision-making, assessing the needs of the
learner, and developing problem-solving skills, but in
practice, information only trickles down to the bottom
of the extension service with hardly any feedback from
the bottom to the top. This school of thought advocates
a "dialogical" model of extension in which there is more
meaningful participation from the farmers.
«
In Kenya, studies of conventional extension by
Leonard and others have shown that development messages d
not easily trickle down the extension hierarchy to the fa
mers.-' Grassroots extension agents waste a great deal of
time waiting for orders from above on issues which should
more appropriately be decided locally by field workers in
consultation with the farmers. According to these studie:
the extension system assumes that "there is nothing the
people know at the local level which the government work-
ers at that level do not know.”®
Other studies by Ascroft et al have gone a step
further to suggest that conventional extension might
actually be exacerbating poverty in Kenya by concentrat-
ing government effort and resources on the progressive
minority while virtually neglecting the less progressive
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majority. 3 Two examples of how extension could increase
poverty should suffice. First, the advancement made by
the progressive farmers would not have a visible impact
on the total per capita production for the whole farming
community in a given area. As noted above, the Innovators,
referred to here as the progressive minority, are only
2.5^ of their social system.
Secondly, if the farming practices of the major-
ity of farmers remain static, agricultural production
declines. Traditional methods used efficiently at ear-
lier periods--such as shifting cultivation to give agri-
cultural land sufficient time to regain natural fertility
or the use of bush firing to kill weeds and pests-
-become
more wasteful and destructive to the land as population
increases and the acreage of farming land per capita
decreases. Accordingly agricultural production per acre
declines unless new methods of maintaining fertility and
destroying weeds and pests are evolved and adopted by a
majority of the farmers.
Studies of agricultural extension in Kenya shed
considerable doubt on the influence of early adopters
over the less progressive farmers. The progressive
farmers usually have greater resources to spare for seem-
ingly unfamiliar experiments than their poorer and less
progressive neighbors. The less progressive farmers tend
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see themselves as a lower and more disadvantaged social
class, and do not therefore take the trouble to compete or
to emulate the experiments mounted by their more wealthy
neighbors. At times, the innovations adopted by progres-
sive farmers may be mistaken for arrogant displays of their
wealth or defiant behavior against established procedures
of farming. The studies rightly point out that the farmers
adjacent to government research stations or next to FTC
demonstration farms have not shown any extraordinary pro-
pensity to change from their traditional methods of farm-
ing.
Conventional extension systems were effectively
challenged in 1971, when the Kenya Government invited an
ILO Mission to study its problems. The ILO Mission made
an important contribution to the perception of the problems
of rural development in Kenya, as explained in the next sec
tion
.
Group Approach to Agricultural Extension
The problem of growing unemployment during the
1960’s was worldwide in scope. In 1969, the International
Labour Organization (ILO) launched the World Employment
Program (WEP) to study the causes of unemployment in selec-
ted countries, and to suggest remedial action and lines of
further research.*^
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The ILO Mission pointed out that the challenge to
the development process was to reach 1.7 million house-
holds living in the rural areas of Kenya in 1969. It was
estimated that by 1985 the number of households in the
country would increase to 2
. 8 million. Land holdings
would become smaller in size and more difficult to manage
At the same time the food needs of the country would be
increasing at a higher rate than the present trend of
production . ^ ^
According to the ILO study, the national food
production had increased at the rate of 5% per year by
1970. The demand for food by urban areas was expected to
increase at the rate of 10% per year. The increased
demand for individual foodstuffs would be 4% for maize,
sorghum and starchy roots; 4 to 7% for fruit, milk, pork,
rice, vegetables and wheat; and over 7% for beef, eggs,
fish, mutton, poultry, sugar and vegetable oils. The
aggregate food demand would grow faster than supply. An
average growth of at least 6% per annum was required to
keep pace with the needs of the country.
A new strategy for higher food production would
entail land redistribution and reform, reclamation of
unused and underutilized land and intensification of land
use for both crop and animal production. The ILO Mission
s^SS^sted that with efficient land use, one hectare of
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land would provide
plus a cash income
life.
sufficient food for an average family
to purchase the basic necessities of
The structure and approach of conventional exten-
sion did not seem to have the capacity to mount the kind
of revolution required to make Kenya self sufficient in
food production. The Mission recommended that agricul-
tural extension be altered to place more emphasis on
group and mass extension techniques instead of the tradi-
tional approach to the individual farmer.
However, the Mission cautioned that "a great deal
of experimentation will be required before truly effective
methods of group extension work and farmer training can be
devised. "12 The group approach envisioned by the Mission
would classify farmers according to the degree of "pro-
gressiveness." Farmer Training Centres would then plan
courses for each level of progressiveness identified in
the FTCs
' catchment area. The courses would also be
graded so as to provide for gradual development from
elementary to more advanced competencies.
In 1964, a Government policy statement had said
that the FTC Program was part of the conventional agri-
cultural extension service, although some extension work-
ers had doubted the impact of the program on agricultural
development. In 1966 and 1967, the Kericho Conference
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and the Agricultural Education Commission respectively
suggested that the FTC Program was one of the back-up
mechanisms within the conventional agricultural system.
Both the Kericho Conference and the Agricultural Education
Commission pointed out that the role of the FTC Program
was limited to serving a minority of the progressive
farmers who had access to information about FTCs and were
motivated to adopt more scientific methods of farming.
The ILO Mission made a major departure from conventional
wisdom by suggesting that the FTC Program was potentially
more effective than conventional extension, and that the
Government should shift from uncoordinated conventional
extension approaches to more systematized group extension
built around the FTC. The ILO proposal was in step with
the growing interest in nonformal education all over the
world during the early 1970 's.
Both the FTC Program and the non- residential
farmer training courses discussed in this study fall
within the category of programs defined as nonformal
education by Coombs and Ahmed . ^ ^ xhe definition
states that nonformal education is any systematic
learning event or program taking place outside the
chronologically graded and hierarchically structured
system on the lines of the formal school system. In
this study, systematic educational events and programs
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taking place outside the school syst
to as "structured courses."
em are referred
^vantage s_of Nonformal F.dnrl.^-,• on
Dt^ring the 1970s nonformal education attracted
considerable attention in the LDCs as a possible means of
educating and harnessing the energies of the out-of-school
population. Proponents of nonformal education claimed
that these programs would have more direct and i^ediate
impact on development than the formal schools. It was
convincingly argued that NFE programs were (a) cheaper
to run, (b) more accessible to the whole community, in-
cluding the poor and disadvantaged individuals, (c) more
relevant to the needs of the target population, and (d)
easier to modify and to adjust to ever changing educational
and development needs. Whether valid or not, these assump-
tions considerably intensified interest in NFE during the
1970 's, and accordingly influenced the LCDs and interna-
tional aid agencies to allocate more resources to NFE.
The next section of the chapter focuses on the
development of a specific NFE program, in Kenya, i.e.,
the Farmer Training Centre Program.
iarmer Training Centres
Residential courses for farmers have had a long and
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varied history in East Africa. The first course at a Far.
Institute in Uganda was conducted at the Teso District
Ploughing school in 1910. In Kenya, residential courses for
farmers were introduced at the Jeanes School near Nairobi
in 1934. However, organized courses did not assume impor-
tance in agricultural extension in East Africa until the
mid 1950's.
In Uganda, the Farmer Training Program owes its
origin to a recommendation of the Government Agricultural
Productivity Committee of 1954 which proposed that eight
District Farm Institutes (DFI) be established in the coun-
try. Each Institute was intended to serve two administra-
tive districts with roughly similar environmental condi-
tions and land use systems. The sharing of one DFI be-
tween two districts proved impractical after a short spell,
forcing the government to review its policy and to provide
for one DFI per district. By 1960, five DFIs had already
been constructed, and by 1965 the number of institutes had
risen to ten . ^
Initially Uganda institutes provided courses last-
ing three to four weeks for chiefs, headmen and other
leadership groups. By 1965, the course duration was cut
down to one to two weeks, and the courses were expanded to
cover agricultural staff and farmers in addition to local
leadership groups.
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Tanzania did not have a group approach to farming
during the colonial period. Agricultural development was
primarily dependent upon the conventional extension hierar
Chy, with African agents, the "Bwana Shamba
.
placed at
the base of the hierarchy to enforce government farming
rules and regulations. The concept of Farmer Training
Centres seems to have evolved soon after independence.
At independence, Tanzania planned to have twenty-
, roughly one in each region or province. By 1965
three of the FTCs were in full operation, two more were
ander construction, and six were at the planning stage.
The Tanzanian FTCs started with five to six weeks'
courses for agricultural extension workers and local
leaders and subsequently were expanded to encompass small
scale farmers. Course duration for the farmers, in par-
ticular, was reduced from five or six weeks to one week.
Kenya had three FTCs in 1955, and by 1965, the
number had grown to twenty-seven with residential facil-
ities for 1,942 trainees. ‘6 The Government operated
twenty centers, the National Christian Council of Kenya
(NCCK) operated five centers, the Kenya Tea Development
Authority (KTDA) operated one and one of the local govern-
ment authorities, Kipsigis County Council, had one center.
There were plans to build ten additional Government-main-
tained FTCs, making it possible for each rural district in
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the country to have its own FTC. The target learners
were farmers, local leaders and agricultural extension
workers, especially Junior Agricultural Assistants ( JAA)
.
The centers were also expected to provide conference
facilities for courses in business management for small
scale traders, health and family planning education, civic
education, and cooperative development education.
A statement issued by the Ministry of Agriculture
in 196A further clarified the role of the FTC program in
Kenya. The statement described an FTC as a residential
center with facilities to accommodate 30 to 100 trainees
at a time. The program consisted of short courses on crop
and animal husbandry. According to the Ministry statement,
the demand for FTC courses was expected to increase in
response to the changes taking place in the land tenure
system and the rapid expansion in the production of cash
crops and the rearing of economic livestock. The Ministry
further pointed out that 51% of the population of the
country was composed of children below the age of fifteen
years. Many of these young people, who would eventually
settle in rural areas, would require FTC training since
most of them were likely to miss opportunities to receive
basic formal education.
The Ministry saw the FTC Program as part of con-
ventional field extension. "The center and its staff are
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part of the general extension service of the district.
The courses held are related to, and are part of the
general development policy of the area."^®
In Chapter II, a distinction was made between
large scale FTCs and other farmer training programs on
the one hand and the conventional FTCs on the other. The
lacter fall into two categories. About thirty FTCs are
operated by the Government, either by the Ministry of
Agriculture or by the Ministry of Livestock Development.
The SIX non-government FTCs run by the National Christian
Council of Kenya and Kipsigis County Council, are inte-
grated into the government rural development programs
which work directly under the local District Agricultural
Officer
.
However, the Ministry statement expressed concern
about the expansion of the FTC Program while existing
facilities were underutilized. In the next section, the
gathering momentum towards reform of agricultural educa-
tion in Kenya including the FTC Program is discussed.
Suggestions for Post- Independence Reforms
to Agricultural Education
The year of independence for Kenya, 1963, was also
a turning point for the country's educational system. In
1963, the Ministry of Education appointed a Commission to
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review the existing system of education and to advise the
Government on future policies. The Commission mentioned
in passing that the extension work of the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Animal Husbandry, through their advisory offi-
cers and the FTCs
,
was an important complement to the func-
tion of Community Development. It suggested that District
Training Centres (DTCs), which came under the Department of
Community Development, should, where necessary, share the
premises of the FTCs.
The Commission noted that of the 103,400 primary
school leavers in 1964, only 26,200 were placed in secon-
dary schools, career training programs, and wage-earning
employment. About 67,000 school leavers had no pros-
pects for wage-earning employment or further education.
The school leaver problem did not, however, represent the
whole problem of unemployment in the country. A substan-
tial fraction of the youth joined the ranks of the unem-
ployed without passing through the school system. As
stated by the Ominde Commission, "a large percentage of
the nation's growing number of children never see the
inside of a school" throughout their lives. "Quite apart
from considerations of social justice, the absence of so
many citizens from the influence of our schools is a con-
stant drag on development."^® The Government of Kenya
subsequently requested the University College of Nairobi
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to organize a conference to examine the triple issues of
education, employment and rural development. Details of
the conference are discussed in the next chapter along
with the historical growth of FTCs
.
Summary
This chapter opens by looking at the area of organ-
ized education and pointing out that in the early 1960 's
LDCs became disillusioned with formal education. In most
LDCs formal education seemed to increase the number of
unemployed out-of-school youth, the rural-urban migration,
the gap between the poor and the rich and all the ills of
underdevelopment
.
Attention was gradually turned to development of
education for the out-of-school populace. It was, however,
realized that conventional extension seemed to increase
the misery of the poor rural people while helping those
who were better off to become even wealthier. Attention
was therefore focused on nonformal education which promised
to offer relatively cheaper, more accessible and more
relevant education than either formal education or conven-
tional extension.
A number of organized out-of-school educational
activities in Kenya fitted into the concept of nonformal
education. Of these the FTC Program emerged in Uganda,
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Tanzania and Kenya as a regular educational activity in the
1950's.
In Kenya, soon after independence, the FTC Program
was included among the educational programs subject to
review in order to better serve the needs of an indepen-
dent country. Details of the steps taken to reform the
FTC are discussed in the next chapter, along with develop-
merit of the whole program.
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VCHAPTER
the role of the farmer training centres in the
development of KENYA
Introduction
The first residential training program for farmers
in Kenya was organized in 1934. This early program was
intended to develop strategies for reaching and educating
rural people. Nearly fifty years later, the program does
not seem to have gone beyond the experimental stage. Basic
questions on who the trainees should be. who should conduct
the training and what should be taught still remain unre-
solved. Through a review of the history of the program,
this chapter presents and discusses some of the problems
associated with the program. The discussion is presented
under the following headings;
Evolution of the FTC Program
Influences from the Kericho Conference
Agricultural Education Commission
The FTC Program During the Independence Era
District Development Centres
Group Approach to Extension
The Soya Beans Group Extension Project in the
Lowlands of Kisii
Equator Community Education Project
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EvolirUon of the FTC Program
The FTC Program was originally evolved in Kenya
as part of the Community Development Program of the Jeanes
School. The school was situated near the capital, Nairobi,
and was intended to develop ways of reaching and educating’
rural people.' The first program of the school was inten-
ded to train all-purpose community teachers who would use
primary schools as bases for implementing a program of
general community improvement incorporating strong elements
of agriculture and health. From the outset the Jeanes'
community teachers were seen as misfits in the conven-
tional extension system, as they represented no specific
government department, and had no mandate from the indig-
enous people to implement any development program. The
indigenous people had no reason to dislike a program
aimed at improving their health and agricultural produc-
tion, but their priority, at that time, was to get their
children through the formal education system.^
After trying unsuccessfully to establish a course
for agricultural instructors as early as 193A
,
the Jeanes
School embarked on a course for small scale farmers in
1936. These efforts were reinforced by a paper issued
by the British Colonial Office in 1935 on Che education
of African Communities.^ The paper encouraged the
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school's strategy of experimenting with different ap-
proaches to adult education and community development.
The experiments were abandoned in 1939, however, and the
school facilities turned over to a training center for
British forces in Eastern Africa during the Second World
War
.
Meanwhile, the Department of Agriculture, whose
programs were mainly oriented towards research in crops
and animal husbandry, embarked on a program of training
extension workers. The Jeanes School teachers helped to
develop a residential farmer training curriculum to paral-
lel a curriculum for the extension workers. The farmer
training component incorporated an element of practical
farming at the training center. The first training center
at Bukura in Western Kenya was provided with small-holdings
on which trainees would practice more scientific methods
of farming in groups. At the end of the course the farmers
were expected to transfer both the new methods of crop
production and animal husbandry and the concept of group
farming to their home areas.
The Jeanes School came back to civilian use after
the war, starting as a demobilizing center for ex-service-
men. The curriculum of the school incorporated courses
on teaching methods, agriculture, health, probation,
British Legion, business management for small scale traders
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and cooperative development. In 1948, programs in weaving,
spinning and other areas of education and training for
women were introduced. m 1949, the rural orientation
of the school was reinforced with a policy to incorporate
agriculture in all courses. < In 1950, the school made a
major departure from the extension approach of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture by mounting small scale farmers’ train-
ing programs independently of the training of extension
workers
.
The strategy of these courses was to give oppor-
tunities to innovative farmers, i.e., those who had shown
signs of adopting new methods of farming, to acquire more
skills and knowledge in crop production and animal husban-
dry and the management of small-holdings .
" In addition to
courses in agriculture, the farmers received lectures in
CIVICS, simple economics, cooperative organization, health
education, and community development. During the course,
the trainees visited local farms, relevant development
activities, and other places of interest. The students
themselves were also a learning resource. While staying
together they shared knowledge and experiences from their
varied geographical and social backgrounds.
As the training program for farmers took shape,
the Department of Agriculture published a new policy
statement proposing a system of mixed farming which was
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designed to enable an African farmer to raise
food for his family plus a cash income of ^110
year. 6 On the education and training aspects
the paper noted:
sufficient
($330) per
of the plan,
Agricultural education of the farmers requires con-stant contact with them with as wide a range of in-fluences as possible, not only by the agricuUura?and veterinary staff but by ensuring thft the Afri-
the riPhrr''^^^''h cooperative societies haveg t approac also. The education of thefarmer can be made more specialized by running
or bv
courses for him at Farm Institutes
fL farmers clubs and societiesor educational purposes or for cooperation.'^
The Jeanes School farmer training program ran
into difficulty mainly because the Department of Agricul-
ture was developing a rival program. The Jeanes program,
which took two months, was thought by agricultural exten-
sion workers to be too long. The mixing of farmers from
different regional backgrounds in the country was in the
Jeanes program intended to have educational advantages:
farmers were expected to learn from the different back-
grounds of their colleagues. However, the Department of
Agriculture pointed out that mixing up farmers from dif-
ferent parts of the country raised design issues in pre-
paring a program that would meet the needs of individual
course participants. As a result of these criticisms the
policy was modified to provide for recruitment of course
participants on a regional basis, or from areas with
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similar physical and social environments, and the length
of courses was shortened from two months to a maximum of
three weeks.
Specific officers within the Department of Agri-
culture were more openly opposed to the Jeanes School pro-
gram. The District Agricultural Officer (DAO) for Embu
District advanced the following objections to the Jeanes
School program in an interview with E. S. Mbugua from the
head office of the Department in Nairobi:
1* It [the Jeanes school] caters to the whole
country and is therefore unable to understandproblems particular to any one district.
2. The normal five week courses are too long forfarmers to be away from their homes.
3. Its officers do not tour the districts frequently
enough to keep pace with current developments.
A. Inclusion of civics and other subjects in a
farmers course is a waste of time.
5. There is no examination at the end of the course.®
Ultimately an agreement was reached between the
Jeanes School and the Department of Agriculture that the
Jeanes School would be used for short specialist courses,
and advanced courses for farmers who had already been to a
Farm Institute. Furthermore, the school would be used
for courses in community development and teaching tech-
niques for agricultural instructors. Jeanes' teachers
would visit Farm Institutes to advise instructors and
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would regularly organize conferences for agricultural
teachers
.
In 1961, after organizing only one course for
agricultural teachers, the Jeanes School closed perman-
ently. The country, meanwhile, developed politically to
self-governing status and eventually into an independent
sovereign state in 1963. As part of this development,
the Departments of Agriculture and of Veterinary Services
were both brought under the Ministry of Agriculture. All
the Farm Institutes and practically all the veterinary and
animal breeding centers became known as Farmer Training
Centres (FTCs).
Meanwhile, the FTC Program showed signs of rela-
tive decline in terms of (1) the number of farmers par-
ticipating in agricultural courses, (2) frequent cancel-
lation of courses, (3) decline in the morale of FTC prin-
cipals and instructors, and (4) general under-utilization
of FTC facilities. The Kericho Conference on Education,
Employment and Rural Development in 1963 had considerable
influence on the development of the FTC Program.
Influences of the Kericho Conferen ce
The Kericho Conference on Education, Employment
and Rural Development addressed a wide range of issues
under four main headings: Rural Development, Employment,
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Education, and Financing Development. Education was con
ceptualized broadly as expressed in the words of the Con
ference
:
One of the chief tools with which to achieve thisrural transformation is education and training intheir many forms--as much the education of thlult farmer in new techniques and attitudes asmuch training in cooperation and the management ofcredit, as much the education of women as^the edu-cation of children and adolescents in formal
schools and universities.®
One of the nine conference papers on education
entitled "Farmer Training as a Strategy of Rural Develop-
ment. In that paper, the writer noted that the concept
of farmer training was nebulous and hardly understood by
policy-makers. Hence the tendency of government and other
development agencies to allocate more resources on educa-
tional programs which were better understood, especially
those in the formal sector. There were no definite ideas
among those responsible for agricultural education on what
the educative needs of the farmer were and more specifi-
cally on (1) the areas of farm activity where training
was required; (2) comparative advantage of investment in
agricultural education; and (3) the prerequisites for
effective implementation of agricultural education.
The paper asserted that agricultural education had
long been clouded by the assumption that peasant farming
in third world countries was only a passing stage in the
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progress towards large scale, capital intensive, and
tractorized-estates on the pattern of the United States
and the Soviet Union. Better understanding of the con-
straints of the peasant farmer in recent times has led to
the realization that peasant economy in less developed
countries has had its own course of development which is
determined by local environmental and social constraints.
Seen against a large-scale farmer in the Western
countries, a peasant farmer in a poor tropical and sub-
tropical country has greater varieties of weeds, pests
and soil conditions with which to contend and has had to
develop his own sophisticated methods of dealing with in-
tricate farming problems. For example, the paper pointed
out, (1) intercropping is used by the farmer to create
appropriate micro-climates for his system of farming and
to conserve labor; (2) use of a succession of fields en-
ables the farmer to secure maximum value from poor soils;
(3) annual fires control crop pests and disease; and
(4) a long period of bush fallow regenerates soil struc-
ture. Thus the peasant farmer "lives by his wits." dis-
tributing his risks into several food crops, cash crops,
livestock and non-agricultural ventures, while at the
same time allocating his limited resources of time, money
and manpower accordingly.
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The paper implied that the FTC trainee was usually
the middle level "progressive farmer" who had accepted
such innovations as line planting, the use of chemical
fertilizer, rearing exotic animals and the application of
other basic scientific methods of farming. Less progres-
sive farmers did not have the motivation to acquire new
methods of farming through structured courses. However,
the most progressive farmers could not afford the time to
participate fully in FTC Programs. More often than not,
they businessmen or held full-time wage employment.
Generally, they had high formal education qualifications
and would not benefit from the elementary courses given
by FTCs.
According to this paper, studies done by Vuyiya
and Dusenberry, in Kenya and Uganda respectively, found
that one week's courses at an FTC were more effective in
changing farming practices than all previous exposure to
traditional field extension. ^ Given careful implemen-
tation, systematic farmer training could have a greater
multiplier effect than conventional extension.
The paper suggested that the main problem inhibi-
ting the growth of FTCs was the low quality of staffing.
Ideally, a well staffed FTC needed a principal with uni-
versity qualifications or post secondary school diploma;i 2
a vi ce
-
pr i nc ipa 1 of diploma level; from two to five
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instructors of Technical Assistant level; one or two
domestic science demonstrators; one farm management spe-
cialist; and one veterinary worker. In practice, there
were no university graduates teaching in the FTCs
,
and
there were very few, if any diploma level staff. Staff
turnover was high, the most qualified staff tending to
get out of the system the fastest because FTC work and
conditions of employment were unattractive. The duties
of the FTC were heavy and supervision strict, and there
were no prospects for promotion. Most important of all,
there was no financial compensation for all these sacri-
fices
.
The following questions were highlighted by the
paper as those to be addressed in a search of a suitable
FTC curriculum:
What teaching materials are suitable to FTC
instruction?
How can local research be incorporated with
minimum delay?
Can FTC carry on its own feasibility research?
How should FTC profitability be adjudged?
Should local extension staff attend with the
farmers from their area?
How can family needs be catered to while
farmers are attending courses?
Should junior staff receive on-the-job training?
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derived from for generalservice to the community? ^
What should be the scale
demonstration farm?
and emphasis of the
mechanized?
Who should coordina
rival institutes or
te the FTC Program with
departments?
What level of ministerial
to ensure quality control
supervision
? 1 3
is needed
In conclusion. the Kericho Conference recommended
that the FTC had several roles to play in the development
of technical knowledge and leadership among rural communi-
ties. However, the conference noted that the primary re-
sponsibility of the FTC was to provide agricultural educa-
tion. Whatever innovation was made should not divert the
program from agriculture to general community development
programs
.
^
The Kericho Conference underscored the importance
of farmer training, but pointed out that there appeared to
be no professionals who knew exactly what the farmer ought
to learn, and how learning should be organized for small
scale farmers. Theoretically, learning in groups was
easier to organize and possibly cheaper than individual
instruction. However, the writer feels that research done
by Vuyiya and Dusenberry, which tended to suggest that
course at the FfC was more effective than many years of
one
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exposure to conventional extension, should be interpreted
with caution. The number of farmers who attended FTC
courses at the time of the research was insignificant when
looked at against the whole body of the farming community.
It is possible that farmers surveyed by Vuyiya and Dunsen-
berry were very highly motivated to learn the one course
that took them to the FTC. Their reactions to the course
cannot be generalized to the rest of the farming popula-
tion. Also, it is not easy to determine how much exposure
to extension service they had before they attended the FTC
course and prior to the research. It is not clear what
objective measurements were made apart from interviews con-
ducted while the farmers were still under the excitement of
attending a residential course.
The conference paper on farmer training suggested
that a majority of the farmers could not benefit from
specialized training. FTC training was mainly beneficial
to the progressive farmers who had accepted the basic prin-
ciples of scientific farming and were highly motivated to
break away from traditional farming practices.
If indeed the FTC Program was intended to serve
the progressive farmers, then the writer would argue that
it was not therefore surprising that FTC courses repeatedly
failed to recruit sufficient numbers of trainees. Progres-
sive farmers form a very small fraction of the farming
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population, and as noted in Chapter III, most of them
either are beyond the elementary courses offered by the
FTC Program or have too many occupational commitments to
find time to participate in FTC courses. It can be argued,
with some justification, that if the FTC Program was in-
tended for progressive farmers, there was no underenroll-
ment or underutilization of FTC space.
The list of problem areas proposed for further
investigation gives the impression that the whole of the
FTC system was ailing, or the list did not identify the
most critical areas for investigation. At least, the pol-
icy issues such as the use of the demonstration farm,
sources of funds, involvement of local government authori-
ties and coordination with other training programs needed
to be separated from the professional issues which the
program planners could manipulate.
The Kericho Conference was concerned with the
whole range of educational programs in the country and
could not have gone deeper into the FTC Program than it
did. The conference recommended that a special body be
established to review agricultural education.
The Agricultural Education Commission
In 1965, the Government of Kenya proposed to set
up a commission to review the four levels of agricultural
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education and training, namely (a) university education;
(b) intermediate level agricultural education and training;
(c) farmer training; and (d) agricultural education in
schools and teachers colleges. The Agricultural Education
Commission started meeting on January 1, 1967, and by
February 21st of the same year the Commission accomplished
Its task and submitted a report on its findings to the
Ministry of Agriculture . ^
^
The Commission noted that the FTC Program was com-
plementary to field agricultural extension. The program
provided farmers with systematic exposure to new ideas.
The FTC courses had been changing gradually from general
courses of two to three months' duration to shorter and
more situation specific seminars and conferences of one
week's duration or shorter periods. The Commission recom
mended the integration of agricultural education with
cooperative development, adult literacy, local leadership
training, 4K Clubs, leadership training, and training
for the leaders of women's organizations. The Commission
further recommended that the agricultural program be ex-
panded to include a series of extra-mural field units
established at divisional headquarters, chiefs' centers
or market places.^® The field units would make useful
information centers, disseminating information from the
FTCs to the farmers, and enabling FTC staff to gain
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deeper insights into the problems and needs of the
farmers
.
The Commission recommended, with reservations,
that each district in the country should ultimately have
Its own FTC. Records of attendance and use of existing
FTCs did not, however, show a high or growing demand for
ourses. In fact, there was an observable decline in
farmers- courses, and it was noted that the construction
of more centers would not necessarily generate greater
interest in the program.
To improve the low morale of the teaching staff,
the Commission recommended that FTC administrators and
instructors undergo special training. Those who were
specially trained should receive a bonus on top of their
salary plus financial rewards for the long working hours
and heavy work load associated with the FTC work. To
bridge the gap between the FTCs on the one hand and field
extension workers and the communities supposed to be
served by the FTCs on the other, the Commission suggested
that FTCs come under boards of governors. Some of the
following individuals were proposed to serve on the boards
of governors: the District Commissioners (as chairmen of
the boards); chairmen of district cooperative unions; local
leaders; District Agricultural Officers (DAO), District
Veterinary Officers (DVO)
,
a representative from the local
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government authority and leaders of voluntary agencies and
social associations.
The Commission felt that FTCs did not cater suffi-
ciently to women trainees. Yet. they formed a large por-
tion of course participants, and their numbers in courses
showed signs of rising even higher. Some of the smaller
FTCs were not equipped to accommodate both men and women
at the same time, and did not, for example, have appro-
priate facilities for mothers with young babies. The
Commission recommended that all FTCs be provided with
accommodations for women. Women instructors should be
employed at all FTCs. The content of home economics
courses should be broadened to include a wide range of
home, farm, and community activities.
The Commission recommended that in view of the
relatively large number of illiterate farmers attending
FTC courses, it was necessary to improve the efficiency of
teaching staff through training and retraining in the art
of teaching. The FTC learning environment needed to be
enriched with audio-visual aids, including real objects,
specimens, models, photographs, flannel graphs, posters,
newspapers and bulletins. The more media used, the Com-
mission report asserted, the greater the impact. But the
Commission conceded that teaching aids only assist a
teacher; they were no substitute for a good teacher. The
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Commission suggested that a well equipped FTC would become
a resource center for the farming community, and a stra-
tegic point from which Method Demonstration Programs
should be launched.
Finally
,
the Commission made an analysis of the
FTC capital and recurrent expenditure and concluded that
the large FTCs accommodating about 100 learners had lower
trainee costs per day than small FTCs serving about 25
learners. However, it was pointed out at the same time
that large FTCs were more difficult to organize and run
efficiently, or to maintain personal relationships and
contact between the teaching staff and the trainees.
Closely associated with the FTC expenditure was the
maintenance of a demonstration farm. Apart from serving as
a teaching resource, the Treasury required FTC farms to
generate funds to offset operating costs. The Commission
felt that operating the FTC farm on a commercial basis
could not be reconciled with the teaching function which
was the main purpose of the FTC Program. It recommended
that FTCs should hold sufficient land for both teaching
and demonstration purposes. Any excessive land should
be run separately as a commercial venture.
Surprisingly, some of these sound recommendations
were not implemented, namely the establishment of boards
of governors, improvement of the conditions of service for
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FTC trainers, provision of special facilities for trainees
with babies, and setting up FTC extra-mural units. Other
recommendations, such as construction of additional FTCs
,
were already in government plans and so continued to enjoy
high priority although the Commission gave them less im-
portance
.
The Commission recommended, as stated above, that
agricultural education be integrated with cooperative edu-
cation, adult literacy and other content areas considered
part of rural development. The concept of "education for
integrated rural development," often known as "the inte-
grated model," seemed to be interpreted in Kenya as "inte-
grated education for rural development." The recommenda-
tion of the Agricultural Education Commission reinforced
this interpretation by naming the areas of learning to be
integrated
.
Assuming that such integration was desirable, how
would an educator do so in practice? For example, what
would be the appropriate mix for such areas of concern as:
tomato growing, grain storage, the use of contraceptive
devices, the powers and duties of cooperative officials,
poultry feeding, and others? Who would decide what areas
were relevant to a specific group, e.g.
,
coffee farmers?
Would the integrated package be a collection of lecture
topics or one subject?
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To curriculum developers, the Kenya concept of
the so-called integrated model remains a riddle. To a
nonformal educator, integration of educational contents
is a senseless exercise which does not address a specific
development problem or educational need.
The FTC demonstration farm tends to be large
scale, both in acreage and the mode of production, e.g.,
level of mechanization. It can therefore be argued that
the demonstration farm, as presently constituted, is not
a realistic teaching tool for a class of small scale
farmers. The Commission objected not to the size of the
farm and the level of capital input and sophisticated
production, but to the amount of staff time taken for the
farm, and the demand by the government that the farm
should make a profit. However, there need not be conflict
between the teaching function and running the farm eco-
nomically. If a large farm took longer hours from teaching
staff the solution is to increase the staff. A farm not
run economically would hardly be an effective teaching tool,
i.e., an effective demonstration of the practicality of the
innovative messages disseminated by the FTC.
The FTC Program During The Independence Era
During the colonial period the strategy of the
government of the time was skewed towards development of
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agriculture in the areas of the country settled by white
farmers. African areas, known then as native reserves,
were mainly seen as sources of cheap labor for commer-
cial farming in the white settled areas. In the 1950's
the Swynnerton Plan, and progressive opinion within the
colonial government started to advocate development of
agriculture in African areas. The objective of the new
approach to African agriculture was to create a middle
class of relatively wealthy and contented Africans who
would support the colonial government. However, these
efforts came too late to divert African nationalists from
the struggle for complete independence and transformation
of the economy. When Kenya became independent in 1963,
government policies were reviewed and reformulated to
reflect the aspirations and needs of the new nation.
In 1964, the Government of Kenya published the
first national development plan. The plan noted that
there was a need for the Government to promote African
participation in every sphere of the economy, and to pre-
pare the African for new roles through programs of educa-
tion and training. Regarding the FTC Program, the Plan
suggested that while its role was important in dissemi-
nating new practices, its impact was limited in terms of
the number of farmers who could be trained. The plan
therefore proposed the construction of 13 new FTCs at a
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cost of ^210, 000 ($630,000) in an effort to provide every
district in the country with its own center.
The 1966 Development Plan more boldly shifted de-
velopment emphasis to the African areas, where 80% of the
Kenyans lived. The plan proposed the construction of four
new FTCs during the development period in addition to the
existing 30 centers. 20 The 1970-74 Development Plan pro-
posed that the scope of instruction at FTCs be broadened
to include such subjects as health and adult literacy. 21
Two centers, at Matuga and Embu
,
were selected to experi-
ment with the proposed broad curriculum. If the experi-
ment succeeded, all FTCs in the country would be converted
to multi-purpose training centers known as District Develop-
ment Centres (DDC). The DDC experiment continued into the
1974 to 1978 development period. Meanwhile, the plan for
this period proposed the construction of two additional
FTCs . 2
2
The actual development problems in the FTC Pro-
gram were reflected in the annual reports. The 1964 re-
port showed increased participation over 1963.23 The
increase was attributed to the rise in attendance of
women from 19% in 1962 to 34% in 1963 and 50% in 1964.
The main attraction for women was the home economics
course. Out of 578 courses held in the year, only 25
were over 15 or more days' duration while 342 courses
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were within the six days' range or shorter. However,
while there was a gradual increase in the number of FTCs
,
this was not matched by a corresponding rise in the number
of course participants. As a matter of fact there was a
relative decline in the utilization of available space.
In a policy statement, the Government questioned the wis-
dom of further expansion of FTC facilities. The Govern-
ment statement expressed the hope that the FTCs would
increasingly use any resources not fully used by farmers
to educate the youth and nonagricul tural groups.
The annual report for 1969 highlighted the National
Seminar and Workshop on Farmer Training held at the Kenya
Institute of Administration and attended by all FTC princi-
pals, Provincial Agricultural Officers, District Agricul-
tural Officers and officers from the Ministry head office.
The seminar noted that while the number of courses had
increased from 927 in 1968 to 9A0 in 1969, the overall
attendance had dropped from 32,352 to 31,486 respectively.
The participation of farmers had dropped substantially,
considering that during the same period the number of
learners attending nonagricul tural courses increased by
1,655, i.e., from 13,642 in 1968 to 15,297 in 1969.
Similarly, the number of 4K Club's participants had
inc reased
.
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The home economics course which attracted many
women trainees to the FTC was not well supported by
qualified home economics extension workers in the field.
The Ministry had only five Assistant Agricultural Offi-
cers posted at the provincial level to coordinate the home
economics programs. The communication gaps between the
field and the FTCs affected all courses. The function of
trainee recruitment has handled by field extension workers
and due to lack of transportation and other logistical
problems, most FTCs did no follow-up and field evalua-
tion of their trainees.
The seminar recommended that FTCs should set aside
periods of two to three weeks a year for field work. The
main purpose of field work was to bridge the gap that
seemed to exist between the FTCs and both the field exten-
sion workers and the farmers
.
The main problem with FTCs highlighted by the semi'
nar was staffing. Of the 29 FTCs in the country at the
time, two had three principals each in one year, and two
had two principals. Only one principal in the whole pro-
gram had the desired university qualifications. Of the
rest, 16 were Assistant Agricultural Officers holding a
diploma in agriculture, and 7 were Agricultural Assis-
tants holding the lowest professional qualifications in
agricu 1 ture
.
Similarly, staff turnover was high and
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professional qualifications low among vice-principals
and instructors.
The annual report for 1971 showed that home econo-
mics continued to be a popular course leading to a very
high rate of adoption. 2s The general agricultural courses
however, continued to decline. Many scheduled courses
were cancelled or only a small portion of the expected
trainees turned up. Some centers were forced to close
down during part of the year. The main reasons given for
partial closure of FTCs and decline in farmers' courses
were lack of funds, ineffective recruitment, poor turn out
for courses, breakdown of the FTC bus, priority given to
staff courses, failure to plan ahead, rise in course fees,
drought, and famine. 2 6
Following the K.I.A. National Seminar for FTC
principals, two other conferences were held at Kabete in
1972 and at Mombasa, Oceanic Hotel, in 1973.27 j^e 1972
Conference underscored the importance of the FTC as the
nucleus for all extension activities, and the need to have
staff with high and suitable qualifications at each FTC.
On the curriculum, the seminar recommended that each FTC
should have a curriculum review committee comprised of
representatives from the Provincial Agricultural Office,
the District Agricultural Office and the FTC. Each
course should allow sufficient time for practical work,
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demonstrations, field trips, follow-up and evaluation.
Some courses should be geared to the needs of the farmers
and carried to the field where the farmers were. The
farmers should be categorized and a bank of information
kept about them. The curriculum was then divided into
six broad areas:
Animal and Crop Husbandry
Home Economics
Bee Courses
Range Management
Rural Water Supply
Specialized Courses
Three major suggestions emerged from the confer-
ence: (1) There was need for field extension staff to
participate in designing courses for farmers alongside
FTC instructors. (2) In order to disseminate knowledge
effectively, FTC instructors had to select their methods
of instruction and teaching aids carefully. The following
teaching methods were recommended: demonstration; group
discussion; field trips; and brainstorming. On teaching
aids, the conference listed slides, pamphlets, posters,
charts, models and "live visuals" as some of the most
appropriate. (3) On improvement of FTC staff, the con-
ference proposed the creation of an attractive career
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structure providing for four job grades: principal,
vice-principal, lecturer and instructor.
As stated above, the Agricultural Education Com-
mission had recommended that government field administra-
tors and local leaders should serve on FTC management com-
mittees in order to establish a firm relationship between
the FTC and the target community. The Ministry of Agri-
culture and the Conference of FTC Principals seemed to
favor a management committee consisting of officials and
technicians from the Ministry of Agriculture, with the
District Agricultural Officer (DAO) as Chairman and the
Principal of the FTC as Secretary. Other members of the
committee would be the District Land and Farm Management
Officer (DLFMO)
; the District Animal Husbandry Officer
(DAHO); District Veterinary Officer (DVO); District Ex-
tension and Training Officer (DETO); District Livestock
Officer (DLO) and Divisional Assistant Agricultural
Officers (DAAO)
.
The annual report for 1972-1976 affirmed that after
a long struggle the Ministry of Agriculture had finally
convinced the Treasury that FTCs were doing a valuable job
and deserved more money to meet their operational costs.
Beginning in July 1976, the FTCs were allocated higher
grants, but the Treasury expected better performance both
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in terms of improved training programs and higher revenue
from the FTC farm in return.
The report suggested that with higher grants, the
FTC would become a more attractive place for the farmer,
and the FTC "farm would become a shining example of what
could be achieved under different local conditions." The
report optimistically asserted that, "the farmer will
continue to come back so long as the FTC offers something
new and beneficial . "29
The report encouraged instructors to be innovative
and to make use of all available materials while developing
new materials to meet the needs of their respective FTCs.
The writer of the report criticized the teaching methods
used by FTC instructors as follows:
I have noted long boring lectures in the class-
room coupled with a lot of blackboard writing,
even exercise books are being issued to farmers
to copy notes.
The report then showed that while the space at FTCs
increased by 60 places from 1,610 in 1972 to 1,670 in 1973,
and courses increased from 1,117 to 1,133 respectively,
attendance dropped from 22,054 to 21,960. Recruitment was
seen as the main problem affecting attendance. In 1972,
296 courses were cancelled or failed as compared to 344
cou'-ses in 1973.
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The downward trend continued in 1974 as illustrated
on the below:
1973 1974
Planned Courses
Failed or Cancelled
Courses Run
Farmers Courses
Non-Farmer Courses
Mixed Courses
Men Only Courses
Women Only Courses
1,123
344
111
432
345
389
300
88
1,075
457
626
349
267
328
220
68
Source: "Farmers Training Centres Annual Report 1972-76."
p. bh. ’
In 1975, there was a 6% increase in the num-
ber of learners attending courses. At the same time,
the number of courses planned declined from 1,075 to
931 and the number of student days declined from 118,726
to 112,406. The program showed signs of recovery in
1976 when attendance rose by 16% over 1975, and the
number of student days increased from 112,406 to 164,465.
But attendance was still 657o of the expected level.
Non-farmer courses and 4K Club courses tended to in-
flate attendance. In other words, those courses which
were purely farmer courses were not growing and could
hardly on their own justify the existence of the
program
.
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District Development Centres (DDC)
The FTC Program originated from community develop-
ment programs and for a long time functioned side by side
with District Training Centers, which were run by local
government authorities and supervised by the Department
of Community Development of the Central Government. As
noted earlier, the education reforms commissions appointed
after independence came under some pressure from community
development and adult education workers to merge the FTC
Program with education and training programs from other
government and non-government extension agencies. Neither
the Ominde Commission nor the Weir Commission came out
strongly in favor of a merger under the label of multi-
purpose training centers. The notion of such a center was,
however, kept alive by the Board of Adult Education,
established in 1966,^^
The case for multi-purpose training centers, known
as District Development Centres (DDC), as an alternative
to FTCs and other rural training programs, is set out in
the National Development Plan for 197A to 1978 as follows:
The District Development Centre will be multi-
purpose centres and will eliminate the existing
uneconomic duplication of adult training facili-
ties. They will co-ordinate training programmes
which currently do not support or complement each
other; provide better facilities and better (juali-
fied instructors; and provide the means for de-
velo[jing an adecjuate career structure for the
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training staff The programmes in these centresbe directly geared to comprehensive andbalanced development of the districts and will
distrLt^32^°‘^“^ extension work in the
In 1975, the Board of Adult Education published
a booklet "Curriculum for District Development Centres"
listing the courses to be offered. Later the same year
a longer document on the curriculum of the DDC was pub-
lished. ^3 The objectives of the curriculum are stated
as follows
:
The short term objectives
.
1. To coordinate rural informal educational activitiesthrough an integrated approach combining extension
and complementary services and linking related ele-
ments of education together so that their impact canbe greater.
2. To determine priorities of training for the communityin both formal and nonformal education and to en-
courage educational activities so as to function as
an apex of rural adult education.
3. To provide in-service facilities for extension staff
of different arms of the government and voluntary
organizations and simultaneously to provide training
and education for the farmers, artisans, craftsmen
and entrepreneurs for better occupational skills and
to complement such skills with services like those of
co-operatives, literacy campaigns, youth clubs, etc.
To encourage the development and continuity of educa-
tion from formal and informal levels to non-formal
levels
.
5. To provide the venue and adequate facilities for
organizing educational and cultural classes, club
meetings, national festivals, etc. and also to pro-
mote cordial human relations among the masses and
extension workers and create a group feeling among
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The document pointed out that the course listings,
referred to as standard curriculum, provided a framework
for developing more need-based courses. In practice, the
paper added, it would not be possible to give equal treat-
ment to a number of related areas taken together as one
course. The courses would therefore have specific areas
of focus, and the local environmental problems, and the
expressed needs of the learners, would determine the final
content and shape of a course.
As far as possible, the document recommended that
the timing of lessons had to take account of the seasonal
activities of the learners. The DDC staff should draw on
the experience of field extension workers when developing
their courses. Whenever feasible, field extension workers
should teach in courses relevant to their work alongside
FTC instructors. At specified periods, DDC staff should
visit the field on follow-up evaluation exercises. The
courses for illiterate trainees should rely heavily on
field visits, group discussions, audio-visual aids, and
practical demonstrations.
Ref lections on the DDC Program
The first two DDCs have been running alongside
conventional FTCs for the past seven years. There is no
evidence that the former is taking over the role of the
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latter. Like the FTC, the DDC Program has remained experi-
mental, searching for a role to play in development.
Both DDC instructors and course participants tended
to identify with course content related to their profession,
in spite of the declared integration strategy of the program
For example, agricultural instructors saw non-agricul tural
units of their course as irrelevant to farmers. The five-
day duration for most DDC courses was too short. It was
not possible in five days to explore all the interrelated
facets of a development problem. The purpose of the one-
week course at the FTC was to focus on one specific area
of competence. A shift to inter-disciplinary courses
recommended for the DDCs would probably require longer
training periods.
The two sets of objectives proposed for the Dis-
trict Development Centres deserve further comment. It is
not clear, in the first place, why it was necessary to
classify the objectives of an institution which was going
to become a permanent feature within Kenya as "short term"
and "long term." The "short termness" and "long termness"
of the objectives was neither explained in the document
nor self evident. There was no indication, for example,
that short term objectives would be accomplished before,
or in shorter periods of time than, the long term objec-
tives
. What was most disturbing is that there was no
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relationship drawn between the two lists of objectives.
The short term objectives were not shorter steps or cycles
in the process of achieving a specific long term objective.
There is a tendency for development planners in
Kenya to focus on change-making education programs rather
than on the actual problems from which the educational
program should emerge. The DDC Program is a case in
point; its objective was to design parcels of knowledge
which would be used to solve problems of rural development.
It is possible that researchers in rural development in
Kenya during the late 1960
'
s
and early 1970 's believed
that such parcels of knowledge existed or could be invented.
The search was therefore not directed to the more practical
area of "Education for Integrated Rural Development."
A search for a fixed curriculum which would solve
development problems seems to run counter to the main pre-
cepts of nonformal education. Indeed the listing of
courses in the fixed course outlines prepared for the DDC
have not been much utilized even within the DDC settings.
Some of the proposed objectives of the DDC strayed
into government policy and other extra-curricular areas in
which the DDC staff would have very little influence if
any. For example, DDC staff would have no influence over:
determining the priorities of training for the community
both in formal and nonformal education sectors; involving
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the community in planning and implementation of develop-
ment activities; evolving a career structure for adult
educators; and evolving administrative and financial struc-
tures for Kenya's "multitude" of training centers.
Conceptually the two lists of objectives had numer-
ous errors. The first short objective, for example, sug-
gested that the DDC program would coordinate "rural infor-
mal educational activities through an integrated approach."
How could informal education be coordinated? Informal edu-
cation is defined by Coombs and Ahmed as
the life long process by which every person
acquires and accumulates knowledge, skills,
attitudes and insights from daily experiences
and exposure to the environment-
-at home, at
work, at play; from the example and attitudes
of family and friends; from travel, reading
newspapers and books; or by listening to the
radio or viewing films or television . ^
^
It would be impossible even in a police state to coordinate
this sector of education. In any case, if it were control-
led and coordinated, it would cease to be informal and
becomes either formal or nonformal. Another objective
proposed the "development and continuity of education from
formal and informal levels to non- formal levels . " It is
not clear what "levels" this context refers to. As defined
above
,
the three domains of informal
,
formal and nonformal
exist side by side. Nonformal is not higher than formal
and/or informal education.
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One of the main long term objectives was "to assess
the impact of the DDC in the rural counties as a result of
an integrated approach to training." First, the assessment
of the impact of the DDC would be a measurement of how far
the DDC objectives had been achieved, not a major objec-
tive of the DDC. Secondly, the curriculum designers
assumed that the "integrated approach" was already known.
In fact, the DDC objectives should have spelled out what
the "integrated approach" was.
All the objectives were stated in a vague and
clumsy manner. The first long term objective was as fol-
lows. to promote economic well-being, by improving
occupational skills
. .
.
." These slogans have often
been used in rural development rhetoric to cover unclear
development problems and concepts. For example, is eco-
nomic well-being the same as economic growth? Does eco-
nomic growth promote the welfare of all members of society?
Do occupational skills necessarily promote the welfare of
the people or create jobs? These and many other concepts
used in the proposed DDC curriculum lack precision and
coherence
.
The two lists of curriculum objectives did not
define or clarify the role of the DDC Program. Neverthe-
less, the first two DDCs were established in 1976 and
immediately embarked on a review and refinement of their
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curriculum. A more detailed discussion of the DDC cur-
riculum does not fall within the scope of this study.
The Group Approach
During the early stages of the development of
structured courses for small scale farmers at the FTC,
course participants were organized to run small-holdings
on the FTC farm in groups,
-p^e purpose of the group
farm was to give trainees practical experience which would
be transferred to individual farms in their home settings.
As the population of the country started to increase
rapidly in the 1940 's, with the improved standards of
health, overcrowding and fragmentation of land into un-
economic units became a problem for extension workers.
The notion of group farming was therefore adopted as one
of the possible ways to preserve optimum land units for
efficient farming.
The concept of group farming is not described in
detail in the available literature. The plan envisaged
farmers residing in the same area combining their land
units into one farm. Probably the homesteads would
be moved into one village at one spot within the farm.
Somehow members of such a collective would jointly plan
how to share responsibility for farm inputs and labor on
the one hand, and the harvest on the other.
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Attempts were made from 1947 to 1949 to implement
the system in Western Kenya. But when the system was ex-
tended to Central Kenya, it met with such formidable
resistance that in 1954 it was declared a failure.
Emphasis on land management shifted thereafter to land
consolidation. 37 The process of land consolidation and
registration was started in Central Kenya during the Mau
Mau rebellion in the 1950s. After independence, the land
consolidation process received the support of the popu-
larly elected government of the country. In a "Back to
the Land" speech in 1964 Jomo Kenyatta, then the Prime
Minister of independent Kenya, said:
Our greatest asset in Kenya is our land. This
is the heritage we received from our forefathers.
In land lies our salvation and survival. It is
in this knowledge that we fought for the freedom
of our country. Whatever our plans for the future,
they must spring from a resolve to put to maximum
production our land, however small the acreage we
may possess.
Unlike group farming, the goal of consolidation
was to establish individual ownership. However, both
policies were intended to put land to "maximum produc-
tion . "
The notion of a group approach to farming was
also implied by the Agricultural Education Commission,
which recommended that each FTC should operate a series of
extra-mural field units. These units could be established
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at divisional and chiefs' centers, as well as at market
places, with very little additional cost. The units would
serve a useful function not only in informing farmers about
FTCs, but also in enabling the FTC staff to know the needs
of their target population. It seems that the emphasis
was on a center that would disseminate information, and
not on organizing learning groups. However, the local
setting of the proposed extra-mural units are interpreted
in this study to be service centers for groups of farmers
that live within the same neighborhood.
The group extension did not die with the process
of land consolidation and individualized land ownership.
The next two sections examine two group extension experi-
ments selected from the different rural development experi-
ments conducted in Kenya in the past two decades.
The Soya Beans Group Ex tension Project
in the Lowlands of Kisii
The Kisii Soya Beans Project was intended to develop
a strategy for mobilizing the rural masses for more rapid
development .39 The study asserted that traditional exten-
sion tended to focus attention and effort on farmers who
were already doing well, thereby increasing imbalance be-
tween "progressive" and "unprogressive" individuals and
regions. The study suggested that conventional extension
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was based on a model which consists of "(a) demonstration
for, (b) individual, (c) most progressive farmer, The
outcome of this approach was early adoption by the few
participants who had easy access to extension services;
and little or slow spread-over effects thereafter to
other farmers.
The study proposed an alternative approach con-
sisting of ”(a) demonstration, (b) cum training, (c) cum
input provision for, (d) groups of, (e) average farmers."
The expected result was "Early adoption by a large number
of the participating group members, and a subsequent strong
spreading over effect.
The project plan listed the following as the basic
elements of the new approach:
1. The coordination of services for farmers (extension
training, input provision);
2
3
the change from the individual to the group; and
the change in the target group from most progres-
sive to average farmers.
The project was undertaken by the University of
Nairobi, Insititute for Development Studies (IDS) at
the request of the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture. The
IDS was specifically asked to monitor the implementation
of the project, to take note of the strengths and weak-
nesses of the design and to support alternative solu-
tions to any problems identified.'*^
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The project selected six sub- locations of lower
Kisii for demonstration. Each sub-location had twelve
half-acre plots which belonged to a cluster of twelve
"average farmers." Demonstration sessions were organized
on a group basis. The cluster of twelve farmers gathered
on one of the plots for demonstration, and thereafter
eleven of the farmers were required to repeat the demon-
strated process on their individual plots. In preparation
for the project, extension workers in the project area and
instructors from the local FTC were briefed on the project
strategy and trained on how to instruct participating
farmers and to conduct follow-up activities.
The Kisii Soya Beans Project was a replication of
earlier studies, in particular the Tetu Special Rural De-
velopment Project (SRDP) Extension Pilot Project which was
intended to use the group approach to disseminate rural
development innovations
. The SRDP was a five-year
experimental program launched by the Kenya Government in
1971 to develop strategies for accelerated rural develop-
ment. The experiment was tried out in six different loca-
tions in the country. The Tetu Extension Pilot Project was
perhaps the most successful of the different elements
attempted by the SRDP all over the country. At least the
researchers (a) designed a model for training farmers;
(b) implemented it; and (c) showed that the farmers had
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adopted new agricultural practices. Otherwise the SRDP
was abandoned in 1976 as having failed, fro™ the point of
view of the Government, to develop specific innovations
which could be replicated in the rest of the country. -s
Unlike conventional extension, which often works
with and through individual progressive farmers, the Soya
Beans Group Extension Project deliberately selected a
group of "average farmers" for the pilot trial. The
learning needs of the farmers were carefully analyzed and
appropriate training programs designed and implemented.
The frontline workers who would supervise the farmers
were given special training at the FTC. The researchers
then made periodic visits to the field to supervise the
farmers' activities and to evaluate their performance.
The Soya Beans Project raised a number of ques-
tions which remain unanswered. The pilot project was
conducted by specialists in rural development from the
University of Nairobi. There was no clear indication
how the model would be replicated throughout the coun-
try. Would the frontline extension workers be expected
to conduct the sophisticated needs assessment and train-
ing exercises which preceded the pilot project?
The pilot project provided free seed, fertilizer
and all the esstential agricultural inputs to the farmers
in the experimental group. In fact the tree inputs for
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seem to have been a great incentive to the farmers. The
project did not specify who would provide agricultural
inputs for replication of the project on a wider scale.
Other relevant questions are: Would agricultural inputs
be provided for all innovations in the future? Would
inputs be provided for only the experimental stage or
would the Ministry of Agriculture have to take on the
responsibility of supplying farming inputs to all
farmers in the country? If inputs were to be provided
only during the experimental stage, what would be the
cut off point between the experimental stage and the
implementation stage?
The ILO Mission on Employment, Incomes and
Equality proposed that farmers would have to be classi-
fied according to their degree of progressiveness for
the purpose of training. In 1973, the FTC Principals
Conference held at the Oceanic Hotel in Mombasa endorsed
the idea of classifying farmers according to progressive-
ness. The Soya Beans Project seems to have assumed that
the criterion for determining progressiveness was so
established that it did not need clarification. Hence
the project made no attempt to explain who an average
farmer was and why he should be the first to be exposed
to innovations.
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The study claimed that the spread of an innova-
tion from average farmers to the rest of the farming popu
lation would be stronger and faster than from progressive
farmers. In the opinion of the writer the study failed
to make a convincing case that the average farmer was a
more effective disseminator of innovations than a pro-
gressive farmer. In the absence of compelling arguments
in favor of any category of farmers as efficient dissemi-
nators of innovations, it seems reasonable to assume that
the spread of innovations from any individual farmer or
group of farmers to the rest of the farming community is
difficult, irrespective of the level of progressiveness
of the first farmers to adopt the innovation.
If the average farmer adopted new ideas earlier
than the progressive farmer, it is unlikely that the
two ould maintain their respective positions vis-a-vis
progressiveness. It seems that once the average farmer
took the first step in adoption, he would automatically
change position with the progressive farmer, i.e., the
average farmer would become progressive and the other,
average
.
The study did not say whether a group of average
farmers used as innovators in one project became a per-
manent vehicle for dispensing innovations, or whether
a fresh group would be selected whenever a new idea had
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to be introduced in a rural community. The average
farmer was important to the design of the Soya Beans
Project, and attempts should have been made to specify
who in this category of farmers would be used in the
Process of innovation adoption.
The writer feels that as an experiment in group
approach to agricultural extension, the Soya Beans Pro-
ject was a failure. The focus on the average farmer as
a key element in the process of extension diverted the
thrust of the project from the original intention to
develop a group process. Like conventional extension,
the Soya Beans Project relied on a select elite to dis-
seminate an innovation. The main difference was that
the Soya Beans Project was nominally aimed at the average
farmer while the conventional extension elite has always
been known as the progressive farmer. In fact, the two
models had exactly the same basic design.
Any positive results obtained in this project
should mainly be attributed to the detailed planning done
by the researchers and the intensive training and constant
supervision of both farmers and extension agents. Free
inputs must also have encouraged farmers not to let down
their benefactors. No less important was the "Hawthorne
Effect": the farmers knew that good results were expec-
ted of them both by government extension agents and the
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researchers from the University of Nairobi, and according-
ly cooperated to produce the desired results.
Equator Community Education Project
Increasing unemployment and relative decline in
food production in Kenya in the post-independence period
indicated that there were weaknesses in agricultural
development and other sectors of rural development.
Research into rural development suggested that conventional
rural extension and farmer training were unresponsive to
the majority of the rural people. The wealthy minority,
who seemed to benefit from the existing extension system,
were too few to change the economy of the country on their
own, and too isolated from the rest of the social milieu
to influence the unprogressive majority. Attempts made
in the SRDP to develop new strategies for rural development
were not fruitful. A study of the Vihiga-Hamisi SRDP
sponsored by the International Institute for Educational
Planning (IIEP) in 1976 suggested that (1) most of the
people in the target community and some of the individuals
and agencies responsible for implementation of the program
were not clear about the objectives of the SRDP, (2) the
target community was not involved in decision-making,
(3) the development agencies involved did not coordinate
their programs effectively, (A) some of the experts who
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participated in program implementation did not have
sufficient knowledge of the local environment and the
target community, and (5) the educational components of
the SRDP were not sufficiently identified and developed
.
^
Like the DDC Program and the Soya Beans Project,
the Equator Community Education Project was an attempt to
continue the search for effective methods of rural develop-
ment. The writer designed the project in 1975 when the SRDP
seemed to be coming to an end without making any significant
additions to what was already known about the problems of
rural development. The writer's interest in the Vihiga-
Hamisi SRDP earned him a place in the team of five educa-
tors sponsored by the IIEP to study the determination of
learning needs in the Vihiga-Hamisi SRDP. Following the
IIEP study, the writer was involved in another study in
the area funded by the Science Education Programme for
Africa (SEPA) to investigate traditional skill training
methods for youth. During the IIEP and the SEPA studies,
the writer gained deeper insights into the problems of
rural development and accordingly refined the Equator Pro-
ject design while continuing the effort to raise funds for
the project. The Project was approved for funding by the
Bernard Van Leer Foundation of Holland in 1978, but for
various management problems was not implemented until 1980.
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The Equator Project was built on the following
assumptions
:
1. Traditional extension based on visits to individual
farm holdings by extension workers and lectures at
public meetings or using other mass media approaches
have proved ineffective.
2. The FTC, as then organized, was only equipped to per-
form one of the two important roles of field exten-
sion, i.e., training. It was not equipped to play
the role of motivation and education in a broad sense
3. Neighborhood-based learning groups would bring togeth
er people with different backgrounds and facilitate
the sharing of skills, knowledge and experience which
different members bring with them to the group.
4. The curriculum developed for locally-based learning
groups was likely to be relevant to the needs of the
target community and to establish meaningful linkages
between agriculture and other aspects of rural devel-
opment
.
5. The role of the extension agent was made easier when
individuals from the target community were organized
into development groups working on similar projects
and were able to come together for the purpose of
getting new information and other inputs from outside
the group.
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The objectives, design and implementation steps of the
Equator Community Education Project are summarized in the
project workplan for the first year. The objectives of the
project were:
To sensitize the target community to the development
needs of their immediate environment and the problems
of rising youth unemployment;
To involve the community in planning and implementing
work-oriented education for both youth and adults;
To design and develop strategies which reach out toinvolve poor and disadvantaged groups in the process
of development; and
To increase and diversify rural production in the
project area.'^®
Before the project was launched, a thorough study
was made of (1) the physical environment, with special
focus on how topography affected land use, (2) population
density and land ownership, (3) educational provision for
pre-school children, school-age children, and the adult
population, and (4) employment prospects and the income
levels of the target population.
The project was started with small scale youth
training pilot projects to test the style of entry into the
community. The pilot projects specifically investigated
(1) how to arrive at the true needs of the community;
(2) how to establish viable development groups and (3) how
to develop a sense of self-reliance among the development
groups
.
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Project initiators who adopted the title of Pro-
ject Advisors to emphasize the colleagial relationship
between them and the target community held meetings with
different groups and individuals in the community. The
following groups held frequent meetings with Project
Advisors throughout the pilot phase: members of Gimomoi
Village Polytechnic Management Committee; the instructors
and students of Gimomoi Village Polytechnic; Gimomoi
Women Group; Assistant Chiefs and the Chief for the area.
Project advisors gained a deeper insight into the
following development problems:
1. Whenever members of the community were challenged
to state their needs, they tended to name public
services like roads, bridges, schools, water develop-
ment plans and hospitals, rather than personal needs
like food, shelter and income;
2. skill training for out-of- school youth was based on
conventional professions like carpentry, tailoring
and building, whether such skills were needed or
not
;
3. the skill trainers who were supposed to help out-of-
school youth to become self-employed entrepreneurs
had very little business experience themselves;
4. skills i.raining for out-of- school youth and economic
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enterprises by women groups tended to fail due to
lack of management skills;
5. the grassroots government field administrators
exercised considerable influence over their com-
munities and
6. a number of community institutions and groups such
as religious organizations and women groups had
compelling influence over their members.
The two most important key people in the target com
munity were chiefs and assistant chiefs. They were part of
the government field administration which came under the
Office of the President of Kenya. In their areas of juris-
diction, chiefs and assistant chiefs were small presidents,
vested with power over law and order, security, public
administration and coordination of development programs.
During the initial period of colonialism, chiefs were recog
nized as traditional leaders. They were given wide powers
over their people by the colonial government, powers which
were entrenched into the legal system of the country.
Chiefs and assistant chiefs had more statutory powers than
the Senior Administrators above them, i.e.. District Offi-
cers (DO), District Commissioners (DC), and Provincial
Commissioners (PC). A chief could use the powers vested
in him by the Chiefs Act to declare a state of emergency
in his area and to impose restriction on movement, or to
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intervene in family disputes. The law did not give such
powers to the DO, DC or PC.
Without the support of chiefs and assistant chiefs,
the project could not harness sufficient support from the
community to take off. Other key persons identified and
consulted on the needs of the community and the suitabil-
ity of the intended project were church leaders, extension
workers and politicians. When the project was launched
these key persons were used to advertise the project and
to establish the project management committee. Once the
project was established, formal links with religious
leaders were severed to avoid dragging the project into
the conflicts between the churches represented in the pro-
ject area.
The most important social structures identified
and utilized by the project were organized women's groups.
At the beginning of the project there were four women's
groups in the area registered with the government as legal
societies. An indefinite number of other groups existed
unofficially, which were either in the process of dis-
integrating or amalgamating to form new groups.
Women's groups are not a new pheonomenon in Kenya.
Some groups have their roots in traditional cooperation
among women living in the same area to support each other
(a) at times of illness, (b) during cultivation and times
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of establishing a new home, or (c) on a permanent basis
to preserve local crafts, customs and values. During the
colonial period, the Department of Community Development
reinforced women's groups by organizing them for the
purpose of learning new skills and working together on
home improvement projects. The groups were organized
into a national network under one umbrella organization
known as "Maendeleo ya Wanawake . " or "Women's Progress."
The Equator Project identified existing women's
groups and worked with leaders to reinterpret their group
programs so as to encompass project objectives. Weaker
groups were encouraged to organize themselves and to
register with the government as legal societies. Where no
women's groups existed the project encouraged the local
community to establish new groups to join existing groups
in the neighborhood. Finally, the project campaigned with
the support of key persons to get men admitted into the
groups. Eventually the names of some of the groups were
changed from "Women Groups" to "Development Groups" or
"Self Help Groups."
At the end of the first year, the project had 37
groups with a membership of about 2,000 people spread
fairly evenly in a population of 30,000. In addition, the
project took an interest in 41 pre-school units, nine youth
clubs, three village polytechnics and 24 adult classes in
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the project area. The central program of the project was
built around women’s groups, and the main curriculum was
simplified to one question: "What can we do to increase
our food production, incomes and employment opportun-
ities?"^9
During the first year the groups embarked on
different activities including (a) the use of more ferti-
lizer, manure and specially selected seed to increase the
yield of food crops per acre, (b) the production of new
crops to increase the range of food crops and cash crops
in the area; (c) the use of irrigation to intensify pro-
duction during the dry season, (d) emphasis on high
protein crops, (e) rearing economic livestock, and
(f) establishing rural industries to produce timber,
bread, knitwear, metal goods, clothes and other pro-
cessed goods for the local market.
The Equator Project, like most of the rural
development experiments conducted in Kenya in the 1970 's,
attempted to address two crucial issues in nonformal edu-
cation, namely (1) the relevance of organized educational
programs to the development needs of the rural communities,
and (2) the participation of rural people in deciding what
should be included in their educational programs and how
the learning should be conducted. In contrast to conven-
tional extension, which normally tends to have no fixed
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learning groups and specific programs of action, the
Equator Project was built around neighborhood-based
learning or development groups working on development
tasks determined by the members of the groups.
The Equator Project provided for a management
structure which could open up to allow for greater com-
munity participation in the development of educational
programs than conventional extension as illustrated in
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Fig. 5.1 (page 144) shows that
the FTC is not fully integrated in the extension hierarchy.
The routine of the frontline workers and the plans and
programs of the extension coordinators at district and
divisional levels are not related to specific FTC training
programs. Representatives of the community, the local
government authorities, and central government ministries
apart from the Ministry of Agriculture are not included in
the body responsible for the management of the FTC.
The crucial elements of the Equator Project,
Fig. 5.2 (page 145), are the learning or development
groups. No extra cost or changes in the existing exten-
sion structure would be required to establish and to work
through specific development groups. By working through
groups, it is possible to plan a long term development pro-
gram for each group, and it is clear what sections of the
farming community are interacting with the extension service.
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The proposed management structure of the FTC is desirable
but not essential. Once the frontline extension agents are
organized to respond to the needs of specific development
groups, the FTC would in turn have a strong program as a
back-up system. This would provide retraining services for
frontline workers and special training for needs, which
require long courses and special demonstration and cannot
be catered to in a one-day course conducted in the field.
A cursory examination of the thirty-four groups
participating in the project suggests that two groups are
composed exclusively of farmers who seem to fit the des-
cription of innovators. These groups have made rules and
regulations which tend to exclude the poor farmers. About
five groups are comprised of farmers who may be categorized
as the late majority, and laggards in their social system.
The rest of the groups have a mixture of farmers drawn from
different categories. The leadership seems to come from the
adopters and the early majority. These are (1) the farmers
with higher educational qualifications than the average for
the community, (2) the high income individuals who either
are in wage employment or have a business or both, and (3)
professional people and local leaders like primary school
teachers, extension workers, retired civil servants and
local politicians.
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A majority of the participants would fall roughly
into the categories of early adopters and late majority.
The innovators who are not inclined to seek leadership
roles in the group seem to keep out, except for those who
have banded themselves into the two small groups referred
to above. The poorest of the poor are generally shy to
join the groups. Most of this information is tentative
and needs to be documented further and analyzed at the end
of the second year when the project is expected to reach
maturity. It is hoped that after two years the euphoria
of having a new project will have subsided and the farmers
will be responding more naturally.
Like a cooperative, a development group is inten-
ded to help members to buy and sell on favorable terms.
The group structure generates intra-group and inter-group
dynamics which facilitate circulation of ideas and informa-
tion among group members. The project is in part based on
the assumption that interaction between group members would
lead to more widespread adoption of innovation. The project
invited government extension workers to use the groups to
disseminate government policies and new development informa-
tion. The group setting was seen as a compelling learning
resource. If the material to be learned could not fit into
a one-day session, then a residential course at a Farmer
Training Centre was contemplated.
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Fig. 5.1. The Structure
tension in Kenya.
of Conventional Agricultural Ex-
Source: Combination of the Chain of Command in Extension
Services by Coombs, Phillip H. and Ahmed, Manzoor,
Attacking Rural Poverty: How Nonformal Education
Can Help
,
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, p. 28, and a graphic representation of the
description of adopted categories in Rogers,
Everett Diffusion of Innovations
,
New York: The
Free Press of Glencoe, 1964, pp . 159-192.
Shaded area represents the farmers who interact with
the extension service.
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Fig. 5.2.
Proj ec t
.
Proposed Structure for the Equator
Shaded areas represent learning groups.
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Summary
The idea of residential courses for farmers
originated in the Department of Community Development.
Like the agricultural extension system, farmers develop-
ment courses were based on the strategy of development of
the rural areas through progressive farmers. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture developed its own program which
worked alongside the Community Development Department
until 1961, when the latter was terminated.
In 1966, the Kericho Conference reviewed the FTC
Program and noted that the one week devoted to specific
farming problems was more effective than unsystematic in-
struction provided by conventional extension. The confer-
ence outlined many problems which needed to be investi-
gated before the program could play its role effectively.
However, the role was not defined in detail.
The Agricultural Education Commission of 1967
reaffirmed the views of the Kericho Conference that the
FTCs provided farmers with systematic exposure to new
farming ideas. The Commission recommended that for
greater impact, agricultural education should be inte-
grated with other fields of rural education, and the FTC
Program should be expanded to incorporate an extra-mural
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component which would take education to the home areas of
the farmers
.
The Commission recommended staff development
through intensive training and providing for a new staff
structure; improvement of the learning environment with
suitable learning materials; and involvement of govern-
ment field workers from outside the agricultural exten-
sion service and local level community teachers in the
management of the FTC.
Beginning in 1964, the Government embarked on a
program of expansion for FTCs
. In 1970, the scope of the
FTC curriculum was expanded to include non-agricul tural
educational contents. In the 1970-74 Development Plan
the Government established two centers at Embu and Matuga
to experiment on the integrated curriculum.
Meanwhile, the number of farmer's courses declined
although the number of women trainees, non-agricul tural
courses, and youth development courses increased. During
the 1970s, researchers started to experiment with new forms
of group extension which incorporated FTC training. Two
examples of group extension are briefly described in the
chapter, i.e.
,
"The Soya Beans Group Extension Project of
the Lowlands of Kisii" and the "Equator Community Educa-
tion Project .
"
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This chapter has examined the development of the
FTC in terms of policy guidelines in the 1960s and 1970s,
expansion of teaching and boarding facilities, allocation
of operating funds and the numbers of trainees participating
in the program. During the two decades, the FTC Program
has resisted any major reforms, and yet continues to grow
in terms of physical expansion of educational facilities.
The next chapter will examine the curriculum issues,
focusing on the needs of the learners and objectives of
the program as perceived by the trainers and trainees.
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CHAPTER VI
FTC TRAINERS AND TRAINEES: PRESENTATION AND
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA COLLECTED IN THE FIELD
Introduction
Chapter V suggests that most researchers, policy
makers and administrators tended to take a global and
somewhat superficial view of the FTC Program right up to
the end of the 1970's. Curriculum issues were not defined
clearly or studied closely. This chapter focuses on cur-
riculum issues as they are seen by FTC trainers and
trainees
.
The information required for this chapter was col-
lected using two research instruments. A questionnaire was
administered by mail to all FTC trainers, i.e., principals,
vice-principals and instructors. Concurrently, four
research assistants were used to interview a sample of
farmers selected from those who attended courses at four
selected FTCs during the survey. If no courses were
in session at the selected FTC during the survey, or if
the number of trainees who attended courses during the
survey fell below 100, research assistants were instructed
to trace and interview any farmers who had attended courses
at the same FTCs during the year of the survey to top up the
number of respondents to 100.
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Analysis of the results of the survey is presen-
ted under three main sections. The first section describes
trainers mainly in terms of their academic qualifications,
professional training, and rank within the agricultural
extension hierarchy. The second part throws some light
on the trainers' perception of the FTC Program, and more
specifically on the their notion of the learning needs of
the trainees and the objectives of the program. The third
section presents what the trainers know about the trainees,
and what the trainees themselves say about their back-
ground .
Trainers' Background
The Sample . The mail questionnaire administered to FTC
trainers realized a return of forty-nine responses. The
data presented below includes lists of interesting .state-
ments made by the trainers in response to a number of
open-ended questions in the research. Very minimal
editing has been done in an effort to retain the original
sense of the statements.
The questionnaire was expected to secure informa-
tion from a representative cross section of the trainers in
terms of academic qualifications, professional training and
job rank. At least one out of every six respondents had
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to be a principal or vice-principal. Geographical repre-
sentation was desirable but not essential.
The forty-nine respondents belong to twelve FTCs
distributed regionally as follows: a) two FTCs from the
coastal region of Kenya; b) two FTCs from the rainy high-
lands of central Kenya lying to the east of the Great
Rift Valley (GRV) of Eastern Africa, c) three FTCs from
the dry farming lands of northern and southern Rift
Valley Province and northern and eastern areas of Kenya,
d) two FTCs from the highlands west of the Great Rift
Valley, and e) three FTCs from the lake basin of western
Kenya. The distribution is detailed below in Fig. 6.1
(page 157) and a map of Kenya (page 25).
The twelve FTCs in the sample represent a third
of the thirty-six FTCs operating during the survey. As
shown in the table on page 157 (Fig. 6.1), six out
of the seven rural provinces of the country were repre-
sented. The seventh province. North Eastern Province,
is predominantly desert and semi-desert, and therefore
was excluded from this study on the basis of criteria
discussed. All the major farming regions in the country
were represented, i.e., western lake basin, the high-
lands west of the GRV, the highlands east of the GRV,
the dry farming and pastoral lands and the coastal belt.
The respondents included six principals (12.27o) five
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vice-principals (8.5%) and twenty-three instructors (48.9%),
Sixteen trainers did not state their positions.
^ademic Qualifications, Professional Training and Rank
.
The Kenya Ministry of Agriculture classifies professional
staff into four hierarchical grades: Junior Agricultural
Assistants (JAA)
,
Technical Assistants (TA)
,
Technical
Officers (TO) and Agricultural Officers (AO). The trainers
who responded to this study indicated their ranks as fol-
lows: twenty-one (42.9%) TAs
,
fifteen (30.6%) TOs and
one AO. Twelve trainers did not state their ranks.
The educational background of the trainers was
reported as follows: thirty- three (67.3%) had a four
year secondary education, or a minimum of twelve years
of schooling. Nine trainers (18.47o) had two years of
higher education, i.e., a minimum of fourteen years of
schooling. Seven trainers did not specify their academic
qualifications.
In terms of professional training, fourteen
trainers (28.6%) had been initially trained as JAAs
,
twenty- five (51.07o) had trained as TAs, and seven (14.37o)
as TOs. Three trainers not accounted for did not respond
to the question on professional training.
Regional
Distribution
of
the
FTCs
in
the
Study
Sample.
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The findings in this study agree with the FTC
annual reports and other literature on farmer training,
suggesting that the academic and professional qualifica-
tions of FTC trainers tend to be relatively low. Due to
failure by respondents to answer all questions in the
research instruments, it is difficult to correlate the
data on professional qualifications and current job ranks.
It is also evident that the incongruity between profes-
sional qualifications and current job ranks are due to
general upward staff mobility. The number of TOs
,
for
example, rose from seven at the time of entry into the
to fifteen at the time of the survey. During
the same period the number of JAAs must have declined
considerably. The data on current ranks does not ac-
count for the fourteen trainers who entered the serv-
ice as JAAs. Some of them must be among the eleven
trainers who did not specify their present ranks, and
the rest must have been upgraded to higher ranks.
However, the upward movement and adjustments to
the ranks of individual trainers did not appear to make
much difference to the academic and professional profile
of the trainers in the sample. The AO cadre remained
at the low level of 2.0% of the total, while the TO and
TA cadres formed 30 , 67o and 49.9% respectively. Thus,
assuming that the eleven trainers whose ranks were not
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specified were mainly JAAs
,
the lower categories of
trainers, i.e., TAs and JAAs must have constituted
about 67
. 37o of the sample.
As indicated in Chapters 1 and V, the literature
on FTCs has tended to attribute the poor performance of
FTCs to the low academic and professional qualifications
of the trainers. Studies of conventional extension have
tended to reinforce the thinking that there is a correla-
tion between the academic credentials of an agricultural
change agent and the rate of agricultural development of
his clients. The frontline extension agents who, in
Kenya, are JAAs and TAs, have been depicted as ignorant
and unskilled. Some studies have suggested that the most
progressive farmers tend to be more knowledgable in agri-
culture than some of the frontline extension workers. The
studies do cite cases where frontline extension workers
appeared to teach outdated farming methods while some of
the farmers already had had information on more modern
methods of farming.
Obviously frontline agricultural change agents of
the TA and JAA professional level have not had as much
training in agricultural science as TOs and AOs. But in
the context of an FTC, it is widely believed that the
e f i ec t iveness of a trainer would depend on the trainer's
ability to disseminate information and technology, and
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not necessarily on the breadth and depth of scientific
contents the trainer has mastered. Nevertheless, studies
which have tended to discredit the performance of TAs and
JAAs as change agents have not convincingly demonstrated
that trainers with higher academic and professional
qualifications are more competent facilitators of agri-
cultural change.
University trained agricultural scientists have
received a minimum of two years training above the TO
level, and four years above the TA level. The writer has
examined the syllabus of the Faculty of Agriculture at the
University of Nairobi with a view to identifying any units
of the syllabus which would make the graduates of the pro-
gram competent educators and extension technologists (see
Appendix VI). On the contrary, the university agricultural
courses seem to give intensive training in agricultural
science and related fields such as chemistry, botany,
genetics and even mathematics and statistics. The first
year of university training is confined to science subjects.
During the second year, one of the nine courses offered is
"Rural Sociology and Development." However, the emphasis
of this course is on government policies on land use. In
the third and final year a course is offered on agricul-
tural marketing and extension whicii is the only element
in the program which comes close to Leaching. The head
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of the Department of Agricultural Economics which offers
this course admitted to the writer that the extension
element was taught by a part-time lecturer from the
Faculty of Arts and was not considered a major course.
Advocates of more university trained educators
for the FTC Program have not pin-pointed any special
curriculum ingredients that would account for vast dif-
ferences between the performance of university trained
and non-university FTC trainers. Another way of looking
at the same problem is to inspect the training program
for TAs and TOs to determine the essential elements of
teaching and extension theory and methods which are not
incorporated. A third and more difficult line of in-
vestigation is to prove that FTCs which have had univer-
sity trained principals, in the past, have performed
significantly better than FTCs with non-university prin-
cipals, and that the differences can be attributed to the
academic qualifications of the principals.
University agricultural scientists seem to be
trained for leadership roles especially at research
stations and for senior administrative positions within
the agricultural extension system. In contrast. Technical
Officers and Technical Assistants seem to be specifically
trained for field work either as support staff at research
stations or as frontline facilitators in the extension
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system. Accordingly training programs for TOs and TAs
tend to place greater emphasis on teaching and extension.
Indeed Egerton Agricultural College, which trains TOs,
has a large department of education and extension which
offers twenty-one different course units of about thirty
hours each and a teaching practice session of 120 hours
duration (see Appendix VII). The course offerings cover
language and communication, report writing, history of
education, philosophy of education, curriculum develop-
ment and evaluation, psychology and teaching methods
among others.
Similarly, Bukura Agricultural Institute, one of
the two institutions responsible for training TAs, has
a department of management and extension which offers
courses in extension, education, rural development, rural
sociology, communication and extension, research methods,
planning and evaluation and the structure of the extension
service (see Appendix VIII).
The intention to give the theory and practice of
teaching and rural extension to TOs and TAs is strong,
judging by the number of teachers and teaching trainers
assigned to the Education and Extension Department of
Egerton Agricultural College and the Farm Management and
Extension Department of Bukura Agricultural Institute.
The actual training done seems to have some weaknesses.
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The Egerton Agricultural College course, for example,
seems to be skewed towards teaching in formal school
situations. The program has strong emphasis on history
of education in Kenya, child psychology, secondary school
organization and management, educational technology,
methods of teaching science and teaching practice. In
spite of all these weaknesses, the training of TOs and TAs
still has a more solid component of farmer training and
extension than the undergraduate course in agriculture at
the University of Nairobi.
This study is not opposed to the use of university
graduates at FTCs or any other frontline positions in edu-
cational programs and extension services. The evidence
available, however, suggests that after two decades of
calling for university graduates to strengthen the FTC
Program, the number of graduates in the field has not
gone beyond 2.0% of the FTC staff. A more viable ap-
proach to improve the FTC Program would have been to
investigate the prospects of improving the present
staff and incoming trainers of equivalent academic and
professional qualifications.
Within the formal school system in Kenya, for
example, the frontline teachers in the primary schools
invariably have lower academic qualifications compared
to educational administrators and teachers in secondary
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schools and higher levels of education. Some primary
school teachers did not themselves go beyond the primary
school cycle. But with sufficient professional training,
these teachers are able to sustain the primary education
program in spite of their low academic attainment. When-
ever the Ministry of Education has felt that primary
education had pedagogical weaknesses, the existing teacher
education programs have been inspected and reformed or new
ones mounted to step up the performance of both existing
and incoming teachers.
The proposition that FTC principals, and if pos-
sible vice-principals, should be university graduates seems
to evade the main causes of cancellation of courses, under-
enrollment and general decline in the FTC Program. Fur-
thermore the proposition is unrealistic. During the past
two decades the country has not been able to increase the
numbers of graduates in the program significantly, and it
may be that if the program received university graduates,
the cost of training would be so high that the government
would find it a burden to continue the program.
On-the-job training for FTC trainers . Nearly half the
trainers, twenty- three ( 46 . 9%), reported that they had
short re-training and inservice training courses. Their
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areas of additional training are listed in Fig. 6.2 (page
166). Indications of the number of trainers who partici-
pated in each course are also offered.
The most striking feature of this list is that no
course was attended by more than six people. The range
and variety of the courses and lack of focus of FTC
training suggests that the courses were not provided
within the FTC Program. Individual trainers seem to have
been invited to specific seminars possibly organized by
the Ministry of Agriculture for a cross-section of the
whole agricultural extension. The courses show no evi-
dence to suggest that all FTC trainers have done any
special training in the art and science of teaching,
either before or since joining the FTC Program.
The principals’ conference referred to in Chap-
ter V does not provide learning opportunities for vice-
principals and other FTC trainers. In any case the
conferences tend to focus on administrative problems,
with the exception of 1973 Mombasa workshop which
primarily concerned the curriculum content, teaching
methods
,
audio-visual aids
,
the use of media in
farmers' courses and other curriculum issues.
Out of an aggregate of forty-one course units
attended by trainers in the sample, only five units
were concerned with teaching and approaches to adult
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Fig. 6.2. Areas of Additional Training for
Trainers
.
No. of Participants
Animal Husbandry 5
Farm Mechanization 5
Teaching and Adult Educational Approaches 5
Farm Management and Soil Conservation A
Land Survey 2
Bee Keeping 2
Photography 2
Induction Course (Orientation on the Job) 2
General Agriculture 2
Agricultural Engineering 1
Secretarial Course 1
Ox Cultivation 1
Audio Visual Aids 1
Range Management 1
Home Economics 1
Plant Production and Protection 1
Animal Husbandry and Management 1
Operating and Maintenance of Projectors 1
Management Manual (Guide Book for Exten-
sion Workers) 1
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education. One unit on audio-visual aids was also con-
cerned with the process of facilitating learning. The
rest of the units were on different aspects of agricul-
ture, except the courses in photography, secretarial work
and operating and maintenance of a projector.
The proportion of teaching and extension courses
to the rest of the courses for trainers is about one to
six (1:6). This low profile of courses on teaching sug-
gests that either the trainers are so well prepared for
teaching roles during their initial training that addi-
tional on-the-job training is considered superfluous or
the art and science of teaching is not considered a
pre-requisite for FTC teaching.
In the review of educational philosophies, it was
noted that some educational schools of thought tend to be
content-oriented. It is possible that the FTC Program is
one of the programs based on the notion that the main
qualifications for teaching should be mastery of the
content to be taught. Many educators, including most
university professors, hold this view and attempt to
defend it. However, the evidence on hand suggests that
the FTC Program has not benefited significantly from
exclusive reliance on training in agricultural science.
Past employment . None of the trainers interviewed had
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worked outside the agricultural extension system. Eight
trainers (16.37o) had not worked outside the FTC Program
The rest had worked in other sectors of agricultural
extension as follows: twenty-one (42.9%) at agricultural
research stations, ten (20.4%) in field administration of
the conventional extension service and eight (16.3%) at
the frontline of the extension service.
When asked to show their preference for future
employment, only two trainers (4.17o) indicated that they
would continue to work at the FTC. Slightly more than
half, twenty-five (51.07o), preferred to work at agricul-
tural research stations. Sixteen (32.7%) preferred to
work at the frontline of the extension service, and six
(12.27o) preferred to work in the field administration
coordinating extension activities.
The reasons given for apparent lack of interest
in FTC work are indicated in Fig. 6.3 (page 169). The
figures against each reason indicates the number of times
the reason was stated.
The data is biased in the sense that only the
trainers who are in the system were interviewed. There
is no indication of the number of trainers who leave the
FTC Program or agricultural services altogether. The
eight trainers »^/ho had not worked outside the FTC Program
must have been new in the service. As seen in Chapter V,
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Fig. 6.3. Reasons Given by FTC Trainers for
To go for further studies 4
To have a change 4
To work directly with farmers 3
There is too much work at the FTC 2
To work at a research station 2
We are overloaded with extra duties such
as acting as caterers 2
There are more working hours at the FTC 1
To get some field experience 1
Due to too many administrative problems 1
The job does not utilize all my potential 1
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the FTC Program staff is unstable. This instability may
be well illustrated by the fact that only two of the
trainers interviewed wished to continue working within
the program. There must be reasons why these two did not
want to move, such as problems of personal health or
family commitments or the enjoyment of special advantages
such as working from their houses.
The reasons given by the trainers themselves for
wishing to move out of the FTC Program can be regrouped
into the following four main points: 1) to go for fur-
ther studies; 2) to avoid hard work, long working hours
and extra duties associated with the residential aspects
of the FTC Program; and 3) to get a change and to work
more directly with farmers using all one's capabilities.
Earlier studies of the FTC Program and the annual
reports suggest that working at a FTC removed a trainer
from the mainstream of agricultural extension, and away
from the eyes of the District Agricultural Officer who
determines whether or not a field worker should be recom-
mended to the Ministry of Agriculture for promotion to
higher ranks and salaries. In this respect teaching at
the FTC is seen as a punishment. Indeed the literature
on the earlier stages of the development of the FTC
Program suggests that there were cases where officers who
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could not perform field extension work effectively with-
out supervision were transferred to the FTCs to work
under the close supervision of FTC principals.
As noted in Chapter V, FTC staff are in the same
job ranks as those in field extension service. There are
no special allowances for extra duties associated with a
residential institution such as: 1) working outside
normal civil service hours; 2) taking on special respon-
sibilities for the welfare of the trainees such as medical
care, food preparation, games and entertainment; and 3)
frequent demands on the trainers' private time due to
changes in the program or the need to give special atten-
tion to individuals or small groups of trainees.
There is, therefore, little job satisfaction in
the FTC Program, as suggested by Jon Moris and the Agri-
cultural Education Commission. Apart from the heavy
duties, long working hours and extra-curricular activity,
there is little motivation to work hard. There is hardly
any way of showing personal merit and contribution to the
total effort. If trainees adopt new methods of farming,
no single trainer can claim credit for the success. But
if an FTC performs badly, even in areas where individual
trainers have limited influence such as recruitment, the
whole staff is held responsible, or at least suffers the
embarrassment of failure.
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The FTC seems to offer no prospects for personal
growth and career development. The Agricultural Educa-
tion Commission proposed a career structure within the
FTC Program providing for four job categories: princi-
pal, vice-principal, lecturer and instructor. A trainer
who recruited to the program at the level of instructor,
which would be equivalent to TA or TO in the field, would
hope to get promotion to lecturer status and above.
Several times the principal's conferences have revived
the issue, but no action has been taken on it for the
past fifteen years.
During the 1960 ' s the government treasury did not
usually provide sufficient funds to run FTC programs
throughout the year. Those which ran large and frequent
courses at the beginning of the financial year normally
exhausted their funds before the year ended, and they had
either to reduce their activities or close down for a
number of months while waiting for fresh allocation of
funds. In the early 1970 's, the allocation of funds to
FTCs was increased substantially, but not all the prob-
lems of financial management were sorted out. FTCs were
still required to remit all the funds raised from courses
and the FTC demonstration farm to the Treasury. This
meant that funds allocated to farmer courses were used to
provide non- farmer courses, and the funds paid by the
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latter were surrendered to the Government. Thus for
every non- farmer trainee accommodated, the FTC lost one
space for a farmer. Yet there was no way FTC could close
their doors to most of the courses which were sponsored
by government ministries.
Because the demonstration farm did not benefit
the FTC directly, trainers found it a burden to spend
their time on it. The researcher observed that there was
a tendency to sell the produce cheaply to members of
staff and other government servants in the district,
since any profits made would not benefit the FTC. As a
result the farm as a source of revenue has tended to
operate at a loss.
Only Wambugu FTC is allowed to keep the proceeds
from both courses and the farm. Wambugu FTC enjoys a
special semi-autonomous relationship with the Ministry of
Agriculture based on an agreement between the Government
and the family of ex-chief Wambugu who donated the land on
which the FTC was built.
It is interesting that the Wambugu model has not
been tried elsewhere on Government land. All it entails
is greater local control of the program- -more involvement
of local people and other government ministries in the
management and control over locally generated revenues.
As noted in Chapter V the Agricultural Education Commission
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proposed a similar model in 1967. But in 1973, the
Principals' Conference recommended management by offi-
cials of the Ministry of Agriculture, providing for no
participation from outside the Ministry.
The FTC Curriculum
Learning needs . Thirty-three trainers (67.3%) indicated
that their FTC had identified the critical learning needs
of their clients as a basis for development of relevant
training programs. Ten trainers (20.4%) reported that
their FTCs had not carried out assessment of the learning
needs of their clients. When asked whether a list of the
critical learning needs identified existed at the FTC,
twenty-seven trainers (57.7%) said it existed while
eighteen (36.7%) said it did not exist. The respondents
who reported that the list existed were then asked to
note the three most important needs from the list. The
responses are listed in Fig. 6.4 (page 178).
It is not easy to deduce from trainers' state-
ments whether or not some FTCs have spelled out the
learning needs of their clients. However, the main
objective of this study is to explore the trainers'
vision of the small scale farmers' knowledge deficien-
cies. From this point of view, the trainers' list of
critical learning needs is an excellent window through
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which to perceive strengths and weaknesses in the assump-
tions made about trainees. The trainers' statements fall
into a number of categories as analyzed below:
1. A number of statements represent what Dave and
Evans have referred to as "universal needs."
These are broad aims representing the aspira-
tions of a wide area such as the country or a
wider region. The broad objectives are not
inaccurate, but they are not precise enough to
focus a program to the specific needs of a
group. An example of a universal need is "to
use modern methods of farming."
2. Some of the statements on the teaching/learning
process like using visual aids, conducting
evaluation after teaching and using practical
demonstration represent the learning needs of
the trainer, and not the trainee. These are the
competencies the trainer must have in order to
be effective.
3. At least two statements represent policy issues
which the trainer cannot manipulate through cur-
riculum development and implementation. The
government can decide whether or not an FTC
should be used for supplying improved livestock
or processing loans to farmers. The supply of
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farming inputs by FTCs does not represent a
knowledge gap among farmers or trainees.
4. During the survey the government had a five-year
literacy campaign in progress. FTCs might have
provided space for adult education officers to
train their literacy teachers. But literacy
per se cannot be an objective of the FTC Pro-
gram. The FTC does not have the resources and
the flexibility to tackle the problem of illit-
eracy, which involves teaching over five million
people in Kenya in five years (1978-1983).
5. Many of the statements which seem to echo the
learning needs of small scale farmers are ex-
pressed in broad and vague terms, e.g, farm
management and marketing of farm produce. These
broad areas could be broken down to more specific
knowledge gaps. Among the specific learning
needs listed, the use of artificial fertilizer
and chemicals, crop spacing and the role of
cooperatives have been identified as critical
needs for The Equator Project target communities.
The list of critical learning needs suggests that
the FTC has not spelled out the problem which the program
is intended to address. If the problems are not clearly
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defined, it is difficult
which have a sharp point
to develop program objectives
of focus.
Curriculum objectives
. The trainers were asked to eval-
uate their FTC's Program in terms of clarity and suit-
ability of the objectives. Seventeen trainers (34.77o)
rated the objectives of their program as "very clear,"
and twenty-seven (51.1%) as "clear." Only three trainers
(6.1%) suggested that the objectives of their PTC program
were not clear. Two trainers said they did not know.
On the question of suitability of the program to
the learning needs of small scale farmers, fifteen trainers
(30.6%) rated the program as "very suitable" and thirty-one
trainers (63.37o) as "suitable." Only one trainer stated
that the program was unsuitable, and two indicated that
they did not know.
The trainers were then asked to list the three
most important objectives of their respective FTCs . The
response categories are presented in Fig. 6.5 (page 179).
with the frequency indicated for each response category.
The trainers' views on the objectives of the FTC curricu-
lum seem to contradict most of the literature on the FTC
Program. As already detailed in Chapter V, the Ministry
of Agriculture policy statement on FTCs in 1969 expressed
doubt on the wisdom of investing heavy resources in FTCs.
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Fig. 6.4. Small Scale Farmers' Critical Learning
Needs as Perceived by FTC Trainers.
Definition Frequency
Practical work on livestock husbandry 14
Practical work on crop husbandry 12
Soil and water conservation 8
To use modern methods of farming 7
Use of chemicals 6
Use of artificial fertilizers 6
Disease control 6
Farm management 5
Educational tours 5
Literacy 4
Visual aids 4
Storage techniques 4
Nutrition 4
Understanding and application of what
is taught 3
Pest control 3
Marketing of farm produce 2
Importance of spacing crops 2
Personal hygiene 2
Poultry keeping 2
Vegetable production 2
The role of cooperatives 2
How to raise capital for farming 2
Conducting evaluation after teaching 1
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Fig. 6.5. Objectives of
Stated by FTC Trainers.
the FTC Program as
ec tives Frequency
To train farmers in up-to-date information 23
To raise the standards of living by increasing
individual incomes
To teach crop and animal management techniques 15
To demonstrate different methods and approaches
of farming g
To reach and teach as many farmers as possible 5
To teach the importance of soil conservation 4
To teach home economics 4
To distribute seeds and seedlings to farmers 3
To teach farmers to cooperate 3
To improve the standards of the farming community 3
To teach farmers how to run their farms properly 2
To conduct refresher courses for TAs 2
To raise the farmers' ability in farming 2
To educate the farmers in groups 1
To use audio-visual aids at FTC and in field teaching 1
To teach farmers how to store their produce 1
To conduct inservice courses 1
To eliminate illiteracy 1
To do evaluation after teaching 1
To make follow-up to the trainees' farms 1
To organize public lectures for different audiences 1
To improve the nutrition habits of the trainees 1
To develop the FTC farm into a model for the local
community to learn from 1
To teach even non-government organizations 1
To organize early recruitment of farmers to courses 1
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In 1965, Moris told the Kericho Conference, "There
are no professionals on deck who could implement programs
in agricultural education. What has been lacking is the
concept itself." The Agricultural Education Commission
agreed entirely with Moris in 1967 and went further to
suggest more training and an attractive career and salary
structure for FTCs to attract professionals who would
re-interpret and put more life into the FTC Program.
Annual reports on FTCs during the past decade have tended
to agree with both Moris and the Agricultural Education
Commission that the objectives of the FTC Program are far
from clear. The strongest proof that the search for FTC
curriculum objectives continues is the current District
Development Center experimental project on education for
integrated rural development.
Officials at the Ministry of Agriculture whom the
researcher contacted indicated that they were still
exploring ways of educating farmers. The curriculum
objectives had not been finally decided. How, then, can
it be explained that the trainers viewed the objectives
of the FTC Program as clear, and the content relevant to
the learners needs?
It seems reasonable to assume that most TA or
TO instructors have not seriously questioned the objec-
tives of the FTC. As agricultural technicians, they see
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themselves as transmitters of information from the agri-
cultural system to the farmers. The message to be trans-
mitted IS automatically determined by the knowledge gap
between the agricultural technicians and the target
community. Thus, so long as the trainer feels that the
knowledge gap still persists, there is a message to
transmit. Hence the trainers' confidence that the objec-
tives are clear and the program is relevant.
Like the learning needs presented earlier, the
FTC objectives listed by the trainers fall into at least
five categories as detailed below:
1. The list contains statements on (a) raising
standards of living; (b) improving standards of
farming and (c) raising the ability of farmers.
These embrace the FTC Program, but are not
precise enough to guide a trainer who should be
responding to very specific needs in the area
served by his FTC.
2. A number of statements on teaching techniques
reflect the learning needs of the trainers. The
most obvious examples of these statements are
(a) the use of audio-visual aids and (b) conduc-
ting evaluation and follow-up exercises after a
course
.
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3. The list includes courses which are not part of
the program for farmers such as (a) to eliminate
^^literacy, (b) to conduct refresher courses for
TAs
,
(c) to teach non-government organizations
and (d) to organize public lectures.
4. At least two statements on distribution of seed
and seedlings and recruitment of trainees in
time for courses are policy issues over which
the trainer, and even the FTC, may have no con-
trol .
5. Most of the statements which seem to express
realistic objectives for the FTC Program still
need to be restated precisely. The statement on
nutrition could, for example, be broken down to
production of high protein food, growing of
fruits and vegetables etc.
The FTC curriculum seems to have elastic and
unstated objectives. The policy statement of 1964 only
declared that the FTC was part of the normal extension of
the Ministry of Agriculture. More recent discussions of
curriculum by FTC principals have tended to focus on
content areas, teaching methods and audio-visual teaching
aids. Apparently it has been assumed that the trainers
already know what the program objectives should be, or
are capable of formulating their own objectives. Hence
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the elasticity of the objectives listed above. The
notion of elasticity of objectives is illustrated by an
additional example which follows.
Effectiveness of the FTC Program
. The trainers were
asked to assess the effectiveness of the FTC Program in
terms of (a) ability to reach farmers, (b) relevance to
the needs of the learners, (c) fulfillment of individual
needs and (d) involving learners in program development.
The responses are summarized in Fig. 6.6 (page 184).
The responses demonstrated a high degree of
confidence. An average of less than 4% either failed to
respond or said they did not know. A majority of the
trainers ranked the program as "very effective" or "effec-
tive." These responses would surprise any one who has
been following the development of the FTC Program.
Annual reports suggest that FTC trainers are unable to
assess the effectiveness due to heavy teaching responsi-
bilities and lack of transport. Even if the FTCs pro-
vided transport and time for field work, it is question-
able how many farmers a team of six would reach in a
district of a population with half a million and above.
Some indicators of lack of effectiveness, such
as cancellation of courses, under-enrollment and general
under-utilization of FTC facilities, should have been
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very clear to the trainers. Why should farmers fail to
turn up for courses if the FTCs were able to reach them,
the program was shown to be relevant and the trainees
were in fact involved in program development?
It seems that the concept of "effective" was
interpreted in a very elastic manner. While the re-
searcher had thought of effectiveness in terms of meeting
the needs of the whole district, it seems that most
trainers were primarily concerned with the few farmers
who came to courses. Even then, the under-utilization of
most FTCs in the country should have elicited a more
cautious response. For these reasons, the researcher
feels that the views of the trainers are exaggerated with
respect to the issue of effectiveness.
Trainers
Trainers knowledge of trainees . The trainers were asked
to base their responses about trainees on the class
currently in residence during the survey. Thirty-four
trainers (69.47o) reported that the class in residence was
typical of the range of FTC farmers' classes. Seven
trainers (14.37o) said that the class in residence was
atypical. The trainers were then asked to state or estimate
what portion of the trainees fell into the following cate-
gories : farm owners
,
spouses
,
(i.e., wife or husband of
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farm owner), other relatives of the owner, employee,
and/or caretaker (a person who looks after a farm in the
absence of the owner). Their responses are presented in
Fig. 6. 7 (page 187 )
.
The most significant feature of Fig. 6.7 is how
little the FTC trainers actually knew about their trainees.
The number of trainers who do not give a response is so
large that the validity of the positive responses is
questionable
.
The trainers were then asked how well they knew
the trainees' home areas, educational background, family
connections, previous FTC training experiences and farm-
ing practices. Their responses are presented in Fig. 6.8
(page 188)
.
Several conclusions can be derived from these
figures. Through their responses, a large number of
trainers admit that they do not have sufficient knowledge
of their trainees. The trainers tend to know less about
issues which would bother a trainee most, such as family
concerns. Trainers responses on knowledge of participants
previous FTC training and farming practices are suprisingly
low. Earlier statements from the trainers gave the
impression that the trainers thought that the FTC program
was very effective in (a) reaching the farmer, (b) assess-
ing the needs of the farmers, (c) fulfilling the needs of
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individual farmers and (d) involving the trainees in
program development. One should be able to logically
conclude from the study that either the information on
the effectiveness of the FTC Program is inaccurate or the
information on FTC trainers' preconceived knowledge of
the trainee is wrong.
Here the problem seems to be, once again, the
issue of knowledge and information about the farmer. The
researcher expected the trainers to be knowledgeable
about specific individuals, whereas the trainers seem to
have been thinking about a stereotype trainee, whose
needs and competence are already known. As already
stated in Chapter V, the extension system assumes that
there is nothing the farmer knows which is not already
known by extension agents.
Finally, the trainers were asked to state or
estimate the educational level of their current trainees,
and their responses are recorded in Fig. 6.9 (page 190).
As in the case of the two previous tables. Fig. 6.9 shows
little trainer knowledge of the trainees' backgrounds.
All the three tables contrast sharply with Fig. 6.6 on the
effectiveness of the FTC Program. Effectiveness of the
program can only be measured accurately if the trainer
has a good knowledge of who the learner is, his or her
previous education and training and the trainees' present
Fig.
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farming practices. In the case of a farmer, the trainer
should have a good knowledge of where the farm is and
what the trainee produces, what family constraints or
resources the farmer has and the level of schooling and
previous training to which the farmer has been exposed.
If this is not the case, the profile of the trainees risk
being inaccurately presented. For example, conventional
literature tends to underestimate the educational back-
ground of the trainees, giving the impression that the
majority are illiterate, and with very few having full
primary or some secondary education. The profile given
in Fig. 6.11 (page 192), which is derived from trainees
responses to a structured interview, shows roughly equal
numbers under the four following categories: illiterate,
lower primary education, upper primary education and
secondary education. Additional data is presented in the
following figures to support the conclusions made above.
Trainees background . In Chapter II it was stated that a
sample of 254 farmers representing the major farming
regions in the country was interviewed. The sample
consisted of 175 men (68.9%) and seventy-six women
(29.97o). The breakdown of trainees' ages is shown on
Fig. 6.11 (page 193).
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Out of the 254 trainees interviewed, 225 (86.6%)
were married, and 117 (49.4%) had families of five chil-
dren or more, sixty- five (25.6%) had two up to five
children, and twenty-seven (10.67o) had up to two chil-
dren. The rest either had no children or did not give a
response
.
The number of registered land owners among the
trainees interviewed was 102 (40.27o). Other major cate-
gories included eighteen (4.77o) spouses, sixty-five
(25.67o) children of the owners and sixty-two (24.4%)
other close relatives. There were only two salaried
employees. The acreage of the farms on which the
trainees worked or which they owned is reported in Fig.
6.12 (page 194). Thirty-seven trainees (14.6%) reported
less than two acres per unit; 133 or (52.4%) three to
fifteen acres; twenty-eight trainees (11.0%,) sixteen to
fifty acres and thirty-seven (14.6%>) over fifty acres.
The trainees reported their education as follows:
sixty-one (24.0%,) had up to four years of primary educa-
tion, fifty-two (20.5%o) had five to seven years primary
education, thirty-two (13.0%o) had a full primary educa-
tion, twenty- five (9.8%,) had two years of secondary
education or a total of nine years education, and twenty-
three (9.1%,) had over nine years of education. In Fig.
6.13 (page 196) those trainees with five to seven years
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have been grouped with those who had full primary educa-
tion. All the trainees with secondary education are
grouped together.
More than half the trainees interviewed said that
they were proficient in Kiswahili, one of the two national
languages of Kenya. Another group of sixty-three trainees
said that they had a working knowledge of the two national
languages, Kiswahili and English. Twelve trainees said
they had a working knowledge of English and no Kiswahili.
Only thirty- five trainees (13.8%) said they did not have
a working knowledge of either of the two national lan-
guages. When asked which languages should be used in
courses at the FTC, 132 trainees said Kiswahili. Only
twenty-two trainees suggested English.
The survey showed that 135 of the trainees inter-
viewed (53.17o) had previously attended FTC courses while
106 trainees were attending for the first time. The
trainees reported that they received most of their informa-
tion about farming as follows: 177 (69.7%) from field
extension agents, thirty-six from local FTCs and eleven
from the Government field administration.
The data examined in the earlier sections of this
chapter suggests that FTC trainers did not have essential
information about their trainees. High percentages of
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trainers either admitted that they did not have specific
details about the trainees or failed to answer the ques-
tions asked of them. This section tries to indicate the
scope of information which an FTC trainer should know
about his trainees.
The age structure of the sample of 175 men and
seventy-six women interviewed shows that only one trainee
was below fifteen years old, the statutary lower limit
for an adult according to the Kenya Board of Adult Educa-
tion definition. A majority of the trainees, 138, were
within the active working age between twenty- five and
forty- four years. This also happens to be the age of
having children and raising a family. Of the 225 trainees
who were married, 117 had large families with five chil-
dren and more, sixty- five had families of two to five
children and twenty-seven had one child. The family
structure, and more particularly the number of children
per family, may explain in part, why the number of women
participants is so low.
Some of the literature reviewed in Chapter V sug-
gested that FTCs were not well equipped for women with
babies. However, the provision of baby cots alone would
not increase the number of women trainees in the courses
for small scale farmers. A mother with a young baby may
have one or two more children under the age of four that
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need close care, which would make it difficult for her to
attend long residential courses. Some communities do not
allow women to mix freely with men, whether they have
babies or not. This applies mainly to the Moslem com-
n^^riities in the coast region of Kenya. The large numbers
of women trainees given in FTC annual reports are usually
inflated, due to the special women's courses organized by
family planning organizations and other community develop-
ment agencies. The level of 30% for women shown by this
sample is considered average for farmers' courses.
The literature on FTC has in the past given the
impression that the number of decision makers attending
FTC courses is low. This means that those who are trained
do not have the power to implement the new innovations
learned at the FTC. In this study it was assumed that
the people who legally own the farm are the ones who make
the decisions on what should be done on the farm.
In the field study, 102 trainees (AO. 2%) indi-
cated that they were registered farm owners, and another
eighteen (A.77o) said they were spouses of farm owners.
The rest of the trainees included sixty-five trainees
(2A.A7o) who said they were children of the registered
farm owners and 62 (2A.A%) who said they were close
relatives of farm owners. Only two trainees (0.8%)
reported that they were salaried employees. The
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trainers' estimates of the different categories are dif-
ficult to compare with the data from the trainees them-
selves. For example, three trainers said farm owners
were below 257o, nine put it at 26-50%, eight said 51-757o
and twelve said 767o and above, suggesting that the trainers
responses were either guesses based on no specific criteria
or the trainers were not using the same criteria in their
estimates
.
The trainees' responses show that most of them
are either decision makers on their farms or are in a
strong position to influence farming decisions. In many
communities in Kenya a wife does not need permission to
use part of the family farm for special experiments. The
same applies to a lesser extent to other close relatives.
Only employees would not have authority to start new
enterprises on their employers' farms. But in the sample
interviewed, this latter category of trainees was less
than 17o.
Several references have been made to the concept
of small scale farmer without defining it. There is no
standard definition of a small scale farm in Kenya. The
concept is used to describe various levels of low income
farmers. The main criterion for classification in this
study is the size of the farm. The sample indicates that
a majority of the farmers, 170 (67%) owned fifteen acres
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of land or less. Most of the sixty-five farmers owning
more than fifteen acres may be from the drier areas of
the country where fifty acres is just about the equiva-
lent of fifteen acres in the high potential agricultural
areas. However, this conclusion is speculative and does
not make a significant difference to the distribution of
the farmers in respect to land ownership.
The fifteen acre criterion is satisfactory only
for farmers who attend FTC courses. There are fifteen
acre capital intensive farms in Kenya, and elsewhere in
the world, which cannot be described as small scale. A
fifteen acre poultry farm, for example, would be a large
enterprise depending on the capital investment and manage-
ment. The small scale farm envisioned in this study is
not highly mechanized, nor does it have a high capital
input or turnover. It is a subsistence farm which may or
may not have a cash crop or surplus produce for sale. As
indicated in the study, only 36.2% of the trainees were
able to raise working capital, 29.37o from cooperative
societies, and only 3% were able to raise a bank loan.
The findings of this study challenge many of the
most widely held beliefs that FTC trainees are predomi-
nantly illiterate and unschooled. The emphasis on the
use of visual aids and practical work stem from the
assumptions that most of the trainees are illiterate.
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The District Development Center Program was initiated to
give a broad education to the farmer whenever he came
forward for a farming course. The assumption was that
the farmer had missed basic education in hygiene, civic
simple numeracy, etc. during his youth.
The evidence we have is that only 24.0% of the
trainees interviewed either missed school or had up to
four years of schooling. It was assumed that up to four
years of schooling does not make one functionally lite-
rate. No attempt was made to find out whether the trainees
classified here as functionally illiterate could read and
write or not. There was overwhelming evidence to show
that 33.57o of the trainees had between five and eight
years of education, and 18.9% had received secondary
education
.
Thus 69 . 67o of the trainees who specified their
formal education were literate and must have had a basic
education covering numeracy, health education, home
economics, civic affairs and farming. Certainly this is
not the kind of trainee for whom the DDC was intended.
To give such a trainee lessons in reading and writing,
simple arithmetic and other basic skills and concepts
would not only be a waste of time but a disservice to the
FTC Program. The trainees would not only feel offended
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but they would lose confidence in the program and dis-
courage other potential trainees from attending.
A majority of the FTC trainees are under thirty
years old. At the time these people reached school age
in the 1960's, Kenya already had very many primary schools.
that time 60A of children of school age had access
to formal education. The proportion of children going to
school has continued to grow rapidly, and in the next few
years the country should reach a stage when the rate of
illiteracy among the thirty-year-olds will be less than 5%.
The writer believes that the level of illiteracy among FTC
trainees has tended to be exaggerated and can undermine the
integrity of the program.
Closely related to the trainees' level of formal
education is the language of instruction at the FTC.
Here again the findings suggest that only 13.87o of the
trainees would pose an instructional problem because they
were not proficient in either of the two national lan-
guages. Well over half of the trainees preferred to be
taught in Kiswahili. A number of those who preferred
either local languages or English would not be disadvan-
taged if course delivery was conducted in Kiswahili.
One of the most significant findings is that
69
. 77o of the FTC trainees interviewed and 74.1% of those
who responded received most of their information from the
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conventional extension agents while only 14.2% received
information from FTC staff. It was noted that 53.17o of
the trainees were not attending an FTC course for the
first time. Thus, if the same question was asked to a
randomly selected group of farmers in any part of the
country
,
the influence of the FTC would hardly be notice-
able
.
Summary
This chapter has looked at the background of FTC
trainers, and more particularly at the academic qualifi-
cations, professional training and ranks of the trainers.
The chapter questions the correlation between the perform-
ance of an FTC and the academic qualifications of the FTC
principal, a strongly implied relationship in the litera-
ture on the FTC Program. The chapter suggests that there
is no educational content in the university agricultural
curriculum which should account for the superiority of
university graduates as trainers. On the contrary, the
agricultural diploma program at Egerton College and the
agricultural certificate program at Bukura and Embu seem
to place greater emphasis on the theory and methods of
instruction and extension.
The sample of trainers in this study shows that
there is no special course given to FTC trainers. The
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program seems to assume that anyone who knows more agri-
culture than the farmers has all it takes to make a
trainer at the FTC. Most of the inservice training
courses done by FTC instructors, for example, are not
related to their role as trainers. There is no sense of
identity between the trainers and the program. In fact,
most of the trainers would rather work elsewhere within
the agricultural extension system than remain at the FTC.
At the base of the FTC Program there is an assump-
tion that small scale farmers in Kenya do not have the
basic competencies which should enable them to produce at
a level desired by the agricultural extension system.
This chapter suggests that the FTC Program has not deter-
mined what the critical competencies or knowledge gaps
are. Consequently the program does not have specific
goals
.
The trainers have insufficient knowledge of the
background of their trainees. In particular, the knowl-
edge of the trainees' home surroundings, family, educa-
tional background and farming practices is very low.
Most farmers receive their information about farming from
conventional field extension agents, and not from the
FTC.
This survey of trainers' and trainees' perception
of the FTC Program indicates the stage of curriculum
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evolution attained by the FTC Program at the tim
study, raising questions about the future of the
which will be addressed in the next chapter.
of the
program
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Highlights of the Study
Past studies have not discredited the FTC Program
in spite of apparent lack of interest from potential
trainees as evidenced by frequent course failures, under-
enrollment and underutilization of FTC facilities. On
the contrary, the studies have tended to give the impres-
sion that the program is theoretically more effective
than conventional extension. Training resources and
personnel are utilized more economically and systemat-
ically to serve large groups in contrast to traditional
extension, where effort is spread thin to individuals
and the process of instruction tends to be unsystematic.
Thus the Government of Kenya seems to have been influen-
ced to proceed with the expansion of the FTC Program in
the hope that the minor defects in the program would, in
due course, be identified and rectified.
Evidently the problems of the FTCs have tended to
be clouded and magnified by the failure of past studies
to distinguish between (1) policy issues which could
only be addressed by the Ministry of Agriculture and the
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Government of Kenya; (2) internal administrative problems
which the FTC principal could handle with support from
local management committees, field employees of the
Ministry of Agriculture and FTC trainers; and (3) curricu-
lum issues, or issues about educational content and
activities, which could be investigated, and where neces-
sary reorganized, by FTC trainers without undue constraints
from outside the program. Unless the problems of the
program are classified along these lines, it becomes
difficult to apportion responsibility for improvement of
the different aspects of the program.
By investigating how the structured courses are
utilized within the FTC Program, this study hopes to make
a contribution to evaluative studies of all structured
out-of- school (nonformal education) programs. In partic-
ulsr, this study should be of interest to administrators
and trainers in nonformal education and to curriculum
developers and the trainers of trainers for both nonformal
education programs and for conventional extension ap-
proaches
.
The definition of curriculum offered in this
study is intended to indicate the importance of appre-
ciating the breadth and depth of a nonformal education
program, and the fact that the whole curriculum may not
be visible and clear even to those who have designwl it.
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Hence the need for educators to review and to explore the
ever changing curriculum environments and educational
content
.
This study suggests that research and evaluation
of nonformal education have been, to some extent, inhib-
ited by the tendency among nonformal educators to shy away
from the principles and tools developed for the formal
education sector. The study suggests that nonformal
educators who are not given some formal training in
educational philosophies, learning theory and the pro-
cess of teaching are likely to waste time trying to re-
invent the wheel, experimenting with theories known for
^ time instead of building on what already exists.
Whether FTC and other nonformal education trainers
receive formal training in educational theory and practice
or not, they cannot avoid the responsibility of making
curriculum decisions. To make rational decisions on what
should be learned and how learning should be conducted,
one should have an idea of the purposes of the program
(philosophy or rationale) and the ability of the target
group to master the educational content (learning theory).
Decisions on the purposes of education and the
learning process presuppose knowledge of the educational
problem or the learning need to be addressed. This study
has suggested that classification of learning needs on
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the lines proposed by Dave and Evans helps to indicate
what degree of specificity is required to articulate
learning needs at different levels, and more importantly
at the level of the individual learner and the learning
group
.
The concept of nonformal education evolved in the
late 1960 's and early 1970 's, but the FTC Program evolved
more than three decades ago. The Kenya FTC Program
evolved within the Department of Community Development
and not the agricultural extension system. In the 1950 's
the agricultural extension system mounted its own program
to replace the community development program. Both the
community development program and the agricultural exten-
sion program were based on the strategy of dispensing
rural development through "progressive farmers."
The Kericho Conference on "Education, Employment
and Rural Development" seems to have passively accepted
the concept of development through progressive farmers.
This study suggests that (1) the progressive farmers are
relatively few in number; (2) many of them are committed
to numerous other occupations apart from farming; and
(3) quite a large proportion have fairly high academic
qualifications and would not benefit from the elemen-
tary courses offered by FTCs . From this standpoint,
the FTC Program has no problems of underenrollment or
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underutilization of facilities: the problem may be that
the facilities are too large for the projected clientele.
This study has seriously questioned the linkage
between the academic qualifications of an FTC principal
and either the motivation of potential trainees to regis-
ter for courses or the general performance of the FTC.
The Kericho Conference report, and all other commentaries
which suggest problems would be solved when the FTCs were
administered by university trained principals, have not
produced sufficient evidence to link the qualifications
of the principal to the performance of the FTC.
The Kericho Conference was followed by the Agri-
cultural Education Commission which, among other things,
recommended the establishment of community based boards
of governors for FTCs
;
formal training in education for
FTC trainers; development of attractive career and salary
structures for FTC trainers; provision of accommodations
for trainees who come to courses with babies; and the
need to provide sufficient funds for the program.
This study has questioned the Commission's recom-
mendation that agricultural education be integrated with
educational content from other sectors of rural develop-
ment. It is not clear what integration would entail,
what the educational value of the integrated mass would
be and how the integrated mass would contribute to the
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motivation of FTC potential trainees or the development
of the group approach to rural extension.
Another surprising recommendation made by the
Commission relates to the role of the FTC demonstration
farm. The Commission concluded that running the farm as
a commercial venture, i.e., making a profit, would be in
conflict with the training function of the FTC. This
researcher believes that a demonstration farm, which is
intended to teach rural people how to live off the land,
IS worthless unless it produces a surplus which would be
equivalent to the basic needs of a farmer plus a small
profit or saving. This production of a surplus is the
main message the demonstration farm can give.
Unlike the Kericho Conference paper which placed
emphasis on development through "progressive farmers,"
the Agricultural Education Commission perceived the FTC
as a program which should spread over the whole district.
The Commission proposed that extra rural units be estab-
lished in the district to act as a main link between the
FTC and the target community.
During the 1960
' s
,
the FTC Program was expanded
by establishment of new centers and expansion and reno-
vation of existing centers. In the 1970's, the main
development was the experimentation with the "inte-
grated model" at the Matuga FTC and Embu FTCs
,
which were
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henceforth known as District Development Centres. In
1975 the first curriculum for the DCC was published. The
curriculum was not only conceptually confused, but it was
also in conflict with the main thrust of the nonformal
education approach, i.e., to focus on development prob-
lems rather than on educational content.
The strongest arguments in favor of the FTC
program are built around the group approach to extension.
But the concept of a group within the FTC context seems
to be interpreted very loosely to mean a number of in-
dividuals receiving the same message at the same time.
The Soya Beans Extension Project in the Lowlands
of Kisii and the Tetu SRDP experiments which preceded it
were intended to be examples of a group approach to
extension. But the "group" was not the focus of these
experiments, nor was any attempt made to explain how the
group approach implied in the model would be replicated
on a wider scale. The experiments were, in fact, care-
fully planned versions of the regular FTC model. Instead
of the progressive farmers receiving the innovation
first, the researchers preferred to develop a different
elite group known as the "average farmers." Like the
progressive farmers, the average farmers were expected to
influence their neighbors to adopt innovative ideas and
practices
.
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The Equator Community Education Project is based
on a different concept of a "group" from the program
described above. In its initial development, the project
started with identification of neighborhood-based groups
and establishment of new groups where none existed. The
groups reflected on their problems and problems of their
areas and drew out lists of their development problems
and priorities. Thus, the first lesson was not concerned
with technical education, but on a discussion of the
participants' quality of life and main problems. The
second lesson was on management of the group. Training
in technical and management skills came later in the life
of the group. Sociologically, the Equator Community
Education Project has well knit groups with common cul-
tural and economic bonds.
The Main Findings
Very little research has been done on the FTC
Program per se . Two documents referred to in this study,
the Kericho Conference report and the Agricultural Educa-
tion Commission report, were mere commentaries prepared
for a conference and an evaluation report, respectively.
As indicated in the text the Agricultural Education
Commission took only seven weeks to review all aspects of
agricultural education in the country and to report to
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the government. It seems unlikely to the writer that
within such a short time this commission would have
inspected existing agricultural educational programs, and
formulated solutions to all the problems identified.
Studies of rural development and conventional extension
have not given sufficient attention to structured resi-
^®^^tial courses as a strategy of rural development.
Annual reports on the FTC Program tend to be brief,
superficial and biased. The purpose of an annual report
seems to be to assure the agricultural system that the
FTC program is still on the right course.
Studies and documents written about the FTC pro-
grams in the past have not made the essential distinction
between curriculum and non-curriculum issues. Some of
the erroneous conclusions made in the past, and attempts
to find solutions to FTC Program problems in the wrong
quarters, must be in part attributed to the mix up be-
tween curriculum and non-curriculum issues.
It is not clear who the clients of the FTC Pro-
gram should be. The Kericho Conference report says they
are the progressive farmers while the Agricultural Educa-
tion Commission suggests that the program should be
expanded to reach all farmers. The issue of clientele
has become even more complicated by the introduction of
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the DDC integrated model, called a "multi-purpose center"
which opens its doors to all.
Most educational programs have a statement which
explains the scope and emphases of the educational activ-
ities. The statement may be expressed as a set of educa-
tional problems to be solved (learning needs) or as goals
to be attained (objectives). The findings in this study
are that the FTC Program as a whole does not have a
general statement of either learning needs to be ful-
filled or objectives to be attained. There seems to be
little evidence to suggest that the instructors have been
making an effort to collect substantive data from their
clients as a base for course development.
When trainers were asked to state how much they
knew about their clients' home areas, educational back-
ground, family responsibilities, farming practices, and
previous FTC courses attended, the instructors showed
that they have a very hazy idea of the background of the
trainees. This information was in a way confirmed by
responses from the farmers which showed that they received
most of their information about farming and the FTC Pro-
gram from field extension workers and not FTC instructors.
Thus any investigation of the FTC Program should lead to
the conclusion that the program does not have a clear
purpose in the development of the country and should be
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abolished. The DDC model is not an improvement on the
FTC approach. In fact the goals of the DDC model are, in
the opinion of the writer, less clear than those of the
FTC Program.
This study has also shown that the FTC Program
has successfully resisted reforms over the past twenty
years. The Kericho Conference, the Agricultural Educa-
tion Commission and Conferences of FTC Principals made
numerous recommendations on the staffing, financing,
salary structure of FTC employees, staff development, the
use of the FTC farm, and other aspects of the FTC Program.
These were not implemented.
Recommendations for Further Development
Policy issues .
1. While the funding has been remarkably improved
since the mid 1970 's, two minor issues still
deserve attention:
a) Unless FTCs can see any financial benefits
from the demonstration farm, members of
staff will continue to have low motivation
in development of the farm, and will con-
tinue to carelessly dispose of its produce.
At the moment, most FTCs are a cheap source
of eggs, pork, milk and other farm produce
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to local government servants and other
persons known to FTC staff,
b) Since all the funds raised from fees have
to be paid to the National Treasury, any
space provided to non- farmer courses is
lost to farmer courses.
In both cases there is a need to review the
policy so as to allow FTCs to plough back at
least a fraction of the funds raised from both
sources. This change will also enable enter-
prising FTCs to remain in business throughout
the year. At the moment, an FTC which organizes
many courses at the beginning of the financial
year, exhausts its financial allocation before
the end of the year and is forced to slow down
or close down for the second half of the year.
2. It is surprising that the Ministry of Agriculture
has not involved other government field workers
and local community leaders in the management of
FTCs. The District Commissioners, District
Development Officers and any outstanding local
leaders would strengthen the links between the
FTCs and the target community.
3. It is futile to run an educational program with-
out professionals who have been trained for
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their job. It seems that before a TA or TO is
posted to an FTC, he should undergo an orienta-
tion course in the art of teaching. FTC trainers
should have regularly scheduled retraining
seminars and workshops to update their under-
standing of the program and the strategies and
tactics to be employed.
4. The special duties which the FTC assigns to FTC
trainers entail making personal sacrifices. It
would seem logical therefore, that all FTC staff
should receive an allowance which is commensurate
with their role. Principals and vice-principals
would be entitled to a higher allowance than the
other trainers, who normally contribute less to
the boarding function of the FTC. Once a trainer
moves from the FTC to field work the allowance
should cease forthwith.
5. The DDC model does not, in the opinion of this
researcher, provide any new insights into the
problem of educating farmers. However, FTCs
should continue to provide conference facilities
for all training programs in the District. The
funds spent on non-agricul tural courses should
be retrieved from the fees and used for farmer
courses
.
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Curriculum issues
.
1. Each FTC should carry out a survey of the needs
of the target community as a basis for develop-
ing training objectives and priorities. It
should be understood that the objectives of a
nonformal education program cannot be static for
any length of time. Curriculum development
should be seen as a continuous process.
2. For each course, the FTC instructors should
visit the homes of a selected sample of par-
ticipants to ascertain the background of the
trainees in terms of actual agricultural prac~
tices, farming constraints such as the size of
land holdings, physical and climatic controls,
educational background, etc.
3. Within the demonstration field there should be
two or more small holdings run by some of the
families employed at the FTC, e.g.
,
a driver, a
cook or a farmhand. The person assigned a small
holding should live on it and use his/her own
resources to carry out all the tasks on the
farm. The FTC should make sure that the small
holding is cultivated on time and that the right
farm inputs are used for demonstration purposes.
The farmer should keep all the produce from the
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small holding but submit to the FTC a full
account of his investment in the different
activities on the farm and the cash value of the
produce. FTCs with large farms of 1000 acres
and more can afford to run several small hold-
ings of five to ten acres each alongside the
main demonstration plot. The teaching value of
such a set of demonstration farms would be
higher if each unit specialized on specific
activities like cash crop production, subsis-
tance farming, vegetable production, poultry
keeping and dairy farming. Some of the areas of
specialization like poultry keeping and dairy
farming could be incorporated into the main
demonstration plot as well but managed as
separate entities.
4. As noted in Chapter V, the Government Develop-
ment Plan published in 1964 pointed out that the
teaching role of FTCs was important but limited
in the numbers of farmers who could participate.
In the same year, the Ministry of Agriculture
issued a policy statement on FTCs which mainly
defined the relationship of the FTC Program to
conventional extension. The statement expressed
some doubt about the heavy investment in the
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FTC Program. In 1972, the ILO Mission to Kenya
pointed out that it would require twenty years
to provide one course to one member of the small
scale farmers' household if all FTC facilities
were fully utilized. In practice, about 50% of
the FTCs were effectively utilized and one
course per household would be of little value.
The Agricultural Education Commission proposed
that the FTC Program should be expanded to reach the
farmers in their home areas though extra-mural centers
established at Divisional Centres, Chief's Centres and
market places. Somehow FTC trainers would use these
centers to disseminate new ideas and technology while at
the same time getting feedback from farmers and learning
more about the small scale farmers. The actual organiza-
tional details of the proposed extra-mural centers are
not spelled out.
The researcher recommends the group approach
developed for The Equator Project. The salient charac-
teristics of the model are:
1. Small scale farmers are organized in neigh-
borhood-based learning groups which work on
rural development activities determined by
the farmers themselves.
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2. The group cuts across different levels of formal
education attainment, agricultural innovative-
ness and work experience, thus facilitating
intra-group learning and "innovation sharing."
3. The group structure facilitates dissemination of
ideas. The change agent can channel messages to
members of the group through group meetings,
leaders and even through ordinary group members.
The group provides a climate through which the
change agent and members of the group can give
instructions and make criticism without hurting
the feelings of individual farmers.
4. It is easier to provide a systematic and need-
based learning program for a neighborhood-based
group
.
5. It is relatively easy to identify areas of more
extensive training which should be catered to at
the FTCs
.
6. Group process can be used for various purposes
including recovery of farming credit, work on
off-the-farm agricultural activity and non-agri-
cultural projects.
7. Group activity and learning can go on throughout
the year without interruption or seasonal fluc-
tuations .
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0. Inter-group dynamics can be used to create a
competitive climate that encourages change.
Adoption of the the Equator Project model would
require a drastic reorganization of the frontline exten-
sion approach. The frontline agents would play the role
of planners and field organizers, getting the farmers
into groups and assisting them to identify their develop-
ment priority. The next level of extension agents,
locational and divisional agricultural officers as well
as FTC trainers would provide a backup system for the
frontline workers, giving specialized demonstrations,
organizing residential training programs and disseminat-
ing information on government policy.
The FTCs would be used for more regular workshops
for frontline workers to review their strategies, give
feedback to the trainers and administrators and generally
share experiences from different local situations. Resi-
dential courses for farmers would be more purposeful,
e.g., 1) dealing with needs that cut across most of the
target community; 2) developing of leadership for the
learning groups; 3) dealing with development problems
specific to a region, group or a set of groups, etc. The
FTC would become a more professional institution playing
three roles in development:
1. A staff development center for frontline workers
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2. A resource center helping frontline workers to
assess educational needs, plan and implement
appropriate structured courses and evaluate the
impact of the courses provided; and
3. A training facility for specialized farmer
^^^iriing courses, and a conference center for
non- farmer educational programs.
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AO
DAAO
DAHO
DAO
DDC
DETO
DLFMO
DO
DVO
FDI
FTC
GRV
JAA
IIEP
ILO
KTDA
LDC
NCCK
NFE
PC
SEPA
SRDP
TA
List of Abbreviations
Agricultural Officer
Divisional Assistant Agricultural Officer
District Animal Husbandry Officer
District Agricultural Officer
District Development Centre
District Extension and Training Officer
District Land and Farm Management Officer
District Officer
District Veterinary Officer
District Farm Institute
Farmer Training Centre
Great Rift Valley
Junior Agricultural Assistant
International Institute for Educational Planning
International Labour Office
Kenya Tea Development authority
Less Developed Countries
National Christian Council of Kenya
Nonformal Education
Provincial Commissioner
Science Education Programme for Africa
Special Rural Development Programme
Technical Assistants
TO
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WEP
Technical Officer
World Employment Programme
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APPENDIX IV
FARMER TRAINING CENTRE STUDENTS
(Interview Schedule)
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.S\R.’fER TRAINING Cr.;ITER STUOrMT.-;
A 'i.-.es I lunna i rc to Jctarri'ie thi aracteristics anf'
trai.iiD; needs of FiC trainees. Tfs oue«; t ionna i rc vil]be a Qiji 1 n i s t e r e e oy lesearcn assistants, (‘irieans specify)
PERCC.-nA.L L'ATA
1 . n'ar es
2. Age
.1
. £ e X
1
under 15 115-24 ~TS~~A
[
'5-44 4 5 tir*
c
VC*
T
I
\
i 1
*iale 1 r enal (
I
4.
District
bocat ion
Division
Sub- Locat ion
5.
Marital Status
i
Married Single Other* !
L 1
6.
Nur.be r of children
7.
V/l'.o owns your farm, i.e. in whose name it is
registered?
Self Spouse * f' 0 V cats Emmlovcr Otner
’
8.
Size of the farm (all units combined:)
Up to 2 acres T 5- 15 16-50 Over 50 I Don ' t !^nov
9. Registration number
10. Name the t)iree most important enterprises on ycur
farm. (e.g. types of crops or animals)
11.
Indicate to \.'hat extent farm.ers have t^c same
enterprises
Very lew .4 Vi? ra '’c f 'OS t Nn.ne
—
250
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12 . Is famino ycur ri'jl uin.o occuT)atiGn?
13. If ycur answer is NO”, what
do you do?
ot!'u;r 1 obs /oicup iL ienc
14.
ifhat is your cstinat^d torsi iiicooe per year
(income categories}; in £,
I 0-9b i lOQ-g-lNdi) ; ?000-29 ~V iCOO- 3 Vfi : ever 4000| Dont
I
•
. :
t
I
15
.
What is your yer.tly cash inccne fret Agriev.i tore?
EDUCATION AllD TrJVIWIHG
16.
At what level did vou leave schorl?
itd 1-
i ftd 5-7 U. '^£.
; ; -cm
I
I
,• ^nd above
17 What training ha>'e you trkor. since lervinr scnool?
!
Mctncr tongur
,
.icthor tonpue •le'.’.or to yc •• r.ll !
i
' and Swahili
;
and Englisn I t '.rec
j
19. Ir. what languages v/oul J you like FTC lessons to ':c
taught
251
20
. (:i) Have you attended courses
PTC, or any other Adult Ethe past five )'ears?
at this
uca t i on
t) t a r. y other
ir.stitutic-. in
!~7ES‘ NO
(b) If your answer is "yes", list the
course and the dates attcrd.od.
title of the
nrn
I- rom To
21. how did you oct infornation about this course?
Extension
agent *
FTC staff friend Admini-
strator
Other*
1:11
—
t—
1
22 . Have other persons from your farm
training? Specify relation to you
received FTC
Name
I Pel a t lonshiD '
23. Name the tliree most important tiiin? you hooe tolearn from this course:
24
. Name three problems which you feel vou cannot handle
v/ithouttraining.
4 --
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25.
a) V/hat is the educational backrround of Che heaJ
of your farm?
b) hTiat training has iic/slic had in farTting?26.
Vlhat things would you - like to learn most?
Land Management
Knowledge of soil types,
cultivation methods and
conservation measures.
VI I 1 FI ; Ni , DK :
T
i
L
1
!
1
Crop Producation
Knowledge or selection of seed,;
growing conditions, use of •
manure, fertilizer and other j
chemicals, harvesting and
j
storape.
i
1 1
i
j 1
Livestock Production
i
^
1
!
1
1
Selection of gooc breeds,
feeding, health care and
brin'^ing up voung animals.
Facilities and Eauipment
i
1
J
1
1
1
1
y
Management
Maintenance of buildings,
machinerv and tools.
Business !:anagement (
Defining goals, planning,
|
understanding of manage- i
nent principles.
1
i
Marketing i !
Understanding the role of
j
i
cooperatives, systems of
,
|
mrivate marketing, etc. j
1
j
1
i
i
Other
j
j
\
1
1
(Vl= Very Important; I*Inportant; FI = Fairly Inportanf
MI=Not Important; DK^Don't Know
27.
a) Do your close neighbours attend courses
.
—7T5 1 N'O I DOM'i i
b) If your answer is "NO'', give
not attend:
reasons why they do
253
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27. (c) Have you ever failed to attend a Course to which
you were invited?-
Yes No
(d) What reasons made you fail?
28. (a) How
Shs
much fees did you pay to attend this course
(b) If you did not pay any state who paid for you
(c) Do you consider the fees to be low, average, too high
29. What organization do you belong to and what position’s
of leadership do you hold, if any (p.f. Church, KANU
,
Harambee Project).
30. Name the most important thing the Government can do to
help you and the farmers in your area.
31. Have you raised farming loans from any of the following
areas-
Banks Co-Op. Society AFC 1 Other Nonet
—
1
32.
What problems do you have, if any, with raising farming
loans?
33. (a) Do you intend to attend another FTC Course
Ves No
(b) If your answer is yes name some of the courses you would
like to attend or things you would like to learn.
34.
Are there any questions or problems which you feel that
this questionnaire has not dealt with? Give details.
APPENDIX V
FARMER TRAINING CENTRES QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR PRINCIPALS AND INSTRUCTORS
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^
FAR.' 'EPS TPLi^ I,“; IMG f''''TFTKE DESIC-N OF A RELEVAN’T CURRIC'JLU'I^FOR SM4I I Fr\tcWSTlO.'iNAIRE FOP FTC/DDC PSI>ICIP.5?s
This questionnaire is intended to collect da*a -i,shared with all FTC adninistrators and iLtJuctoJ urespondents will not be disclosed to anvoneto sive your name. Please answer all Questionsyour cooperation. f'Means “specify) Thank you for
PERSONAL DATA
1. Name
2. Present Position
3. Equivalent ranl-t in the Ministry
4. Highest educational qualification
5. Agricultural training
, 'lA I HSc
i AHOVR RR " ]
6. a) Have you had any other professional or vocational training
I -To :
I
I
b) If your opsucr is "Yes", explain uyaj trainipy,
'Jescrintion Fror To
I
7
.
The period worked with the ,'linistry of Agriculture;
UescriDtion ot the Job .ant. Ran,:
; Pron I To
1
i
-
^
i
8.
Any other jobs !icld;
Pescrintron .r.'d'Rank
[ Prom ~~To'
256
5. a) if zyoc ..
. J :t.
your p.- fc-?nc r i'l ;
-1 i 1 ro
i i - i _
p. your cur.ctioi.3, vhnt
' nrr.nue wovkinp; at tl;e PTC
reacarch center
'
' r a 1 1 c r
'c:uld be
") cx ; jr.j an
, o -k
J } : i y r ^
: the
err
10 . Ho-/
12. O: ... a. 1 •
'
. .1 r re • ••
ij. do e -'I'ce i ; '-i rv..;
i\ •' i 1 :
. y . e v e . ' ,
t!ic tr.r'ct .oo^- i
1 a t i c n
p ^ r. c .'1'.
rui
- ; ii . . : 0
.
t h c 1 j *. rn ~
F M 1 1 1 1 • ; O'
i n ! :
'
•
~
.
1 ^ " rn i , • ' , 1
'
' 0 i : u n .
,
1
" r r ' r s
I
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lA. What are the most important objectives of your FTC
(if they are many, state the three most important);
a
.
b.
c
.
TRAINESS AND THEIR LEARNING NEEDS
15. a. Are there critical competencies which farmers
served by your FTC should have?
b. Has your FTC developed a specific list of
the critical needs or the required competencies
of your learner?
c. List the five most important competencies
d. What are the formal educational levels of the
present students:
Never been to school (Give
Four years or less of schooling
_
Over seven years of schooling
Do not know
e. How many of the trainees have salaried jobs or
other occupations?
How many are dependant entirely on farming
List four of their most critical learning needs:
(a learning need is a knowledge deficiency),
(continued on the next page)
number or estimate)
Five to seven
f .
g-
258
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1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Farn owners
Spouses of farm owners
Relative of farm owners
Caretakers
Employees
16. Is the class in residence now
participate in your programs?
typical of the learners who
If the answer is "Mo'‘, list ways in which they are different;
17. Kow well do you know the students attendin'^
residence now? ‘ the course in
1
Educational background
Location of homes
(where they come from!
Family situation
Very well HT-ell • fl^air Not at all
1“
Course attended
previously
—
lyae of farming
utner t
;
r~
18. Assess the importance of th.e follov/in" areas of learnino toyour trainees, in other words, in what areas do ycur traineeshave the greatest need for learnirr’ vi is very imoortant;
I IS Important; is Faily Important, ,'JI is Mot Important'
DK is Ton't ' know
.
' '
'
5 .
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Land -Management
Knowledge of soil type, culti-
vation methods and conservation
measures
.
VI 1 FI NI DK
Crop Production
Knowledge of the selection of
seed; growing conditions; use
of manure, fertilizer and other
chemicals; harvesting and storage
Livestock Production
Identification and slection of
breeding stock, feeding, health
care and bringing up young
animals
Facilities and Equipment Manage-
ment
Maintenance of buildings, machin-
ery, and tools
Business Management
Defining goals, planning,
understanding of manage-
ment principles
Marketing
Understanding cooperative
and private marketing
Other
19. a. Do you consider the fees charged by FTC Co be
too high reasonable, or low?
b. Please explain your answer
c. In what ways can FTC be financed?
d. List the main causes of underenrollment and
lack of interest in FTC programs.
260
- 6 -20,
What procedure is used by your FTC to devcloo your
curriculum, i.e. how do you decide what to include in thecurriculum, or what steps do you take to develop a
curriculum? ^
i)
ii]
iii)
iv)
V)
21.
In your opinion what questions has this questionnaire not
raised about the FTC curriculum?
i)
ii)
iii)
22.
Please comment on the significance of research into the FTC
curriculum. Is there a need for research and does this
questionnaire address tlie key issues?
APPENDIX VI
UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE
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UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMAIES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE L\ AGRICULTURE
‘A. 2
Admission Requirements:
A. I Candidates must, in satisfying the ntinihtnm entrance require-
eToCa:d"c.e“‘^’ ^
(a) In addition to A.l above, candidates must offer passes at
Mathematics.
f Mathematics is not offered at principal or subsidiary
level, it must be offered at School Ceitificate level or equi-
valent examination, with a credit or above.
Alternatively, admission may be granted to outstanding diplo-
mates from a recognized Agricultural or Veterinary College Such
candidates must; °
A. 3
(b)
(a) hold a Diploma with Credit or Distinction from such a
College;
(b) be .supported in their application by a Statement from the
Principal of that College to the effect that their performance
m the Diploma course was exceptionally good and that their
understanding of basic sciences is such that they will be able
to h>cncfit from ^ degree course
A. 4 Any candidate currently employed shaU have his application
supported by a statement from his employer.
Course of Study
A. 5 The teaching for the degree shall extend over not less than three
92
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academic years, the first two consisting of four terms, the third
consisting of three terms. The fourth term of the second year
shall be used for practical work.
Curriculum
A. 6 First Year '
A 100 Introduction to East Africa Agriculture (including a
tour lasting two weeks of important Agricultural Regions
in Kenya).
A 101 Mathematics
A 102 Chemistry
A 103 Zoology for Agriculture
A 104 Physics for Agriculture
A 105 Biochemistry
A 106 Statistics
A 107 Botany for Agriculture
A 108 Genetics and Principles of Breeding
A 109 Plant and Crop Physiology
A 110 Animal Physiology
A 1 1 1 Economics I
A. 7 Second Year
A 200 Economics 11
A 201 Rural Sociology and Development
A 202 .Agricultural Policy and Law
A 203 Crop Production 1: Crop/Grassland Production
A 204 Genetics and Animal Breeding
A 205 Nutrition and Breeding
A 206 Agricultural Engineering
A 207 Soil Science 1
A 309 Farm Practice (nine weeks practice on selected farms,
during 4th Term).
A. 8 Third Year
A 300 Farm Management
A 301 Agricultural Marketing and Extension
A 302 Crop Production IL Crops and Horticulture
A 303 Animal Production 11
A 304 Agricultural Engineering
93
A 305 Soil Science II
A 306 Crop Protection
A 307 Animal Health and Hygiene
A 308 Food Technology
APPENDIX VII
EGERTON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
NJORO, KENYA 1979-82 CATALOGUE
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EGERTON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
NJORO, KENYA 9179-82 CATALOGUE
EDUCATION Si EXTENSION DEPARTMENT (7 )
EDUC. 711: INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE COMMUNICATION: •
Meaning of Communication; forms of communication, e.g. spoken language,
written language, communication by signs; Speech-making; Forms of
public address, e.g. lectures, debates. Choice of topic and the level of
audience; Effective conclusion; Prepared and unprepared speech; Code
switching and code mixing in language comnnjnication; Introduction to
language writing; Ti an.slation of texts.
lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y1 T1 — ED, FT, RM.
Y1 T2 — II EC, AG, AH, DT, FM, HORT, FP A M, S & W.
Y1 T3 - AHE.
72
EDUC. 712: TECHNICAL WRITING AMD KEPCKTIHG:
Meaning and scope of tcdinic.il writing and reporting; Main principles;
Types of reports; The techniques of technical writing; Style and presen-
tation; Definitions and rnultipl-: meanings and writnig a model report.
Lecture — 20 hrs. C.F. 2
Y2 T1 — AilU. RM.
Y2 T2 — ED.
Y2 T3 — Hort, AG. FM, HEC, S. & V/., FP. & M., FT.
* Y3 T1 — AHE, DT.
EDUC. 713: AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SErvilNAR:
Major issues facing education in the agricultural content. Opportunity
for students to integrate th.eory with their own p actical expciicnccs.
Use of outside resource people for discussion of topics of general interest
and value to students; Brief review of the major areas of t.he agri-
cultural education curriculum.
Seminar — 10 hrs. C.F. 1
Y3 T3 — ED.
EDUC. 721: DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORY OF EDUCAT. ON IN
KENYA:
The meaning and components of agricultural education. Development of
Agricultural Education in secondary schools; elements and essentials
of agricultural development; Centributions of agnciltural education to
economic and social development; Brief survey of idncational develop-
ment around the world; the bo;,'inning (or inlvoductio!’.) of modern educa-
tion in Kenya; the contriinitiori of the government, churchc.s and private
organizations towards establishment and CNuansion of education. Organizdr
tion and educational policy befoie and after independence. F.xnansion and
consolidation of Higher Education. Trends and problems for the future.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y1 T2 — ED.
73
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EDUC. 723: PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION:
Introductions to General Philosophy; Functions of Philosophy, Logic;
Epistemology; Metaphysics; Axiology; Piulosophical Principles in Educa-
tion. Aims of Education. Major philosophers and philosophies of Education.
Education, Society and Development: Concept of Nation Building; con-
strains in Kenya’s Educational systems. Alternatives to formal Education
in Kenya.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y2 T1 — ED.
EDUC. 724: SECONDARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT:
Principles and techniques of organization and management applied to the
operation o' secondary schools; Concept and theory in school administra-
tion; Meaning and development of educational administration; Kenya
Government educational policy and Ministry of Education administrative
structuie. Administrative tasks of sccoridai"y schools in connection with:
School-community relations. Curriculum and instruction; pupils; staff;
physical facilities; decision making, prograrn;ning, stimulation,, appraising
and co-ordinating.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y3 T1 — ED.
EDUC. 731A: ECUC.t^TlONAL TECHNOLOGY I:
Technical Background, to the application of electro-physical principles in
educational technology; Graphics, Photo-Technology; Video systems. Audio
systo:ns; Audio-video systems; Special problem.s. The development and
use of mass media; Specifications for architectural environments; Repairs
and administration in educational technology.
Lecturc/Practical — 20/30 hrs. C.F. 4
Y2 T2 — ED.
74
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EDUC. 731BI EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY II:
Technical background i.e. the application of clcctrophysical principlesm educational technology; Graphics; Photo-technology; ‘ Video systems;
Audio systems; Audio-Video systems; Special problems; The development
and use of mass media; Repairs and administration of communications
technology; Graphics; Photo-technology; Special problems; Special tech-
niques and presentation in adult teaching.
Lecture/Practical — 20/40 hrs. C.F. 4
Y2 T3 — ENG.
EDUC. 731C: EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY lilt
Introduction to communications; Process & Role of communications;
Fundamental Electrical and Electronic principles as they relate to com-
munication systems/graphics; Production and use of charts; graphs and
exhibits techniques.
Selection, processing and use of cameras and related materials. Sound
Iransmission and use of Related Equipments (recorders, P.A., Radio) in
Education and Extension.
Operation maintenance and use of Film
.-k Slide projectors. Teaching of
Practical skills with multi-media. .
^
Lccture/Practical — 20/20 hrs. C.F. 4
Y3T1— HEC.
EDUC. 732: CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT & GENERAL METHODSOF TEACHING:
The meaning of curriculum; the process of curriculum planning; Patterns
of curriculum organization; the organization of subject content and learning
experiences, the attention wilt be given to such elements as syllabus,
scheme of work and lesson plans; Principles of effective and successful
teaching.
Lecture — 40 hrs. C.F. 4
Y2 T3 — ED.
75
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EDUC. 733: SPECIAL METHODS OF TEACHING (AGRICULTURE):
ObjeclivfS of teaching agriculture in Secondary Schools and teacher train-
ing Colleges; ciualihcation and duties of an agriculture teacher; develop-
ping ihe course of instruction; specific methods m agriculture teaching,
Planning and developing the students' supervised farming programmes.
Lecture — 20 hrs. C.F. 2
Y3 T1 — ED.
EDUC. 734: SPECIAL METHODS OF TEACHING SCIENCE SUBJECTS:
The meaning of science.
Objectives of teaching science subjects in secondary schools.
Developing curriculum, schemes of work and lesson plans in science sub-
jects, c.g. Biology.
Methods of teaching science subjects: c.g. scientific method; practical and
field trip appioach; group teaching using discussion method, etc.
Organir.ation and management of teaching facilities of a science school
department.
Testing and Evaluation of science subjects.
Lecture — 20 hrs., C.F. 2.
Y3 T1 — ED.
EDUC. 735: TEACHING PRACTICE:
A period of one term spent in schools teaching agriculture and related
subjects during which the students are given the opportunity to gain
prarctical experience supervised by their own lecturers as well as experi-
enced school administrators and teachers; students will be given guidance
to learn by ob.icrvatic n and practice, the various aspects of school organi-
zation and adr.hnistration. The students will be assessed towards the end
of the practical period by both College Lecturers and External Assessors
appointed by the Ministry of Education.
Practical — 120 hrs. C.F. 12
Y3 T2 — ED.
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EDUC. 73G: OUTSIDE VISITS:
Students make organized visits
Educauonal importance. These are
fiive reports.
to various places
,
of Agricultural andfoUowed by di.scussions and comprehen-
Visits
—lOOhrs. C.F3
Y3 T1 - ED.
^DUC. 741: INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY:
as it*"conTibulc^m I'nderstanding of psychologv
n„ under*,;;;"'
people with an a,m faciH-,rn„ vw given „e
social adjustment, etc.).
’ ^^d personality (i.e. individual and
Lecture — 20 hrs. C F 2
Y1 T2 — HEC.
Y2 T1 — RM.
EDUC. 742: DEVELOPMENTAL PSCHOI.OGY:
take nl-ro 1
emphasis on Ine psychological pror-ssos thU
anaUt " o"
behaviour in the Lr optimum gain in
counselling for the learner.
exceptional pupils;
Lecture — 30 hrs, C.F 3
Y1 T3 ~ ED.
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EDUC. 743: LEARHIMG EVALUATION AND MEASUREMENT:
Basic concepts of learning and teaching. The principles of learning n.s
applied to teaching situations e g. Theories of learning; How people learn;
Factors affecting learning; Definition of educational measurement and
Evaluation; Deriving and stating educational objectives. Elementary
classification of educational objectives; Types of tests; preparation of scores
by means of using descriptive statistics (grouping and tabulation of score.s.
frequency distribution, measurement of central tendency and variability).
Grading and reporting.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y2 T1 — ED.
EDUC. 744: HEALTH EDUCATION:
Background to health education in schools; Background in human anatomv
— human organ systems, their interdependence, significant disorders and
care;; Communicable and non-communicable diseases of importance in
East Africa, and their control; Emergency treatments; General principles
of physical and mental health. Health and nutrition; sports in schools, the
general school environment; Family Planning; Population control and
health in East Africa.
Seminar 30 hrs. CJ’. 3
Y2 T2 — ED.
EDUC. 745: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY:
Introduction to general social psychology. Relations between social pyscho-
logy and personality; individual behaviour, characteristics and the social
process. E.Tects on learning, motivation and attitudes. Group and group
organization and their effect on individual behaviour and performance.
Group tasks and control, especially in industry.
Lecture — 40 hrs. CJ. 4
Y3 T1 — DT, FT.
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EDUC, UOi PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATlOHi
Adapting principles of child growth and development to teaching litua-
tions. Basic concepts of learning and teaching; Planning and stating
educational objectives; Application of basic principles of learning and
teaching to problem solving. The nature of evaluation, measuring and
predicting pupil progress.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y2 T2 — HEC
EDUC. 751: INTRODUCTION TO RURAL SOCIOLOOV:
Analysis of human .••ociety and the Individual as a member of the family,
the community and other social systems. Rural sociology and its import-
ance; Culture — its importance, cultural change, and effects of the change,
Group relations; Kinds of groups and their irr.portance; Social structure
and its Implications to social change; Power and community decision
making process; Social institutions; Social change diffusion and adoption
process; Adult learning.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y2 T3 — All streams except DT, ED, FT.
EDUC. 752: PRINCIPLES OF EXTENSION EDUCATION:
Role and functions of Extension in agi icullur.al and rural development with
particular reference to developing countries; Historical background of the
development of extension services and its preseiit organizational structure,
scope of work, long and short term goals and problems in relation to the
basic principles and philosophy of extension education; the duties and
responsibilities of extension educators in comparative or similar systems.
Lecture — 20 hrs. C.F. 2 (30 hrs. C.F. 3 for ED, AHE.)
Y2 T3 — ED.
Y3 T1 — All streams except DT. & FT.
Y.3 T1 — AHE
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EDUo. 753: EXlE^!SIC^J PROCnAMME PLAJiNIKC TEACHi>lG
METHODS AND EVALUATION:
The need for the extension programme plan, Principles of extension; pri>-
giamme planning and the planning proc as; Essential clemcr.ts in the
piogramiiie planning process and progi an.n.o nnplcinentation; Extension
leach.ng methods and tlicir role in programme imple.-r.entation; the
methods should include individual, group and m.asr. m.othods; Evaluation of
extension programmes — principles, pu poses and kinds of evaluation.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y3 T2 — All streams except DT, ED. I-T,
EDL'C. 754: GROUP OYHAMICS:
Amlys'is of human gioups and group proce.sses as part of society and
as social process. Group formation anc function in societal and cultural
change. Leadc.ship development and role in rural Development; Role of
groups and group leadership in formal and non-furrnal cducational'develop-
ment.
Lecture — 30 hrs. C.F. 3
Y2 T2 — ED.
Y3 T1 — FM.
ECUC. 755: PRINCIPLES OF ADULT EDUC-ATlON:
*1 ho meaning, scope .ind importance of idiilt educ.atinri in devclopinp
coiir.o.cs, 1 o.icy a.’^d organization o: adult . '.luc'.itmi'. in Kenva: Prr.gramme
p.ann.ng in .''.duL Lduca..ion; t.ne adult !r (v.'ho they are v.'iiy thev
a. tend, ou.i'i cnees I'C.'.ceen a class of adi ;ts and class of school children
physical ch inges of adults); Some princir les for promoting crfectivc Icarn-
•rig, Motnods and tcc.nniques of teachin.g auults cllcctively; Evaluation of
adult education progr.imm.es.
Lecture — 20 hrs. C.F. 2
Y3 T3 — ED.
eo
EDUC. 756: GOVERNMENT PROCEQUfiEi.
General introduction; Government organization and administration}
Principles and theories of administration; Important consideration on join-
ng the Government — some preliminary procedural matters to be delt
Nvith at the time of entry; Stall functions and responsibilities.
Lecture — 20 hrs. C.F. 2
Y3 T3 “ AJ) streams except ED.
APPENDIX VIII
BUKURA AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE
FARM MANAGEMENT AND EXTENSION DEPARTMENT
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